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Abstract
This thesis investigates the quantum properties of T-duality invariant formalisms of
String Theory.
We introduce and review duality invariant formalisms of String Theory including
the Doubled Formalism. We calculate the background field equations for the Doubled
Formalism of Abelian T-duality and show how they are consistent with those of a
conventional String Theory description of a toroidal compactification. We generalise
these considerations to the case of Poisson–Lie T-duality and show that the system of
renormalisation group equations obtained from the duality invariant parent theory are
equivalent to those of either of the T-dual pair of sigma-models. In duality invariant
formalisms it is quite common to loose manifest Lorentz invariance at the level of the
Lagrangian. The lack of manifest invariance means that at the quantum level one might
anticipate Lorentz anomalies and we show that such anomalies cancel non-trivially.
These represent important and non-trivial consistency checks of the duality invariant
approach to String Theory.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Unification and Duality
Two important themes in theoretical physics are Unification and Duality. At first these
themes seem to be, if not contradictory, at least competing ideas; Unification is the
reduction of multiple theories to a single all-encompassing theory, whereas Duality is the
notion that there may be several distinct and complementary frameworks that describe
the same physics. Nonetheless, both of these ideas have lead to tremendous advances
in our theoretical understanding of the universe.
The older idea of Unification, whose roots can be traced at least as far back as
Maxwell’s theory of Electro-Magnetism, underpins the development of what is perhaps
the pinnacle of scientific endeavour – the Standard Model of particle physics. Time and
time again Unification has proven to be a guiding light for theoretical physicists. The
ultimate objective of Unification would be a theory that unites Gravity with Quantum
Mechanics and with the other forces of nature encapsulated in the Standard Model. To
this end, String Theory [9] is widely accepted as the leading candidate for a Quantum
Theory of Gravity and offers the tantalising possibility of Unification of all the forces.
Duality is a comparatively newer concept and not only is it an interesting and
deep theoretical property in its own right, it can also help make physical predictions.
For instance, a question which may be very hard to answer within the context of one
framework may be addressed much more easily by means of a dual description. One of
the most important examples of duality, the AdS −CFT correspondence [10] does just
this; questions asked in a strongly coupled gauge theory can be answered by means of a
calculation performed in a weakly coupled gravity theory. The full power of this sort of
duality is only now being unlocked and the past few years have seen its application to a
range of physical systems including: the Quark Gluon Plasma [11, 12] thought to have
been observed at the RHIC experiment; fluid mechanics in general [13] and condensed
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matter systems such as high Tc superconductors [14].
There are many other fascinating examples of duality, particularly in the context of
Gauge Theories [15–18], but the focus of this thesis is on Duality within the context of
String Theory. Nowhere is Duality more pronounced than in String theory and indeed
the development of both go hand-in-hand to an extent. Certainly, a fuller understanding
of String Theory necessitates a deeper understanding of Duality.
1.2 String Theory and its Dualities
Although born out of an ultimately unsuccessful attempt to formulate a theory of the
Strong Nuclear Force, Superstring Theory was first developed as a Quantum Theory
of Gravity during the late 1970’s and early 1980’s. In String Theory the fundamental
objects are not point particles but string-like extended objects whose characteristic
length is of the Planck scale (1.6 × 10−33 cm). The primary reason for the success of
String Theory as a Quantum Theory of Gravity is that the spectrum of closed strings
includes a massless, spin-two excitation corresponding to the graviton. Not only that,
the low energy effective space time action described by String Theory can be recognised
as a generalisation of Einstein’s theory of gravity.
However, rather quickly it became apparent that there were some surprising features
of Superstring Theory. Firstly, there are in fact not one but five separate and consistent
superstring theories: Type I; Type IIA; Type IIB; Heterotic SO(32) and Heterotic E8.
Given that finding a Quantum Theory of Gravity was such a difficult problem it does
seem strange to discover five potential answers; one is reminded of waiting for a London
bus only to find that five come along at once! Additionally, according to the philosophy
of unification, one might have hoped to have found a single unique theory. As we shall
see, Duality is the key to understanding that these theories are not as distinct as they
first seemed.
The second rather surprising feature of these Superstring Theories is that their
quantum consistency demands that there be exactly ten spacetime dimensions. To
square this with the four-dimensional view of the universe one has to find a way for
the six extra predicted dimensions to be rendered unobservable by current experiments.
The typical solution to this is to use the old idea of Kaluza-Klein reduction. In this, the
extra dimensions are considered to be compact and small enough that they would only be
9
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visible to a very high-energy probe. This idea of ‘compactification’ actually transforms
what might be considered a fatal flaw into a virtue; the Kaluza-Klein reduction leads
to gauge fields in the lower dimensional theory and thereby gives a possible route to
unification of all the forces of nature.
It is also through this idea of compactification that we encounter our first ‘string–
string’ duality and the topic of this thesis: T-duality. The extended nature of strings
compared with point particles allows them to have an extra degree of freedom when
a space time direction is compactified on, say, a circle of radius R. Unlike the point
particle, strings are able to wind or wrap themselves around this compact direction.
This facilitates the astonishing property that the string theory defined on a circle of
radius R can actually be equivalent to that defined on a circle of radius α′/R (α′ is the
square-root of the inverse string tension).
Returning to the five Superstring Theories, T-duality states an equivalence between
the IIA and IIB theories reduced on a circle and also between the two heterotic theo-
ries. This is just part of a much larger web of dualities which were uncovered during
the mid 1990’s [19, 20] (see [21] for a review). In addition to these T-dualities there
are conjectured non-perturbative ‘S-dualities’ which relate a theory at strong coupling
to a, possibly different, theory at weak coupling. S-duality relates the Type I and the
Heterotic SO(32) theory and the IIB theory to itself. The IIA theory displays a quite
different behaviour at strong coupling; its strong coupling limit is an eleven-dimensional
theory whose low energy limit is eleven-dimensional supergravity but whose full defini-
tion is not yet understood. This eleven dimensional theory, known as M-theory, can be
used to connect all the String Theories through compactifications and dualities.
M-theory leads to new duality conjectures, for example, M-theory compactified on
a particular four-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold K3 is dual to heterotic string com-
pactified on a three-torus. M-theory can also provide explanations of the origin of other
dualities, for example the SL(2,Z) S-duality group of the IIB theory can be mapped
to the modular group of a toroidal compactification of M-theory. Whilst a full under-
standing of M-theory remains elusive, during the time this thesis was written several
breakthroughs have been achieved in describing the low energy limit of multiple coinci-
dent M2 branes (a fundamental object in M-theory) [22–26].
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1.3 Duality Invariance
In this thesis, we will concentrate on just one aspect of Duality within String Theory
and M-theory; T-duality. Because T-duality is so particular to String theory one might
hope that developing a broader understanding of T-duality may eventually provide clues
to the underlying nature of String Theory and ultimately M-theory.
We will examine ways of reformulating String Theory in which T-duality can be
promoted to the role of a manifest symmetry. Such duality invariant approaches to
String Theory have a long history [27–35] and have recently received a great deal of
interest following Hull’s proposed Doubled Formalism [36–38]. A common theme of these
approaches is to construct a new theory with double the number of fields from which
either of the two T-dual theories can be obtained. One might say that this represents
the application of the mindset of Unification to the topic of Duality. Aside from the
rather grand objective of better elucidating String Theory, the Doubled Formalism has
a more practical use in describing a novel class of string backgrounds, the so called
non-geometric compactifications [39–44].
The question that essentially lies at the heart of this thesis is whether such duality
invariant approaches to String Theory make sense beyond the classical level? By a
careful quantum treatment we will provide evidence that the answer to this question is
yes. Along the way we will provide perspectives on different notions of T-duality and
different approaches to duality invariance in String Theory.
1.4 Structure of Thesis
In Chapter 2 we provide a detailed introduction to T-duality in the simplest setting -
that of radial inversion duality for a bosonic strings with a single compact dimension. We
provide various derivations of the T-duality including the Buscher procedure and also
using canonical transformations. A new result included in this section is a derivation
of Fermionic T-duality by means of a canonical transformation. We also point out
that the canonical transformation approach can also be straightforwardly extended to
Ramond-Ramond backgrounds.
Chapter 3 reviews abelian T-duality for the case of many extended dimensions and
the associated O(d, d,Z) duality group. In this chapter we also introduce T-folds - string
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backgrounds which are constructed by gluing locally geometric patches with T-duality
for transition functions. Finally, we introduce the Doubled Formalism.
In Chapter 4 we examine the quantum properties of the Doubled Formalism. We con-
sider the one-loop effective action obtained by performing a background field expansion
of an action that corresponds to the Doubled Formalism together with its supplementary
constraint. We calculate the Weyl divergences in the effective action and the associated
beta-functionals. Demanding that these divergences vanish produces a set of equations
which the background fields must satisfy. After the inclusion of a suitable dilaton field
into the theory we show that the background field equations for the Doubled Formal-
ism are consistent with those of a conventional string theory description of a toroidal
compactification. We also consider the possibility of Lorentz anomalies and show that
contributions to such anomalies in the effective action cancel out non-trivially.
In Chapter 5 we apply similar techniques to the context of Poisson–Lie T-duality,
an extension of Abelian T-duality. We calculate the renormalisation of the Poisson–Lie
duality symmetric action. We show that the resultant beta-functions match those of the
two T-dual related sigma-models, first by means of explicit examples and then through
an algebraic argument that holds in all generality.
Following Chapter 5 we present brief conclusions. There are several appendices to
this material containing useful background information on conventions, notation, the
background field method and dimensional reduction. Also the calculations of various
Wick contractions relevant to both chapter 3 and 4 are placed in this appendix.
12
CHAPTER 2
T-DUALITY
This chapter serves as an introduction to target space duality (T-duality) in
String Theory. We begin with a historical context and summary of the basic
approaches to T-duality. Additionally we illustrate how the fermionic ex-
tension to T-duality can be viewed classically as a canonical transformation
in phase space.
2.1 Twenty-five Years of T-duality
One of the most profound lessons that String Theory has taught us is that we can not
always trust our classical notions of geometry when attempting to understand physics
at its most fundamental level. This is well illustrated by target space duality which
heuristically states that strings do not make a distinction between large and small
compact spaces in which they propagate. This is an intrinsically stringy effect not found
in conventional field theory and is only made possible by the fact that closed strings have
the ability to wind themselves around compact dimensions. T-duality gives rise to the
notion that there is a minimum length scale for String Theory set by the inverse string
tension. T-duality is one of the cornerstones of String Theory and forms an integral
part of the intricate web of dualities between different varieties of String Theory. From
a space-time perspective T-duality can be thought of as a solution generating symmetry
of the low energy effective theory. As we shall see, from the string world-sheet point of
view it can be though as a non-perturbative symmetry.
The pre-history of T-duality reaches back almost a quarter of a century to the early
studies of toroidal string compactifications in which the first evidence of a symmetry
in the one-loop effective potential for the compactification radius was observed. Using
techniques and results from [45], it was shown in [46, 47] that this potential had a
minimum when the compactification radius R =
√
α′ and displayed a symmetry under
the inversion R → α′/R. Following the seminal work of Narain et. al. [48, 49] it
13
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was understood [50, 51] that this Z2 inversion symmetry is part of a larger of group of
dualities given by O(d, d,Z) for strings compactified on a d-dimensional torus.
The more modern perspective of String Theory has its roots in the pioneering work
of Buscher [52, 53] in which T-duality was derived from a world-sheet perspective as a
symmetry of the string path integral. The relations between the dual geometries that
arise as the result of performing the manipulations in [52, 53] have become known as
the Buscher rules. This world-sheet approach to T-duality was developed further in the
early 1990’s [28, 54–57] and good reviews of this period can be found in [58, 59].
With T-duality well understood in the case of toroidal backgrounds with commuting
isometries, much attention then turned to cases where the internal space possessed non-
abelian isometry [57, 60–63]. An important development in this direction was made by
Kilmcik and Severa with the introduction of Poisson-Lie T-duality [31, 32, 64] which
depends on an interesting mathematical structure known as the Drinfeld double. Despite
much effort, it proved impossible to establish the validity of these non-abelian dualities
for all genus of string world-sheet. These non-abelian ‘dualities’ are best thought of as
maps between related conformal field theories [60]. Nonetheless, it seems that T-duality
should have extensions beyond the case of abelian isometries where Buscher rules can
be applied and this remains an area of current research [38, 44, 65].
It has long been known that backgrounds for string compactification need not be
smooth geometric manifolds and may be, for example, orbifolds. An area that has re-
ceived much attention over recent years has been the idea of using T-duality to construct
new ‘non-geometric’ compactifications [39–44]. From a string perspective, a perfectly
good background for compactification is one which is locally geometric but not a mani-
fold since patches are joined together with T-dualities for transition functions. Roughly
speaking, in these compactifications which have become known as T-folds, big circles
may be joined to small circles and momentum modes glued to winding modes. Such non-
geometric backgrounds may play a crucial role in moduli stabilisation [66] and certainly
are an important part of any string landscape.
Some other remarkable aspects of T-duality include its application to mirror sym-
metry of Calabi-Yau manifolds [67]; this is important from both a mathematical point
of view but also for string compactifications. A very exciting recent application of
T-duality has been its use in exposing some unexpected properties of N = 4 supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theory; namely, the connection between scattering amplitudes and
14
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Wilson loops and related underlying ‘dual’ superconformal symmetry. By performing
successive T-dualities to the gravity dual AdS5 × S5, Alday and Maldacena [68] were
able to map a configuration describing a scattering amplitude to a configuration describ-
ing a Wilson loop. The T-duality explanation was clarified further by Berkovits and
Maldacena [69] who showed that when a fermionic extension to T-duality is included
the AdS5 × S5 background is exactly self dual.
Given the importance of T-duality and its many applications, it is desirable that
this symmetry is made manifest in the string sigma model. There have been various
attempts in the past to develop a formalism where T-duality is a symmetry of the action
including [27–35]. Many of these approaches share a common theme; one considers
strings propagating on a target space which is enlarged so as to accommodate both the
physical target space and its T-dual partner. The advent of non-geometric backgrounds
has motivated a resurgence of research into duality symmetric String Theory most
notably the ‘Doubled Formalism’ championed by Hull [36–38].
2.2 Radial Inversion Duality
In this section we will illustrate T-duality in its simplest context, that of bosonic strings
propagating in a flat target space with a single compact direction. The moduli space
of such conformal field theories are parameterised by the radius R of the compact
dimension. From a field theory perspective one might anticipate that there is a one-
to-one map between any real value of R and distinct field theories. However, due to
the winding modes of closed strings there exists a Z2 duality group that identifies the
theory at radius R with the theory at radius α′/R.
We shall provide four different perspectives demonstrating this duality: firstly, the
path integral derivation of Buscher [52, 53] complete with some of the more subtle
global aspects as discussed by [28, 56]; secondly, a proof that the partition function is
invariant under T-duality which also clarifies the transformation of the dilaton; thirdly
a demonstration of the duality in canonical quantisation and finally we present how
T-duality can be realised as a canonical transformation of phase space variables.
15
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2.2.1 Path Integral (Buscher) Approach
We consider String Theory whose target space is d dimensional flat space with coor-
dinates XI but with one direction periodic and so we may write XI = (xi, θ). We
choose to work with dimensionless radii and coordinates and with conventions outlined
in Appendix A. With these conventions θ ∼ θ + 2pi and Gθθ = R2. Furthermore, let us
assume that conformal gauge has been adopted on the world-sheet so that the string
sigma-model is given by
S0 =
1
4pi
∫
d2σ (G+B)IJ∂+X
I∂−XJ
=
1
4pi
∫
d2σ R2∂+θ∂−θ + Eiθ∂+xi∂−θ + Eθi∂+θ∂−xi + Eij∂+xi∂−xj , (2.2.1)
in which we have adopted light cone coordinates σ± = 12(τ±σ) and defined a generalised
metric E = G+B. To begin with we shall consider just a classical procedure when the
world-sheet is of genus zero.
To exhibit T-duality we first notice that the sigma model (2.2.1) possesses a global
U(1) symmetry whose action is δθ = ω. It is therefore natural to consider gauging this
symmetry which we can do by introducing a U(1) valued gauge field A = A+dσ
+ +
A−dσ− which has a gauge transformation rule δA = −dω. The covariant derivative is
Dθ = dθ +A . (2.2.2)
We constrain the gauge connection to be flat using a Lagrange multiplier. With this
constraint the gauged sigma model
S1 =
1
4pi
∫
d2σ R2D+θD−θ + Eiθ∂+xiD−θ + EθiD+θ∂−xi
+Eij∂+x
i∂−xj + λF+− , (2.2.3)
is actually equivalent to the ungauged sigma model (2.2.1). This can be seen by invoking
the constraint F+− = 0 which can be solved locally by
A+ = ∂+φ , A− = ∂−φ . (2.2.4)
There are of course some global concerns that we must treat carefully on an arbitrary
genus world-sheet to which we shall shortly return. Substituting this pure gauge con-
16
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nection back into (2.2.3) yields
S1 =
1
4pi
∫
d2σ R2∂+(θ + φ)∂−(θ + φ) + Eiθ∂+xi∂−(θ + φ)
+Eθi∂+(θ + φ)∂−xi + Eij∂+xi∂−xj (2.2.5)
which is equivalent to (2.2.1) after a trivial field redefinition.
However, there is an alternative way in which one can proceed; by performing inte-
gration by parts one may express the gauged action as
S1 =
1
4pi
∫
d2σ R2D+θD−θ + Eiθ∂+xiD−θ + EθiD+θ∂−xi
+∂−λA+ − ∂+λA− + Eij∂+xi∂−xj . (2.2.6)
In this form the gauge fields are auxiliary (they have an algebraic equation of motion)
and can be eliminated via their equations of motion. This procedure is made simplest
by fixing the gauge in which θ = 0 where the relevant equations of motion become
0 = R2A+ + Eiθ∂−xi − ∂+λ ,
0 = R2A− + Eθi∂−xi + ∂−λ . (2.2.7)
Replacing A± by these expressions results in an action given by
S2 =
1
4pi
∫
d2σ
1
R2
∂+λ∂−λ− 1
R2
Eiθ∂+x
i∂−λ+
1
R2
Eθi∂+λ∂−xi+
(
Eij − EiθEθj
R2
)
∂+x
i∂−xj .
(2.2.8)
This dual action is of the same form as the initial sigma model (2.2.1) but with the
following redefinitions
Gθθ → 1
Gθθ
,
Eθi → 1
Gθθ
Eθi ,
Eiθ → −Eiθ 1
Gθθ
,
Eij → Eij − Eiθ 1
Gθθ
Eθj . (2.2.9)
This derivation is, in essence, due to Buscher [52, 53] and the above transformations
and their generalisations are known as the Buscher rules. Since the actions S0 and S2
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are both equivalent (so far classically) to a common action S1 we say that these are dual
descriptions of the same physics. It is from this perspective that we can consider this
a non-perturbative duality on the world-sheet by regarding R as the coupling constant.
In fact, this derivation is somewhat similar to that used in showing S-duality in the
Lagrangian of N = 2 gauge theories in four dimensions wherein a Lagrange multiplier
is used to enforce the Bianchi identity for the field strength; if instead of integrating
out the Lagrange multiplier one integrates out the gauge field itself one finds the S-dual
action [16, 17].
We now move to the path integral version of the duality for an arbitrary genus
world-sheet. The first addition we make is the inclusion of a dilaton field1 φ coupled to
the world-sheet curvature by means of a Fradkin-Tseytlin term [70]:
S′ = S0 +
1
8pi
∫
d2 σφR(2) . (2.2.10)
One can place this action in a path integral and repeat the above steps. The only
difference is that the gauge fields are now formally integrated out as a Gaussian inte-
gral. Performing this integral results in a determinant factor which can be absorbed by
transforming the dilaton field appropriately [52, 53, 71]. Hence, at the level of the path
integral one must supplement the rules (2.2.9) with a dilaton transformation
φ→ φ− ln(Gθθ) . (2.2.11)
For a constant dilaton, the Fradkin-Tseytlin term is proportional to the Euler character
of the world-sheet. In the Polyakov path integral for the string we sum contributions
of all genus weighted by their Euler character. Since we are now considering arbitrary
genus world-sheets we must return to consider global issues.
The key question is whether the gauged sigma-model is globally equivalent to the
ungauged sigma model and, in particular, what happens to the topological information
contained in the gauge field. On a world-sheet Riemann surface of genus g there are a
set of 2g canonical homology one-cycles labelled (Ai, Bi) and one must therefore keep
track of the information contained in the holonomies of the connection around these
cycle given by the path ordered exponential P exp i ∮γ A. For the two sigma models
1Henceforward φ refers to the dilaton field and not the pure gauge part of the gauge field introduced
earlier.
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(2.2.3) and (2.2.1) to be truly equivalent as conformal field theories we require that
such holonomies are trivial. To see how this works we look at the torus world-sheet and
use the Lagrange multiplier term given by
Sλ =
1
4pi
∫
d2σ ∂−λA+ − ∂+λA− = 1
2pi
∫
Σ
dλ ∧A . (2.2.12)
In the path integral we should sum over all configurations for λ including topological
sectors. We therefore write
dλ = dλˆ+ 2piLpα+ 2piLqβ , p, q ∈ Z (2.2.13)
where λˆ is single valued, and where (α, β) are the Poincare´ dual 1-forms to the cycles
(A,B) obeying
∮
A α =
∮
B β = 1 and
∮
A β =
∮
B α = 0. L is an, as yet undetermined,
periodicity for the Lagrange multiplier. In the winding sector of the path integral we
have, making use of Riemann’s bilinear identity (see e.g. [72]),
∑
p,q
e
i2piL
2pi
∫
(pα+qβ)∧A =
∑
p,q
e
i2piL
2pi (p
∮
B A−q
∮
A A)
=
∑
m,n
δ
(
m− L
2pi
∮
A
A
)
δ
(
n− L
2pi
∮
B
A
)
. (2.2.14)
Then when the periodicity of the Lagrange multiplier is tuned such that L = 1 we find
that the holonomies of the gauge field are just the identity element of U(1). Thus,
integrating out the single valued piece of the Lagrange multiplier puts the gauge field
in pure gauge as before and integrating out the winding modes of the gauge field makes
the holonomies trivial [28].2 One can readily extend this argument to higher genus by
simply adding in a sum over canonical pairs of homology cycles. In a similar way one
can show that the constant mode of the Lagrange multiplier enforces the constraint∮
Σ F = 0 and hence restricts the curvature to a trivial class. These arguments ensure
the full equivalence of the gauged and ungauged sigma models.
2When extending to non-abelian T-duality the Lagrange multiplier no longer constrains the
holonomies of the gauge connection – an immediate obstruction is that in the non-abelian case the
holonomies require path ordering which is not captured in the above analysis [60].
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2.2.2 Partition Function Equivalence
A feature of any duality is that there exists a precise matching of the spectrum and
partition function in both T-dual models. Let us illustrate this feature by demonstrating
the equivalence of the partition function for a single compact boson under T-duality. We
begin by considering a torus world-sheet Σ with modulus τ = τ1 + iτ2 whose partition
function is given by
Z[τ,R] =
∫
[dX] e−
R2
4pi
∫
Σ dX∧∗dX . (2.2.15)
There are two contributions to this partition sum: oscillations about globally defined
solutions of the equations of motion and instanton/winding contributions. The oscillator
sector is Gaussian and produces a determinant which can be evaluated by considering
a basis of eigenfunctions to yield the standard result [73]
Zosc[R] = R
(
det′
)− 1
2 =
R√
τ2
1
|η(τ)|2 , (2.2.16)
in which the factor R comes from the normalisation of the zero mode integration in
the path integral3 and the prime on the determinant indicates that the zero mode
contribution is omitted when multiplying eigenvalues. We now consider the instanton
contribution by considering the cohomological contributions of the form:
dX = 2pi(nα+mβ) (2.2.17)
where a suitable basis for the cohomology is given by
α = dσ1 − τ1
τ2
dσ2 , β =
1
τ2
dσ2 . (2.2.18)
Since Hodge star acts on this basis of forms as4
∗ α = τ1
τ2
α+
|τ |2
τ2
β , ∗β = − 1τ2α− τ1τ2β , (2.2.19)
3There is only one zero mode since b0 = 1 for the compact Riemann surfaces we are considering.
4Since here we are working with a Euclideanised world-sheet (∗)2 = −1.
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the instanton sector provides a contribution to the partition sum is given by
Zinst =
∑
n,m∈Z
exp[−R
2pi
τ2
(n2|τ |2 − 2nmτ1 +m2)] . (2.2.20)
We may use the Poisson re-summation formula and Gaussian integral formula
∑
n
f(nT + t) =
1
T
∑
k
∫
dxf(x)e−2piixk/T e2piikt/T (2.2.21)
∫ ∞
∞
dxe−bx
2+cx =
√
pi
b
e
c2
4b (2.2.22)
to recast this expression in a more illuminating way. After completing the square and
then re-summing over m we obtain
Zinst =
∑
n,s
√
τ2
R2
exp
(
−piτ2
(
R2n2 +
s2
R2
+ 2i
τ1
τ2
ns
))
(2.2.23)
=
∑
n,s
√
τ2
R2
exp
(
piiτp2R − piiτ¯p2L
)
(2.2.24)
where we have introduced
pL =
1√
2
( s
R
+Rn
)
, pR =
1√
2
( s
R
−Rn
)
. (2.2.25)
It is important to note that there is a factor of R obtained from performing a Gaussian
integral after re-summation. For a higher genus g world-sheet we need to include the 2g
dimensional basis of canonical cycles. The manipulation is basically the same, however
one should remember that the modulus τ is now a g×g period matrix τij with i = 1 . . . g.5
Thus, winding and momenta numbers are now vectors in Zg. Upon doing the Gaussian
integral a determinant factor is produced which gives the result for genus g
Zinst[R] =
∑
n,s
det(τ2)
1
2R−g exp (piipRτpR − piipLτ¯ pL) . (2.2.26)
All told, at genus g the full partition sum Zg[R] = Zosc[R]Zinst[R] has R dependance of
R1−g.
5If ωi are a standard basis of of (1,0)-forms of H(1,0)(Σ,Z) the period matrix is defined by
∮
Ai
ωj = δij
and
∮
Bi
ωj = τij (see [72] for more details). Note that for the genus one torus ω = α+τβ = dσ1 +idσ2 =
dz.
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To consider the T-dual partition function we replace R → 1R . For the a genus g
contribution we have
Zg[R
−1] = R2g−2Zg[R] = R−χZg[R] (2.2.27)
where χ = 2−2g is the Euler character of the world-sheet. In the Polyakov path integral
we sum over all genus of world-sheet weighted by their Euler character6
Z[φ,R] =
∑
g
e−
φ
2
χZg[R] . (2.2.28)
Then we conclude that the full partition function is invariant providing the dilaton shifts
as
Z[φ− 2 lnR,R−1] = Z[φ,R] , (2.2.29)
which is in accordance with the stated result (2.2.11).
2.2.3 Spectral Approach to T-duality
T-duality is, perhaps, most easily observed by examining the spectrum of the bosonic
string obtained from a simple canonical quantisation. We consider a single periodic
boson and revert to the more traditional conventions in which the boson has dimension
and periodicity X ' X + 2piR. The equations of motion arising from the action
S =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σ∂αX∂
αX , (2.2.30)
are simply
∂+∂−X = 0 . (2.2.31)
6Note that in our conventions, chosen to be in accord with the literature on T-duality e.g.[58], the
dilaton comes with a factor of a half in the wieghting of the Polyakov sum; this corresponds to the the
normalisation of the Fradkin Tseytlin term. Whilst this may differ from other places in the literature
note that it is only a naming convention, the important unambiguous quantity is the string coupling
constant defined so that each loop in closed string perturbation theory comes with a factor g2c , in our
convention as gc = 〈eφ2 〉 .
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These have the solution
X = XL(σ
+) +XR(σ
−) , (2.2.32)
which can be expressed in Fourier modes by
XL(σ
+) =
x
2
+
√
α′
2
pL(τ + σ) + i
√
α′
2
∑
n6=0
αn
n
e−inσ
+
, (2.2.33)
XR(σ
−) =
x
2
+
√
α′
2
pR(τ − σ) + i
√
α′
2
∑
n6=0
αn
n
e−inσ
−
. (2.2.34)
The periodic identification in target space allows us to consider the general closed string
boundary condition X(τ, σ) = X(τ, σ+ 2pi) + 2pinR where n ∈ Z is the winding number
of the string. Since
X(τ, σ + 2pi)−X(τ, σ) = 2pi
√
α′
2
(pL − pR) (2.2.35)
we require a quantisation condition
pL − pR = Rn
√
2
α′
, n ∈ Z . (2.2.36)
A further constraint arises since the total centre of mass momenta on a periodic direction
must be quantised.7 This total momenta is given by the integral over the length of the
string of the conjugate momenta to X. One finds that
p =
1√
2α′
(pL + pR) =
s
R
, s ∈ Z . (2.2.37)
Hence we find that
pL =
1√
2
(
s
√
α′
R
+ n
R√
α′
)
, pR =
1√
2
(
s
√
α′
R
− n R√
α′
)
, (2.2.38)
which is in accordance with (2.2.25).
To obtain a critical string theory we supplement this compact direction with a further
25 non-compact directions. Using the twenty-five dimensional mass shell m2 = −pµpµ
7A nice way of thinking about this is that the operator which corresponds to a complete circulation
around the compact direction i.e. exp(ip2piR), should be realised as the identity on states.
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(where µ = 0 . . . 24) condition and the Virasoro conditions on physical states we find
that the mass of a closed string state is given by
m2 =
s2
R2
+
n2R2
α′2
+
2
α′
(
N + N˜ − 2
)
, (2.2.39)
where N and N˜ are the standard number operators. This is invariant under
s↔ n
√
α′
R ↔ R√α′ , (2.2.40)
which is the action of T-duality.8 In the limit where the R → ∞ it is clear that the
winding modes become heavy and the momentum modes tend to a continuum, as would
be expected for a non compact direction. In the opposite limit R → 0, we find that
the momentum modes become heavy and the winding modes become a continuum. The
limits R→∞ and R→ 0 are physically identical with the role of momenta and winding
switched.
2.2.4 T-duality as a Canonical Transformation
An alternative way to think about T-duality, albeit classical in nature, is as a canonical
transformation of phase space variables, first demonstrated in [57, 74]. This approach
has a certain elegance since it does not require the introduction of any structure such as
the gauge fields introduced in the Buscher derivation. We briefly review this calculation
in the simplest setting before considering its extensions.
We begin with the bosonic sigma-model Lagrangian
L = 1
2
(G+B)IJ∂+X
I∂−XI , (2.2.41)
and, as before, demand that the background fields are independent of some coordinate
x1. We define
J+ =
1
2
Ei1∂+x
i , J− =
1
2
E1i∂ix
i , V = −1
2
Eij∂+x
i∂−xj (2.2.42)
8The oscillators are also transformed as αn ↔ αn and α˜n ↔ −α˜n and so from a world-sheet
perspective T-duality has the effect of a reflection under which left movers are even and right movers
are odd.
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such that the momenta conjugate to x1 is given by
p =
δL
δx˙1
= R2x˙1 + J+ + J− . (2.2.43)
The ‘Hamiltonian’ obtained by performing the Legendre transform only on the active
field x1 is then
H = 1
2R2
p2 − 1
R2
p (J+ + J−) + (J+ − J−) x′0 +
R2
2
x′0
2
+
1
2R2
(J+ + J−)2 + V . (2.2.44)
We now propose the following canonical transformation (a map (p, x1) → (p˜, x˜1) to a
new set of phase space variables which preserves the symplectic structure):
p = x˜′1 , x
′
1 = p˜ . (2.2.45)
One can readily verify that these transformations can be obtained from a generating
functional that is independent of time and is given by
F = 1
2
∫
dσ x1x˜
′
1 − x′1x˜1 , (2.2.46)
such that
p =
δF
δx1
, p˜ =
δF
δx˜1
. (2.2.47)
Since the generating function is time independent we have the standard result
H(p, x1) = H˜(p˜, x˜1).
What is both remarkable, and the crux of the arguement, is that the dual Hamil-
tonian can be cast into exactly the same form as the original Hamiltonian after a re-
definition of the background fields. After some simple algbera one establishes that the
required redefinition of the background fields corresponds exactly to Buscher T-duality
rules for EIJ . Hence T-duality related sigma models are canonically equivalent. Of
course, since this approach is classical in nature it does not yield the dilaton transfor-
mation rule although it has been suggested that this can be recovered by considering the
normalisation of the functional measure in phase space [75]. This canonical approach
has been extended to the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) form of the superstring [76]
and also to non-abelian and Poisson-Lie T-duality [75, 77–79].
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2.3 Canonical Transformations in Ramond Backgrounds
Thus far we have only considered the bosonic string, however, when considering the
superstring the Buscher rules as we have presented them are incomplete. The massless
background fields which can couple to the Type II Superstring, and which correspond to
the fields of Type II Supergravity, include not only fermionic fields but also additional
bosonic fields namely the Ramond-Ramond (RR) fluxes. It is important to understand
the transformation rules of these fields since many very important string backgrounds
have non zero RR flux, most notably AdS5×S5. The purpose of this section is two-fold,
firstly to understand T-duality in backgrounds with non-trivial RR flux and secondly
to point out that the canonical approach to T-duality is also applicable in this case.
The transformation rules for the RR sector were first established in [80] by comparing
the dimensional reduction of IIA supergravity to nine-dimensions with that of the IIB
theory. This approach is limited in the sense that it is a first approximation in α′ and
lacks the non-perturbative robustness of a world-sheet derivation a` la Buscher. Such
a derivation was provided using the Green Schwarz (GS) form [81, 82] and recently
a somewhat more compact derivation was provided [83] using Berkovits’ Pure Spinor
formalism of the superstring.
The Pure Spinor approach to the superstring allows both manifest space time super-
symmetry and covariant quantisation thereby combining the strengths of the RNS and
GS approaches. For the purpose of this thesis, however, the virtue of the Pure Spinor
formalism is that it readily describes strings in backgrounds with non zero RR fluxes.
It would be somewhat lengthy, and lead us too far astray from the theme of this thesis,
to fully review this formalism.9 Instead we immediately present the form of the Pure
Spinor string when coupled to background fields [86].
The action in a curved background is given by
S =
1
2piα′
∫
d2z
[
1
2
(GMN (Z) +BMN (Z))∂Z
M ∂¯ZN + Pαβˆ(Z)dαdˆβˆ
+ EαM (Z)dα∂¯Z
M + EαˆM (Z)dˆαˆ∂Z
M + ΩMα
β(Z)λαwβ ∂¯Z
M + ΩˆMαˆ
βˆ(Z)λˆαˆwˆβˆ∂Z
M
+ Cβγˆα (Z)λ
αwβ dˆγˆ + Cˆ
βˆγ
αˆ (Z)λˆ
αˆwˆβˆdγ + S
βδˆ
αγˆ(Z)λ
αwβλˆ
γˆwˆδˆ
]
+
1
4pi
∫
d2z(Φ(Z)R(2)) + Sλ + Sˆλˆ . (2.3.1)
9Comprehensive introductions to this can be found in the lecture notes [84, 85].
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This rather complicated action requires some explanation. The fields ZM describe
mapping of the world-sheet into a superspace and can be broken up into bosonic and
fermionic parts ZM = (Zm, θα, θˆαˆ). In the type IIA theory θ and θˆ have opposing
chiralities whereas in the IIB theory they have the same chirality.
The remaining fields ωα and λ
α are commuting spinors of the ghost sector. λα is a
pure spinor obeying a constraint λαγmαβλ
β = 0. The field ωα is the conjugate momenta
to λα. The term in the action Sλ is a kinetic term for the ghost sector which plays
no roˆle in this discussion. In flat space dα is given as the constraint that the momenta
obey and does not enter into the action but it is used to build the nilpotent BRST
operator. However, in the curved space action, we view dα as an independent variable
and demanding that the BRST operator is nilpotent and holomorphic requires that the
background fields obey the equations of motion of type II Supergravity.
We now give a brief description of the various background superfields entering into
the action (2.3.1). The superfields GMN and BMN contain as their lowest component
bosonic parts the NS sector metric and two form and obey a graded symmetrization:
GMN = (−)MNGNM , BMN = −(−)MNBNM , (2.3.2)
in which (−)MN is equal to +1 unless both M and N are spinorial indices in which case
it is equal to −1. We combine these fields by defining L = G+B.10
The field Pαβˆ contains the information about the RR sector fluxes and has lowest
components11
Pαβˆ|θ=θˆ=0 = −
i
4
eφ/2Fαβˆ (2.3.3)
where Fαβˆ is the Ramond-Ramond field strength in bispinor notation (the sum of p-form
fluxes contracted with the antisymmetric product of p gamma matrices).
The field EαM is part of the super-vielbein superfield and when the index M cor-
responds to bosonic coordinate (M = m) the lowest component is the gravitino. The
fields Ωˆmαˆ
βˆ contain as their lowest spin connection modified with torsion generated by
the field strength of Bmn. The field C
β γˆ
α is related to the gravitino field strength and
10Here notation L has been used for this combination rather than E to distinguish it from the vielbein.
11This expression has been modified in comparison to [69, 86] so as to keep with the definition of the
dilaton field used already in thesis. Our conventions are such that φhere = 2φthere.
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Sβδˆαγˆ to the Riemann tensor (generalised to include torsion).
For this action a Buscher procedure was used in [83] to derive the T-duality rules.
It is also straightforward, if a little tedious, to verify that the canonical transformation
approach can also be applied to this general form of the action. We follow exactly the
same steps as in the simple scenario making the replacement
∂ → ∂+ , ∂¯ → ∂− , (2.3.4)
with the J± now more complicated than the expressions in (2.2.42), for example,
J+ =
1
2
LI1∂+Z
I + Eα1 dα + Ω
β
1α λ
αωβ , (2.3.5)
with a similar expression for J− involving ∂− derivatives and hatted fermionic variables.
The potential V is also suitably modified to a rather lengthy expression which can be
easily read from the action.
We use exactly the same canonical transformation as for the simple case i.e.
p = x˜′1 , x
′
1 = p˜ . (2.3.6)
and supplement this with a transformation of hatted fermions which acts by multiplica-
tion of the gamma matrix γ1¯ (the overbar indicating that this is the flat space gamma
matrix which squares to the identity rather than the curved space gamma matrix). The
supplementary transformations of fermions are trivial from a canonical point of view
but are required since T-duality maps the type IIA and type IIB theories to each other.
Performing these transformations results in a Hamiltonian of the same form as the
initial Hamiltonian (albeit with different chiralities of fields) with the background fields
being redefined according to T-duality rules. For the metric sector (now promoted to
superfields) these are the obvious generalisation of the Buscher Rules:
G11 → 1
G11
, L1I → L1I
G11
, LI1 → −LI1
G11
, LIJ → LIJ − (−)IJ LI1L1J
G11
. (2.3.7)
The RR fields transform according to
Pαβˆ →
(
Pαδˆ + 2
E α1 Eˆ
δˆ
1
G11
)
(γ1¯)
βˆ
δˆ
. (2.3.8)
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In addition there are transformation rules for the spin connection, vielbeins and curva-
ture which we omit for brevity and which can be found in [83]. As before, the canonical
transformation does not immediately tell us about the transformation rule for the dilaton
but the path integral calculation reproduces the expected transformation law (2.2.11).
To better understand the transformation law for the RR fields we ‘unpack’ the ex-
pression (2.3.8) for a simple case, namely that of a bosonic background (so the gravitino
component E α1 is set to zero) with no B field and no off-diagonal metric pieces. Starting
from IIB and going to IIA, with tildes indicating IIA T-dual fields, we have from (2.3.8)
that:
eφ˜/2
(
1
2!
γ˜m1m2F˜ [2]m1m2 +
1
4!
γ˜m1m2m3m4F˜ [4]m1m2m3m4
)
(2.3.9)
= eφ/2
(
γmF [1]m +
1
3!
γm1m2m3F [3]m1m2m3 +
1
2
1
5!
γm1···m5F [5]m1···m5
)
γ1¯ .
in which we have suppressed the spinor indices. Notice that the gamma matrices on
both sides actually differ; they are in curved space and so are dressed with the vielbeins
of the two dual geometries. For the simple metric ansatz we have that γ˜i = γi for i 6= 1
and γ˜1 = G11γ
1, and γ1¯ =
√
G11γ
1. Then we can see that the left hand side of (2.3.9)
becomes
eφ/2
1√
G11
(
1
2
γijF˜
[2]
ij +G11γ
iγ1F˜
[2]
i1 + . . .
)
(2.3.10)
whilst the right hand side becomes
eφ/2
(
γ1F
[1]
1 + γ
iF
[1]
i +
1
2!
γijγ1F
[3]
ij1 + . . .
)
γ1
√
G11 (2.3.11)
where ellipses indicate the higher form contributions. Since F
[1]
1 = ∂1A
[0] = 0 by virtue
of the fact that the background should be independent of x1 we find that the RR fluxes
are related by
F˜
[2]
ij = F
[3]
ij1 , F˜
[2]
i1 = F
[1]
i , (2.3.12)
and similarly that
F˜
[4]
ijkl = F
[5]
ijkl1 , F˜
[4]
ijk1 = F
[3]
ijk . (2.3.13)
These T-duality rules have a natural interpretation in terms of D-branes which source
the RR fluxes [87]. Performing a T-duality along the world volume of a Dirichlet p-
brane results in a (p−1)-brane whereas the dual in a direction orthogonal to the brane’s
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world volume yields a (p+1)-brane. This interpretation is natural in the context of open
strings which may end on D-branes; performing a T-duality in a certain direction has
the effect of switching Neumann and Dirichlet boundaries conditions in that direction
and thus the dimensionality of the Brane changes.
2.4 Fermionic T-duality as a Canonical Transformation
As a final application of the canonical approach to T-duality we now consider the
fermionic T-duality proposed by Berkovits and Maldacena [69]. Essentially one repeats
the Buscher procedure when there is a shift symmetry in (a non-compact) fermionic
direction. This interesting new development has been been employed to explain the
connection between Wilson loops and scattering amplitudes in N = 4 supersymmetric
gauge theory (see also [68] and [88, 89] for more about the role T-duality plays in
this story). Whilst this fermionic T-duality only holds, at least in its present form, at
tree level in string perturbation it represents a new solution generating symmetry of
Supergravity [90] .
We consider the Lagrangian density
L = 1
2
LMN∂+Z
M∂−ZN (2.4.1)
where as before ZM = (xm, θα) are coordinates on a superspace so that the θ variables
are anti-commuting fermions. One may either view this as a warm-up before considering
the pure spinor action or in its own right as the Green Schwarz action in curved space.
The superfield LMN = GMN + BMN is the same as that of the previous section with
lowest components corresponding to target space metric and B-field.
We assume the action is invariant under a shift symmetry in one of the fermionic
directions which we denote as θ and that the background superfield is independent of
this coordinate (this is much the same as working in adapted coordinates for regular
bosonic T-duality). We define ZMˆ as running over all bosonic and fermionic directions
except θ.
We wish to establish whether fermionic T-duality can be understood as a canonical
transformation. Our strategy is to assume the T-duality rules presented in [69] and to
search for a suitable transformation.
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With the defintions
Bθθ = B , V = −1
2
LMˆNˆ∂Z
Mˆ∂ZNˆ ,
J+ =
1
2
LNˆθ∂+Z
Nˆ , J− = −(−)Nˆ 1
2
LθNˆ∂−Z
Nˆ , (2.4.2)
the sigma model Lagrangian can be written as
L = −Bθ˙θ′ + (θ˙ + θ′)J− + J+(θ˙ − θ′)− V . (2.4.3)
The canonical momenta conjugate to θ is given by
Π =
δL
δθ˙
= −Bθ′ − J+ + J− (2.4.4)
and obeys the Poisson Bracket
{θ(σ),Π(σ′)}PB = −δ(σ − σ′) . (2.4.5)
Note that the sign convention in this equation is a consequence of the fermionic nature
of θ and the fact that derivatives act from the left.
Since the Lagrangian is first order in time derivatives, the velocities can not be solved
in terms of momenta and instead we have an anti-commuting second class constraint:
f = Π +Bθ′ + J+ − J− ≈ 0 (2.4.6)
The naive Hamiltonian is given as
H = θ˙Π− L = −θ′(J+ + J−) + V , (2.4.7)
however, this should be amended to take account of the constraint. We follow the Dirac
procedure12 by first modifying the Hamiltonian with an, as yet unknown, local function
which resembles an anti-commuting Lagrange multiplier:
H1 =
∫
dσ [H(σ) + λ(σ)f(σ)] . (2.4.8)
12See [91] for a detailed treatment of constrained systems.
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We now need to check whether any secondary constraints are produced by considering
the time evolution of the constraint and demanding that
f˙ = {f,H1}P.B. ≈ 0 . (2.4.9)
In order to calculate this time evolution it will be necessary to know
{f(σ), f(σ′)}P.B. = {Π(σ) +Bθ′(σ),Π(σ′) +B(σ′)θ′(σ′)}P.B.
= B(σ′){Π(σ), θ′(σ′)}P.B. +B(σ){θ′(σ),Π(σ′)}P.B.
= (B(σ′)−B(σ)) ∂
∂σ
δ(σ − σ′)
= −B′(σ′)(σ − σ′) ∂
∂σ
δ(σ − σ′) + . . .
= B′(σ′)δ(σ − σ′) , (2.4.10)
where the dots indicate higher terms in the Taylor expansion which yield no contri-
bution upon making use of the identification xδ(x) = 0. Note that since the Poisson
bracket of these constraints is non-zero they are second class constraints; to consider
the quantisation of the theory one should upgrade Poisson brackets to Dirac brackets.
We also need that
{f(σ),H} = −{Π, θ′(J+ + J−)} (2.4.11)
= (J+ + J−)
∂
∂σ′
δ(σ − σ′) . (2.4.12)
Then the time evolution is given by
f˙(σ) = {f(σ), H1}P.B. =
∫
dσ′ (J+ + J−)
∂
∂σ′
δ(σ − σ′)− λ(σ′)B′(σ′)δ(σ − σ′)
= −(J+ + J−)′ − λ(σ)B′(σ) , (2.4.13)
note that the minus sign in the second factor is due to the fact that λ(σ) is anti-
commuting. Demanding that f˙(σ) ≈ 0 does not produce a new constraint but instead
fixes the Lagrange multiplier function as
λ(σ) = −(J+ + J−)
′
B′(σ)
(2.4.14)
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Thus, the total Hamiltonian is given by
HT = −θ′(J+ + J−) + V − (J+ + J−)
′
B′
(Π +Bθ′ + J+ − J−) . (2.4.15)
Since the T-dual theory has the same structure as the initial theory the dual total
Hamiltonian is also of the form
H˜T = −θ˜′(J˜+ + J˜−) + V˜ − (J˜+ + J˜−)
′
B˜′
(Π˜ + B˜θ˜′ + J˜+ − J˜−) , (2.4.16)
where the dual background fields are related according to the fermionic T-duality rules
of Berkovits and Maldacena [69]
B˜ = − 1
B
, J˜± =
J±
B
, L˜MˆNˆ = LMN −
1
B
LθNˆLMˆθ . (2.4.17)
We now ask whether there exists a transformation (θ,Π)→ (θ˜, Π˜) such that
HT = H˜T , (2.4.18)
and moreover whether such a transformation is canonical. This implies relationships
between the background fields in the two canonically equivalent models which take the
form of T-duality rules.
Writing the dual Hamiltonian in terms of the original background fields yields
H˜T = −θ˜′ (J+ + J−)
B
+ V +
1
2B
LθNˆLMˆθ∂+Z
Mˆ∂−ZNˆ
−
(
(J+ + J−)′B
B′
− (J+ + J−)
)
(Π˜− 1
B
θ˜′ +
J+ − J−
B
) (2.4.19)
= −θ˜′ (J+ + J−)
′
B′
+ Π˜
(
(J+ + J−)′B
B′
− (J+ + J−)
)
+ V
+
J+ − J−
B′
(J+ + J−)′ , (2.4.20)
in this we have used that
J+J− = −1
4
(−)NˆLMˆθ∂+ZMˆLθNˆ∂−ZNˆ =
1
4
LθNˆLMˆθ∂+Z
Mˆ∂−ZNˆ . (2.4.21)
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We now compare this against the initial hamiltonian, which we rewrite as
HT = Π(J+ + J−)
′
B′
+ θ′
(
(J+ + J−)′B
B′
− (J+ + J−)
)
+ V
+
J+ − J−
B′
(J+ + J−)′ . (2.4.22)
Then we deduce that the transformation
θ˜′ = −Π , Π˜ = θ′ (2.4.23)
ensures that H = H˜ provided that the backgrounds are related by fermionic T-duality.
One should still check whether this is indeed canonical in the sense that it preserves
Poisson bracket. We have that
{Π(σ), θ(σ′)} = −δ(σ − σ′) , {Π(σ), θ′(σ′)} = + ∂
∂σ
δ(σ − σ′) . (2.4.24)
We now consider the action of the transformation:
∂
∂σ
δ(σ − σ′) = {Π(σ), θ′(σ′)} = −{θ˜′(σ), Π˜(σ′)} = − ∂
∂σ
{θ˜(σ), Π˜(σ′)} (2.4.25)
We thus conclude that
{θ˜(σ), Π˜(σ′)} = −δ(σ − σ′) + const (2.4.26)
which establishes that the proposed transformation is indeed canonical up to a zero
mode ambiguity which is present also in the bosonic case. We remark that these trans-
formations are the same as the bosonic case up to a crucial sign swap due to the fermionic
nature of the variables. It seems likely that this result is a natural consequence of su-
persymmetry. In fact, in order that the transformations be canonical it is sufficient that
they may be obtained from a generating function (of the first kind) which is given by
F =
∫
dσθ′θ˜ (2.4.27)
so that
δF
δθ
= Π ,
δF
δθ˜
= −Π˜ . (2.4.28)
We note that the total Hamiltonians presented are formally equivalent but may dis-
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play some singular behaviour when the function B′(σ) has zeros. This is somewhat
similar to the fact that in bosonic T-duality the Hamiltonians may have singular be-
haviour due to fixed points of the Killing vector action. Of course, when B is constant
things seem particularly divergent. In this case however, the term in the Lagrangian
Bθ′θ˙ is purely topological in nature.13 Since the fermionic T-duality only holds for triv-
ial topology anyway we may safely ignore such a contribution. It would be interesting
to better understand what B′(σ) = 0 means in the context of the supergravity. For in-
stance, in the full pure spinor formalism supergravity torsion constraints mean that the
derivative of B can be related to a certain Killing spinor bilinear [69]. One would thus
expect that the singular behaviour of the Hamiltonian can be traced to some special
behaviour of the Killing spinors. This represents the topic of ongoing research which
the author hopes to be able to report on soon.
A final comment on this derivation was that the construction of the total Hamil-
tonian was essential in finding the duality transformations; the naive Hamiltonian was
independent of momenta whereas the correct canonical transformation switches mo-
menta and position.
2.5 Further Perspectives
Before continuing to the more general setting of several compact directions it is worth
briefly mentioning at this stage a number of important further perspectives on the topic.
• Because of T-duality the moduli space of the theory of a single compact boson is
R/Z2. This space has singularities at the fixed points of the duality group given
by R = 1(= α′). At these fixed points the behaviour of the string is special;
it experiences enhanced gauged symmetry due to the presence of extra massless
states in the spectrum giving rise to an SU(2)× SU(2) current algebra.
• In the preceeding analysis we assumed that the target spaces are exactly flat and
that E = G + B have no coordinate dependance at all. However the heuristics
suggest that a sufficient condition to perform a T-duality is only that there exists
a U(1) isometry in the target space. In [28] it was shown that when there is an
13Related to this is the fact that in the limit that B′(σ) = 0 the constraint (2.4.6) becomes first class
and the dynamics are trivialised.
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invariance generated by some vector δXI = KI such that
LKG = LKH = LKφ = 0 (2.5.1)
then one can find adapted coordinates XI = (xi, θ) so that K = ∂θ, all the
background fields are invariant of θ and the Buscher duality rules apply. Notice
that it is the field strength that enters in these conditions, B need not be invariant
but can instead vary to a total derivative. Although the background is not trivial
the String Theory will be conformal provided the Weyl anomaly vanishes.14 If
the String Theory is conformal the dual theory will also be conformal (at least
to one-loop in the α′ expansion). One can express the Buscher rules in a more
covariant way in terms of the Killing vector K.
• T-duality may produce topology change in the target space. A striking and impor-
tant example of this phenomenon is Witten’s two-dimensional black hole [92] ob-
tained by gauging a U(1) subgroup in an SL(2, R) Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW)
model. The resultant metric has the form
ds2 = dr2 + tanh2 r dθ2 , (2.5.2)
which has a U(1) isometry (the B-field is pure gauge). After T-duality one obtains
ds2 = dr2 + coth2 r dθ2 . (2.5.3)
These geometries have different fundamental groups (as can be easily seen from a
visual inspection the former has pi1 = 0 and the latter pi1 = Z).
• In fact, the example above gives the key to Rocek and Verlinde’s [28] explanation
of T-duality in terms of Abelian currents. Both the geometries (2.5.2) and (2.5.3)
can be obtained from gauging the SL(2, R) WZW model in two different ways.
In general, for a WZW model on a group G there is a semi-local invariance
g(z, z¯) → hL(z)gh−1R (z¯) for the group elements g and h. One can promote this
invariance to a fully local invariance for hL/R(z, z¯) in some subgroup H ⊂ G by
introducing appropriate gauge fields which are non-propagating. The result of
integrating out the gauge fields (and gauge fixing) is that one ends up with a
14See appendix.
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sigma-model whose target space is dimension dim(G) − dim(H). Anomalies re-
strict the choice of subgroups that can be gauged and for a U(1) subgroup there
are exactly two possibilities hL = hR (known as vector gauging) and hL = −hR
(known as axial gauging). In the SL(2, R) case an axial gauging results in the first
geometry (2.5.2) and the vector gauging results in the second geometry (2.5.3).
In [28, 54] it was suggested that one can always think of abelian T-duality for d
commuting U(1) isometries as being the interchange of vector and axial gaugings
of a parent sigma model defined in d extra dimensions. In some senses this parent
theory with extra dimensions is prototypical of the duality invariant models we
shall study in this thesis.
• The interplay between T-duality and supersymmetry is somewhat subtle and has
been investigated in [93–96]. From a world-sheet point of view N = 2 world-sheet
supersymmetry is always manifestly preserved under T-duality.15 However, from a
space time perspective, an application of the Buscher rules can apparently destroy
or even create supersymmetry. The resolution to this puzzle is that in some cases
one must go beyond the supergravity approximation which is lowest order in α′.
Lost symmetries can be recovered as non-local symmetries. Similar phenomenon
where naive T-duality needs to be corrected occurs when considering the dual of
NS5 branes [97–99].
15Complications arise with more world-sheet supersymmetry: N = 4 world sheet supersymmetry
constrains the target space to be hyper-kahler and equipped with a triplet of covariantly constant
complex structures obeying an SU(2) algebra, however upon performing an abelian T-duality this
hyper-kahler structure need not always be preserved and may result in a dual model with only manifest
N = 2 worldsheet supersymmetry with the remaining supersymmetry realised non-locally [95] .
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O(d, d,Z), T-FOLDS AND THE DOUBLED
FORMALISM
We review the generalisation of T-duality for toroidal backgrounds and the
associated duality group O(d, d,Z). We introduce the concepts of T-folds
and non-geometric backgrounds. Finally, we provide a detailed introduction
to the T-duality invariant Doubled Formalism of String theory.
3.1 Toroidal Compactification and O(d, d) Duality Group
A full understanding of toroidal compactification defined by d compact bosonic direc-
tions Xi ' Xi + 2pi and the internal metric data Eij = Gij + Bij was first given by
Narain et al. [48, 49].1 It is straightforward to deduce, by using an ansatz for the zero
mode of Xi = σni + qi(τ), that the zero mode momenta must have the following form
pLi¯ = p
i
LGije
i
i¯ = (ni + Ejim
j)eii¯ , (3.1.1)
pRi¯ = p
i
RGije
i
i¯ = (ni + Eijm
j)eii¯ , (3.1.2)
with ni and m
i integer valued and in which we have introduced vielbeins defined such
that
Gij = e
i¯
ie
j¯
jδi¯j¯ . (3.1.3)
These momenta (pL, pR) define a lattice Γd,d ⊂ R2d , and moreover, since
p2L − p2R = 2mini ∈ 2Z (3.1.4)
this lattice is said to be even. A more detailed investigation of partition functions
shows that the lattice must also be self dual to ensure modular invariance [49]. The
1For simplicity we ignore spectator fields in this presentation.
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contribution of these momenta to the Hamiltonian is given by
H0 =
1
2
(p2L+p
2
R) =
1
2
 mi
nj
 (G−BG−1B)ij (BG−1) ji
−(G−1B)ij Gij
( mj nj ) . (3.1.5)
These last expressions illustrate underlying moduli space structure of toroidal compact-
ification which is [49],
Md = O(d,R)×O(d,R)/O(d, d,R)\T− dualities , (3.1.6)
where we have indicated a duality group which we will shortly identify. The dimension
of this moduli space is d2 in accordance with the number of parameters in Eij . The
fact that the momentum reside in an even self dual lattice gives rise to the numerator
in (3.1.6) and the invariance of Hamiltonian under separate O(d,R) rotations of pL and
pR gives rise to the O(d)×O(d) quotient.
O(d, d,R) is the group which consists of real matrices M that respect an inner
product with d positive and d negative eigenvalues given, in a conventional frame, by
LIJ =
 0 1
1 0
 (3.1.7)
such that
M tLM = L . (3.1.8)
Note that the condition that the lattice Γd,d is even is defined with respect to this inner
product. In what follows we shall frequently make use of theO(d, d,R)/ (O(d,R)×O(d,R))
coset form of the d2 moduli fields :
HIJ =
 (G−BG−1B)ij (BG−1) ji
−(G−1B)ij Gij
 . (3.1.9)
The action of an O(d, d,R) element
O =
 a b
c d
 , OtLO = L , (3.1.10)
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is transparent on the coset form
H′ = OtHO , (3.1.11)
but the equivalent action on the generalised metric E = G+B is more complicated and
is given by the fractional linear transformation
E′ = (aE + b)(cE + d)−1 . (3.1.12)
For an S1 compactification we saw that the moduli space was further acted on by
a discrete duality group (in that case Z2). We may ask what is the duality group
for toroidal compactification, or what subgroup of O(d, d,R) transformation leave the
physics completely invariant.
There are essentially three types of contributions, the first are large diffeomorphisms
of the compact torus which preserve periodicities and correspond to the action of a
GL(d,Z) basis change. We refer to such transformations as being in the geometric
subgroup of the duality group. These correspond to O(d, d) matrices of the form
OA =
 AT 0
0 A−1
 , A ∈ GL(d,Z) , detA = ±1 . (3.1.13)
The second transformation arises by considering constant shifts in the B field. Such
a shift in the B field by an integer results in a shift in the action by 2piZ and produces
no change in the path integral. For d compact directions this allows us to consider the
shift Bij → Bij + Ωij where Ω antisymmetric with integer entries. The O(d, d) form of
this transformation is
OΩ =
 1 Ω
0 1
 , Ωij = −Ωji ∈ Z . (3.1.14)
The final set of dualities consist of things more akin to the radial inversion and have
the form [58]
OT =
 1− ei ei
ei 1− ei
 , (3.1.15)
where (ei)jk = δijδik. All together these three transformations generate the duality
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group O(d, d,Z) which henceforward shall be known as the T-duality group. These
results above were first fully established in [50, 51]. To calculate a T-dual geometry one
simply performs the action (3.1.11) or (3.1.12) using an O(d, d,Z) transformation. The
generalisation of the dilaton transformation (2.2.11) for the toroidal case becomes
φ′ = φ+
1
2
ln
detG′
detG
. (3.1.16)
The calculation of this shift is rather subtle involving careful regularisation of determi-
nants and is detailed in [35, 71].
3.1.1 Example of O(2, 2,Z)
An illustrative example of this O(d, d,Z) can be found by considering String Theory
whose target is a T 2 and this will be useful for our discussion of T-folds. The duality
symmetry is now quite rich since the theory with a torus target space has four moduli
encoded in the three components of GIJ and the single component of BIJ . In general
we may write the metric of a torus as
ds2 =
A
τ2
|dx+ τdy|2 (3.1.17)
for coordinates (x, y) ' (x + 1, y) ' (x, y + 1). The three metric moduli are neatly
encoded in the volume modulus A and the complex structure modulus τ . The volume
modulus and integrated B field can be combined to form a complexified Ka¨hler modulus
ρ = Bxy + iA.
The geometric subgroup of O(2, 2,Z) is GL(2,Z) whose volume preserving subgroup
SL(2,Z) acts as H′ = OtHO with generators
OT =

1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 1
 , OS =

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
 . (3.1.18)
These act to transform the complex structure τ by the standard modular transforma-
tions
T : τ → τ + 1 S : τ → −1
τ
. (3.1.19)
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The part of the duality group which is the generalisation of radial inversion swaps
Ka¨hler and complex structure τ ↔ ρ and is generated by transformations of the following
type
OR =

0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
 . (3.1.20)
For the case where B = 0 and G = diag(R21, R
2
2) this simply acts by inversion of the
radius R1 → 1/R1. Whereas the SL(2,Z) identifications are geometric, this duality is
fundamentally stringy in its nature.
In summary, the duality groupO(2, 2,Z) can be identified with (SL(2,Z)×SL(2,Z))/Z2.2
3.2 T-folds
The last few years have seen the discovery [39–44] of a new class of string compactifica-
tions that are known variously as ‘non-geometric backgrounds’, ‘T-folds’, ‘monodrofolds’
and ‘twisted tori’.
An old idea in compactification theory is that of twisted reductions introduced by
Scherk and Schwarz [100]. In this generalisation of Kaluza-Klien reduction one only
requires fields to be periodic in the compact direction up to the action of some element
of a global symmetry group. This twisting creates a potential, known as the Scherk-
Schwarz potential, for the fields. Such a mechanism is useful for compactification since
one of the difficulties in String Theory is the presence of a large number of moduli fields
describing the geometry of the internal space which have no potential. Finding a way
to ‘stabilise’ all moduli is a long standing challenge.
In [44] it was suggested that that the O(d, d,Z) T-duality group provides a suitable
symmetry for performing a twisted Scherk-Schwarz compactification. The resultant
background is known as a T-fold. A T-fold is a rather strange object since in a T-fold
locally geometric patches are glued together using T-duality as a transition function.
Similar backgrounds can also be obtained from T-dualising a background with H-flux
(i.e. a background for which the field strength for the Kalb-Ramond 2-form has non
2A further discrete Z2 identification correspond to world-sheet parity.
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zero values around some cycles of the compact space).
These idea can be well illustrated using the explicit example of a T 3 which has been
studied in some detail [39–44]. We begin with a T 3 equipped with flux described by
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 , Bxy = Nz , N ∈ Z . (3.2.1)
This background may be thought of as a T 2 in the (x, y) directions fibred over an S1.
After performing a T-duality in x direction we find a slight surprise – there is no longer
any B-field and the resultant metric is given as
ds2 = (dx−Nzdy)2 + dy2 + dz2 . (3.2.2)
This background is still a torus fibration over the S1, however, it is non-trivial and
topologically distinct from the starting T 3 since the complex structure given by
τ = −Nz, (3.2.3)
has a monodromy under a circulation of the base S1
τ → τ −N . (3.2.4)
This geometry is known as a twisted torus (also sometimes called a nillmanifold) and
is a T-fold since the monondromy is one of the O(2, 2,Z) transformations. However
things are still reasonably geometric; the element of the duality group corresponding
to the transformation (3.2.4) is contained in the geometric subgroup (3.1.19). This
background (3.2.2) is often described as having ‘geometric-flux’ in analogy to the H-flux
of the background (3.2.1).
Things get even more exciting upon performing a second T-duality along the y
direction. Buscher rules give the resultant geometry as
ds2 =
1
1 +N2z2
(dx2 + dy2) + dz2 , Bxy =
Nz
1 +N2z2
. (3.2.5)
In this case it is the Kahler modulus
ρ =
Nz
1 +N2z2
+ i
1
1 +N2z2
(3.2.6)
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that has monodromy under z → z + 1
ρ→ ρ− iN
N − i . (3.2.7)
In terms of O(2, 2,Z) this transformation mixes metric and B-field and hence does not
lie in the geometric subgroup and is generated by the following O(2, 2) matrix
O =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 N 1 0
−N 0 0 1
 . (3.2.8)
This background is locally geometric but clearly no-longer globally geometric. In the
terminology of [41, 101] this background possesses non-geometric flux or ‘Q-flux’. It
should be pointed out at this stage that the above example is really only a toy demon-
stration; it does not represent a complete string background satisfying the conformal
invariance criteria of vanishing beta functionals.3 It is somewhat tricky to find an explict
full string background with a twisted torus in its geometry.
One may even go a step further and postulate that there should also be a notional
third T-dual background obtained by T-dualising the S1 corresponding to the z co-
ordinate. However, at this point the Buscher procedure ceases to be of use since the
background is not isometric in the z direction. Furthermore, it is expected that such a
background may not even have a locally geometric interpretation since the description
of physics may depend locally on both the physical coordinates and the T-dual coor-
dinates [44]. Such backgrounds are often described as having ‘R-flux’ and have been
explored in [38, 44, 102].
A significant amount of work has been done in understanding the construction of
these non-geometric backgrounds and their implications for string compactifications.
One reason that such backgrounds have seen such interest is because they allow for
moduli stablisation [40, 66, 101]. There has been some suggestion in the literature that
these non-geometric backgrounds may be as numerous as conventional backgrounds
[103]. The idea of T-folds can be naturally extended to compactifications with U-
duality twists (U-folds) [36, 37, 104] and, given the understanding of mirror symmetry
3These beta functionals are presented in the appendix.
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as T-duality [67], may allow mirror-folds for Calabi-Yau compactifications [105].
An interesting recent proposal [106] is that ‘exotic branes’ (obtained by dualising
co-dimension two objects in a dimensionally reduced string or M-theory and for which
there is no obvious higher dimensional origin) can be identified with T-folds (or more
generally with U-folds). In [106] it is further suggested that such T-fold geometries
might play an important role in black hole micro-state counting.
3.3 The Doubled Formalism
The T-fold backgrounds introduced above are examples where String Theory disregards
familiar notions of geometry. Understanding String Theory on such backgrounds is an
important question for two main reasons. Firstly, T-folds compactifications represent an
interesting and novel corner of any string landscape and so should be better understood
in their own right. The second reason is that by considering scenarios where the picture
of a string propagating in a geometric target space no longer makes sense, we may hope
to uncover some clues as to the deeper nature of String Theory.
Parallel to the need to understand non-geometric string backgrounds is a long stand-
ing desire to make T-duality a more manifest symmetry of the string sigma model. This
idea of a duality symmetric formulation of String Theory for abelian T-duality has a
long history with previous approaches including the formulation of Tseytlin [34, 35],
the work of Schwarz and Maharana [29, 30] and the earlier work by Duff [27]. In this
section we introduce the duality symmetric theory known as the Doubled Formalism
recently championed by Hull in [36, 37] and which has its roots in the early approaches
of [27, 29, 30] and the subsequent work of [33].
The Doubled Formalism [36, 37] is an alternate description of String Theory on
target spaces that are locally Tn bundles over a base N . For a geometric background
local patches are glued together with transition functions which include GL(n,Z) valued
large diffeomorphisms of the fibre.4 As discussed above the T-duality group for this
background is O(n, n,Z) and a non-geometric background is formed by gluing together
local patches with transition functions that take values not just in GL(n,Z) but in the
whole duality group O(n, n,Z).
4A more general definition of a geometric background is one where transition functions can also
include integer shifts in the B-field and are valued in GL(n,Z)n Zn(n−1)/2 ⊂ O(n, n,Z).
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The essence of the Doubled Formalism is to consider adding an additional n coor-
dinates so that the fibre is doubled to be a T 2n. The Doubled Formalism recasts the
string sigma model for the target space which is locally a Tn bundle as a sigma model
whose target space is the doubled torus. Because the number of coordinates have been
doubled it is necessary to supplement the sigma model with a constraint to achieve the
correct degree of freedom count. This constraint takes the form of a self duality (or
chirality) constraint. The final step of the Doubled Formalism is to define a patch-wise
splitting T 2n → Tn ⊕ T˜n which specifics a physical Tn subspace and its dual torus T˜n.
In this doubled fibration the T-duality group O(n, n,Z) appears naturally as a sub-
group of the GL(2n,Z) large diffeomorphisms of the doubled torus. Because of this,
geometric and non-geometric backgrounds are given equal footing in the Doubled For-
malism. They are distinguished only according to whether the splitting (also known as
polarisation) can be globally extended or not.
3.3.1 Lagrangian and Constraint
To describe the sigma model we first introduce some local coordinates on the T 2n
doubled torus which we denote by XI and coordinates on the base N denoted Y a. The
world-sheet of the sigma model is mapped into the doubled torus by XI(σ). This allows
us to define a world-sheet 1-form5
PI = dXI . (3.3.1)
Additionally we introduce a connection in the bundle given by the 1-form
AI = AIadY a , (3.3.2)
and covariant momenta
PˆI = dXI +AI . (3.3.3)
5Following [36, 37] we will work with world-sheet forms on a Lorentzian world-sheet and will slightly
abuse notation by not indicating the pull back to the world-sheet explicitly.
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As before, the n2 moduli fields on the fibre are packaged into the coset form
HIJ(Y ) =
 (G−BG−1B)ij (BG−1) ji
−(G−1B)ij Gij
 , (3.3.4)
but note that they are allowed to depend on the coordinates of the base.
The starting point for the doubled sigma model is the Lagrangian
L = 1
4
HIJ(Y )PˆI ∧ ∗PˆJ − 1
2
LIJPI ∧ AJ + L(Y ) + Ltop(X) , (3.3.5)
where L(Y ) is a standard sigma model on the base N given (in these conventions) by
L(Y ) = 1
2
gabdY
a ∧ ∗dY b + 1
2
babdY
a ∧ dY b . (3.3.6)
The final term in (3.3.5) is a topological term which we will examine in a little more
detail when considering the equivalence with the standard formulation of String Theory.
Note that the kinetic term of (3.3.5) is a factor of a half down compared with the
Lagrangian on the base (3.3.6) and that an overall factor of 2pi in the normalisations of
these Lagrangians is omitted for convenience.
This Lagrangian is to be supplemented by the constraint
PˆI = LIKHKJ ∗ PˆJ , (3.3.7)
where LIJ is the invariant O(d, d) metric introduced in (3.1.7) which we repeat for
convenience here
LIJ =
 0 1
1 0
 . (3.3.8)
Note that for this constraint to be consistent we must require that
LIKHKJLJLHLM = δIM (3.3.9)
which is indeed true for the O(d, d) coset form of the doubled fibre metric (3.3.4).
For the remainder of this thesis we shall make two simplifying assumptions to aid our
presentation, first that the fibration is trivial in the sense that the connection AI can be
set to zero. In terms of the physical Tn fibration over N this assumption corresponds to
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demanding that the off-diagonal components of the background with one index taking
values in the torus and the other in the base are set to zero (i.e. Eai = Eia = 0). The
second is that we shall assume that on the base the 2-form bab vanishes. With these
assumptions the Lagrangian is simply
L = 1
4
HIJ(Y )dXI ∧ ∗dXJ + L(Y ) + Ltop(X) , (3.3.10)
and the constraint is
dXI = LIJHJK ∗ dXK . (3.3.11)
To understand this constraint it is helpful to introduce a vielbein to allow a change to
a chiral frame (denoted by over-bars on indices) where:
HA¯B¯(y) =
 1 0
0 1
 , LA¯B¯ =
 1 0
0 −1
 . (3.3.12)
In this frame the constraint (3.3.11) is a chirality constraint ensuring that half the XA¯
are chiral Bosons and half are anti-chiral Bosons. Such a frame can be reached by
introducing a vielbein for the fibre metric HIJ given by (3.3.4)
HIJ = V IˆI δIˆJˆV JˆJ . (3.3.13)
with
V AˆA =
 et 0
−e−1B e−1
 , (3.3.14)
and Gij = e
iˆ
i e
jˆ
j δiˆjˆ . This allows the definition of an intermediate frame in which
LIˆJˆ =
 0 1
1 0
 , HIˆ Iˆ =
 1 0
0 1
 (3.3.15)
Supplementing this with a basis transformation defined by
O IˆA¯ =
1√
2
 1 1
1 −1
 (3.3.16)
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brings H and L into the required form. In this chiral basis the one-forms PA¯ = (P i¯, Qi¯)
obey simple chirality constraints
P i¯+ = 0 , Qi¯− = 0 . (3.3.17)
3.3.2 Action of O(n, n,Z) and Polarisation
The Lagrangian (3.3.10) has a global symmetry of GL(2n,R) acting as
H′ = OtHO , X′ = O−1X , O ∈ GL(2n,R) . (3.3.18)
However, to preserve the periodicity of the coordinates X this symmetry is broken down
to the discrete subgroup GL(2n,Z). Under these transformations the constraint (3.3.11)
becomes
O−1dXI = L−1OtH ∗ dX . (3.3.19)
Hence, to preserve the constraint we require that
OtLO = L (3.3.20)
and therefore that the global symmetry is reduced to O(n, n,Z) ⊂ GL(2n,R). It is now
clear that the T-duality group has been promoted to the role of a manifest symmetry.
To complete the description of the Doubled Formalism one needs to specify the
physical subspace which defines a splitting of the coordinates XI = (Xi, X˜i). Formally
this is done by introducing projectors Π and Π˜ such that Xi = ΠiIXI and X˜i = Π˜iIXI .
These projectors are required to pick out subspaces that are maximally isotropic in the
sense that ΠL−1Πt = 0. These projectors are sometimes combined into a ‘polarisation
vielbein’ given by Θ = (Π, Π˜).
This is a somewhat formal way of saying that we are picking out a preferred basis
choice for the sigma model but has use when describing T-duality. Indeed, the formulas
for the coset matrixHIJ and the invariant metric LIJ given by (3.3.4) and (3.3.8) should
be understood to be in the basis defined by this splitting. The components of H are
given by acting with projectors so that for example
Gij = ΠiIΠjJHIJ , (3.3.21)
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in which we have raised the indices on the projectors with the invariant metric LIJ .
There are now two ways to view T-duality. The first is known as active whereby the
polarisation is fixed but the geometry transforms according to the usual transformation
law
H′ = OtHO . (3.3.22)
The second approach is to consider the geometry as fixed but that the polarisation
vielbein changes according to
Θ′ = ΘO . (3.3.23)
In this view T-duality amounts to picking a different choice of polarisation.
3.3.3 Recovering the standard sigma model
We now indicate two approaches to recover the standard sigma model from the doubled
Lagrangian. The first approach is to solve the constraint and show that the equations of
motion subject to the constraint are equivalent to those arising from the standard string
sigma model. The second approach is more sophisticated and works by recognising the
constraint can be interpreted in terms of the vanishing of a current. If this current can
be successfully gauged, a judicial choice of gauge fixing invokes the constraint.
• Solving the constraint
The equations of motion arising from the doubled Lagrangian (3.3.10) are, for the fibre
coordinates,
0 = HIJ∂2XJ + ∂aHIJ∂αY a∂αXJ , (3.3.24)
and for the base coordinates
0 =
1
4
∂cHIJ∂αXI∂αXJ − gac
(
∂2Y a + Γˆade∂αY
d∂αY e
)
, (3.3.25)
where Γˆade is the Christoffel symbol constructed from the base metric.
The way to proceed is to notice that, after choosing a polarisation, the constraint
can be written as
∂αX˜j = Gjk
αβ∂βX
k +Bjk∂
αXk , (3.3.26)
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and that this can be used at the level of equations of motion to replace all occurrences
of the dual coordinates X˜i with the physical coordinates X
i. After expanding out in
the (X, X˜) basis one finds that the equation of motion (3.3.24) can be written as
0 = gij∂
2Xj + ∂agij∂αY
a∂αXj + ∂abij
αβ∂αY
a∂βX
j (3.3.27)
and (3.3.25) as
0 =
1
2
∂agij∂αX
i∂αXj +
1
2
∂abij
αβ∂αX
i∂βX
j − gac
(
∂2Y a + Γˆade∂αY
d∂αY e
)
. (3.3.28)
The latter two equations correspond to the equations of motion obtained from the
standard sigma model of the form
L = 1
2
gij(Y )dX
i ∧ ∗dXj + 1
2
bij(Y )dX
i ∧ dXj + 1
2
gab(Y )dY
a ∧ dY b . (3.3.29)
This demonstrates that the doubled sigma model together with the constraint is equiv-
alent, at the classical level of equations of motion, to the standard string sigma model.
• Gauging the Current
To go further one would like to establish the equivalence of the two sigma models
at the quantum level. The principal difficulty with this approach is that the constraint
needs to be implemented in a consistent way. In terms of the Dirac constraint classi-
fication the chirality constraint is second class and may not be implemented by means
of a simple Lagrange multiplier method.6 However an approach to this is given in [37]
whereby one notices that the conserved current associated to shift symmetries in the
fibre together with the trivial Bianchi identity for fibre momenta can be used write down
a conserved current
JI = HIJdXJ − LIJ ∗ dXJ . (3.3.30)
The constraint equation (3.3.11) is equivalent to demanding that the polarisation pro-
jected component J i = 0. The symmetry giving rise to this current can be consistently
gauged by introducing a world-sheet gauge field however to ensure that the action is
completely gauge invariant (including large gauge transformations) it was found in [37]
6See appendix for more details concerning chiral bosons and treating the chirality constraint.
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that a topological term
Ltop = 1
2
dX˜i ∧ dXi , (3.3.31)
must also be included to supplement the minimal coupling. As well as ensuring gauge
invariance this topological term also ensures that the winding contributions from the
dual coordinate X˜ can be gauged away. This gauged theory can be seen to be equivalent
to the standard sigma model (3.3.29) and upon fixing a gauge equivalent to the Doubled
Formalism.
3.3.4 Geometric vs. Non-Geometric
To discuss the difference between geometric and non-geometric backgrounds one must
examine topological issues and in particular the nature of the transition functions be-
tween patches of the base. For two patches of the base U1 and U2, on the overlap U1∩U2
the coordinates are related by a transition function
X1 = g21X2 , g21 ∈ O(n, n,Z) . (3.3.32)
In the active view point, where polarisation Θ is fixed but the geometry is transformed,
the condition for this patching to be geometric is that the physical coordinates, obtained
from projecting with the polarisation, are glued only to physical coordinates. More
formally we have
ΘX1 = (X1, X˜1) , ΘX2 = (X2, X˜2) , (3.3.33)
and therefore
ΘX2 = Θg12X1 = Θg12Θ−1ΘX1 = gˆ12ΘX1 . (3.3.34)
Then the physical coordinates are glued according to
Xi2 = (gˆ12)
i
jX
j
1 + (gˆ12)
ijX˜1j . (3.3.35)
Thus, for the physical coordinates to be glued only to physical coordinates, all transition
functions must be of the form
(gˆ)IJ =
 gij 0
gij g
j
i
 (3.3.36)
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which are the O(n, n,Z) elements formed by the semi direct product of Gl(n,Z) large
diffeomorphism of the physical torus and integer shifts in the B-field. Otherwise the
background is said to be non-geometric.7
3.3.5 Extensions to the Doubled Formalism
We now outline a few advances and extensions to the above formalism.
Dilaton
Alongside the metric and B-field a background in String Theory is equipped with a
scalar field, the dilaton. One is forced to ask how should this scalar field be included
in the Doubled Formalism. A first guess is to include a scalar field which replicates the
same coupling as for the standard string namely
Sdil =
1
8pi
∫
d2σ
√
hΦ(Y )R(2) (3.3.37)
where R(2) is the scalar curvature of the world-sheet and, in keeping with the ansatz
for metric and B-field, the scalar only depends on the base coordinates. This ‘doubled
dilaton’ is duality invariant under O(n, n,Z) and related to the standard dilaton field φ
by [37]
Φ = φ− 1
2
ln detG (3.3.38)
so that from
Φ′ = φ′ − 1
2
ln detG′ = φ− 1
2
ln detG (3.3.39)
we recover the dilaton transformation rule (3.1.16).
Branes
In the original work of Hull [36], the extension of the Doubled Formalism to open strings
and their D-branes interpretation was suggested. Since T-duality swaps boundary con-
ditions, of the X coordinates exactly half should obey Neumann boundary conditions
and half Dirichlet. This splitting is, in general, different from the splitting induced by
7One can tighten the definition of geometric to exclude the B-field shifts. This restriction is equivalent
to demanding that the non-physical T-dual coordinates also only get glued amongst themselves.
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polarisation choice. If, for a given polarisation, exactly N of the physical coordinates
obey Neumann conditions then there is a Brane wrapping N of the compact dimen-
sions. The dimensionality of the brane then changes according to the usual T-duality
rules under a change in polarisation. The projectors that specify Neumann and Dirich-
let conditions are required to obey some consistency conditions detailed in [107, 108].
Further related work on the role of D-branes in non-geometric backgrounds can be found
in [109].
Supersymmetry
A world-sheet N = 1 supersymmetric extension of the formalism has been consid-
ered in [37, 110]. To achieve this one simply promotes coordinates into superfields
and world-sheet derivatives into super-covariant derivatives. The constraint (3.3.11)
then is generalised to a supersymmetric version which includes a chirality constraint on
fermions.
Quantum Effects
Some progress has been made on understanding the quantum aspects of the Doubled
Formalism. In [37] it was explained how to implement the constraint at the quantum
level through gauging. In [110] a canonical quantisation was performed, with Dirac
brackets used to invoke the (second class) constraint. In [111] the 1-loop partition
function of the doubled string was calculated and shown to be equivalent to the standard
string after a holomorphic factorisation. This was generalised to the supersymmetric
partition function in [112]. An interesting direction of research has been to take some
of the ideas of the Doubled Formalism and to apply them to the realm of String Field
Theory [113–115].
Doubled Twisted Torus
For the example of section (3.2) with a non-geometric T 2 over a base S1 it has been
suggested [44] that a further duality around the base may be possible even though
isometry is not present. This situation has been considered from the context of a
generalised Doubled Formalism in which the base S1 is also doubled. In this case
that doubled space is no longer a doubled torus but has a more general description
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as the quotient of a group manifold by a discrete subgroup and is known as a doubled
twisted torus. In general this means considering a doubled fibre metric that has internal
coordinate dependance. The doubled sigma model description of this has been studied
in [65, 116, 117]. Essentially, the momenta entering into the action are replaced with
the Maurer-Cartan left-invariant one-forms on the group and a supplementary term is
included into the action which is a Wess-Zumino term given by the pull back of the
canonical three form on the group. There is some similarity between such sigma-models
and Poisson-Lie T-duality invariant sigma-models [32, 64] that we will consider in later
chapters.
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QUANTUM ASPECTS OF DOUBLED
STRING THEORY
In this chapter we examine the Doubled Formalism at the quantum level.
We calculate the beta-functionals of the string in the Doubled Formalism so
as to determine the background-field equations for the doubled space. We
relate these to the equations that arise for the standard, non-doubled, string.
The results presented in this chapter have appeared in the author’s previous
publications [1, 2].
4.1 Overview
The duality invariant formalism described in the preceding chapter successfully pro-
motes T-duality to a manifest symmetry of the string sigma model action. Whilst it is
straightforward to demonstrate the classical equivalence of this formalism to the usual
sigma model, showing quantum equivalence is less trivial. In addition to the arguments
presented in [37], progress in this direction has been made by showing the equivalence
of the partition function for both the bosonic and supersymmetric extension of the
Doubled Formalism [111, 112] and in [110] the canonical quantisation of the Doubled
Formalism was investigated.
In this chapter we ask: what are the beta functionals for the couplings in the Doubled
Formalism? Demanding that the conformal invariance of String Theory holds at the
quantum level requires the vanishing of such beta functionals. This, in turn, restricts
the classes of backgrounds on which the string can propagate to those that (to first
order in α′) obey equations [118] analogous to Einstein’s equations.1
1See appendix.
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This study was prompted by various questions. The most important was to de-
termine if the background-field equations arising from the one-loop beta-functional for
the Doubled Formalism were the same as those for the usual string. A priori, this did
not have to be the case. In fact, one may imagine that they will be different since
the doubled formalism naturally incorporates the string winding modes which could in
principle correct the usual beta-function. We know that worldsheet instantons correct
T-duality [98, 99] and since the doubled space contains the naive T-dual one may think
of all sorts of possibilities that could arise for corrections to the doubled geometry.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: we begin by studying the constraint that
supplements the doubled action and describe how the PST procedure [119–121] can
be used to implement the constraint in a Lorentz covariant manner. We then show
how gauge fixing the residual PST symmetry produces an action that closely resembles
the duality invariant formalism of Tseytlin [34, 35]. This is followed by a calculation
of the beta functionals by means of a background field expansion. We relate these
to the analogous equations of the standard string and conclude by providing a direct
linkage between the beta functions and the field equations obtained from a toroidally
compactified gravity theory.
4.2 Implementing the Constraint
We recall that the doubled string has an action
L = 1
4
HIJ(Y )dXI ∧ ∗dXJ + L(Y ) + Ltop(X) , (4.2.1)
where L(Y ) is the standard Lagrangian for a string on the base and H(Y ) is a metric
on the fibre. The topological term plays no role in the rest of this chapter and can be
safely ignored for the moment. This action is supplemented by a constraint
dXI = LIJHJK ∗ dXK , (4.2.2)
which is essentially a chirality constraint on the bosons.
To understand this constraint more clearly we consider the simplest example, the
one-dimensional target space of a circle, with constant radius R. The doubled action
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on the fibre is
Sd =
1
4
R2
∫
dX ∧ ∗dX + 1
4
R−2
∫
dX˜ ∧ ∗dX˜. (4.2.3)
We first change to a basis in which the fields are chiral by defining:
X+ = RX +R−1X˜, ∂−X+ = 0 , (4.2.4)
X− = RX −R−1X˜, ∂+X− = 0 . (4.2.5)
Note that because the radius is constant in this case the chirality constraint is simple.
In this basis the action becomes
Sd =
1
8
∫
dX+ ∧ ∗dX+ + 1
8
∫
dX− ∧ ∗dX− . (4.2.6)
One may then incorporate the constraints into the action using the method of Pasti,
Sorokin and Tonin [119–121]. We define one-forms
P = dX+ − ∗dX+, Q = dX− + ∗dX− , (4.2.7)
which vanish on the constraint. These allow us to incorporate the constraint into the
action via the introduction of two auxiliary closed one-forms u and v as follows:
SPST =
1
8
∫
dX+ ∧ ∗dX+ + 1
8
∫
dX− ∧ ∗dX− − 1
8
∫
d2σ
(
(Pmum)2
u2
+
(Qmvm)2
v2
)
.
(4.2.8)
As explained in the appendix, the PST action works by essentially introducing a
new gauge symmetry, the PST symmetry, that allows the gauging away of fields that
do not obey the chiral constraints. Thus only the fields obeying the chiral constraints
are physical.
There are now two ways to proceed. One may either gauge fix the PST-style action
immediately which will break manifest Lorentz invariance or try to quantise whilst
maintaining covariance and introduce ghosts to deal with the PST gauge symmetry.
In this paper we choose the non-covariant option and immediately gauge fix to give a
Floreanini-Jackiw [122] style action. Picking the auxiliary PST fields (u and v) to be
time-like produces two copies of the FJ action (one chiral and one anti-chiral)
S =
1
4
∫
d2σ(∂1X+∂−X+ − ∂1X−∂+X−). (4.2.9)
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If we re-expand this in the non-chiral basis we find an action
S =
1
2
∫
d2σ
[
−(R∂1X)2 − (R−1∂1X˜)2 + ∂0X∂1X˜ + ∂1X∂0X˜
]
, (4.2.10)
which may be recognised as Tseytlin’s duality symmetric formulation [34, 35]. Notice
that the unusual normalisation of (4.2.1) was exactly what was needed for this form of
the action to have the correct normalisation. The constraints
∂0X˜ = R
2∂1X , ∂0X = R
−2∂1X˜ , (4.2.11)
then follow after integrating the equations of motion and the string wave equation for
the physical coordinate X is implied by combining the constraint equations.2
Returning to the general case, the PST procedure yields an action
S =
1
2
∫
d2σ
[
−Mαβ∂1Xα∂1Xβ + Lαβ∂1Xα∂0Xβ +Kαβ∂0Xα∂0Xβ
]
, (4.2.12)
where Xα = (XA, Y a) = (Xi, X˜j , Y a) and3
M =
 H 0
0 g
 , L =
 L 0
0 0
 , K =
 0 0
0 g
 . (4.2.13)
For the fibre coordinates we have the equation of motion
∂1 (H∂1X) = L∂1∂0X, (4.2.14)
which integrates to give the constraint (4.2.2). This form of the action will be our
starting point for calculating the beta-functional of the theory.
4.3 The Background Field Expansion
To perturbatively study ultra-violet divergences in the doubled formalism we expand
quantum fluctuations around a classical background. By writing the fields Xα as the
2We fix the arbitrary function of τ introduced by integration by observing that (4.2.10) has δX = f(τ)
gauge invariance as shown in the appendix.
3In our notation we reserve the Greek characters µ and ν to denote worldsheet indices.
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sum of a classical piece Xαcl and a quantum fluctuation pi
α we may define the effective
action
eiSeff =
∫
[dpi]eiS[Xcl+pi] . (4.3.1)
In what follows we shall calculate the 1-loop contribution to this effective action.
We make a choice of coordinates that leaves the general coordinate invariance of
the action manifest in the perturbative expansion [123, 124]. Instead of expanding in
piα, which would not be covariant, one expands in the tangent vector ξα to the geodesic
between Xαcl and X
α
cl + pi
α. The vector ξα is understood to be evaluated at Xαcl and
has length equal to that of the geodesic. Since it is a covariant object an expansion
in terms of ξα will result in expansion coefficients which are tensorial. More details of
this procedure can be found in the appendix. To evaluate the one-loop contribution
to the action it is sufficient to expand upto quadratic order in fluctuations. The linear
term S(1) provides no contributions since it is, in general, proportional to the equations
of motions which we assume the classical background obeys. The quadratic term S(2)
provides the kinetic term for fluctuations as well as certain interactions S
(2)
int. In taking
the exponential above there are one-loop contributions that arise from the connected
diagrams formed by considering
S1−loop eff = 〈S(2)int〉+
1
2
〈S(2)intS(2)int〉 . (4.3.2)
Note that in this procedure one must specify the background metric with which to
perform such an expansion. Normally, the appropriate target space metric is completely
obvious from the form of the sigma model. In the case of the Doubled Formalism there
is some ambiguity; whilst the metric on the base is clearly defined as gab there is a
choice as to whether we consider the metric on the fibre to be LIJ or HIJ . From the
form action (4.2.12) it certainly seems most sensible to consider the metric of the total
target space to be given by Mαβ. A different choice may be possible, and one should
remember that this is a calculative tool that should not alter the end result.
We will use the algorithmic method of calculating the background-field expansion
developed in [125]. To obtain the nth order background-field expanded action we simply
act on the Lagrangian with the operator∫
d2σξα(σ)Dσα (4.3.3)
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n times and divide by n! (Dσα is the covariant functional derivative with respect to
Xα(σ)). The action of this operator can be summarised as∫
d2σ ξα(σ)Dσαξ
β(σ′) = 0 , (4.3.4)∫
d2σ ξα(σ)Dσα∂µX
β(σ′) = Dµξβ(σ′) , (4.3.5)∫
d2σ ξα(σ)DσαDµξ
β(σ′) = Rβαγδ∂µX
δξαξγ(σ′) , (4.3.6)∫
d2σ ξα(σ)DσαTα1α2...αn(X(σ
′)) = DβTα1α2...αnξ
β(σ′) , (4.3.7)
where Rβαγδ is the target space Riemann tensor and Tα1α2...αn is a rank n tensor and
these are understood to be evaluated at the classical value Xcl. The form of (4.3.7) is
particularly relevant, leading to simplification when dealing with the metric.
Expanding the first term in (4.2.12) is exactly the same as the standard sigma model
calculation (albeit without worldsheet covariance), at first order we have4
−Mαβ∂1XαD1ξβ , (4.3.8)
and at second order
−1
2
(
MαβD1ξαD1ξβ +Rγαβδξαξβ∂1Xγ∂1Xδ
)
, (4.3.9)
where Rγαβδ is the Riemann tensor constructed from the metric M. The expansion of
the L term in the action is more complex giving
1
2
(
Lαβ∂0XαD1ξβ + LαβD0ξα∂1Xβ +DαLγβξα∂0Xγ∂1Xβ
)
(4.3.10)
at first order and
1
2
(
LαβD0ξαD1ξβ + 1
2
(
DαDβLγδ + LγσRσαβδ + LδσRσαβγ
)
ξαξβ∂0X
γ∂1X
δ
+DγLαβξγ
(
∂0X
αD1ξ
β +D0ξ
α∂1X
β
))
(4.3.11)
at second-order. The K term in (4.2.12) may be expanded in a similar way.
4From now on X refers to the classical field Xcl.
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The first-order terms in ξ vanish as they should (using the equations of motion of
Xcl) leaving the second-order Lagrangian which is given by
2L(2) = −MαβD1ξαD1ξβ + LαβD0ξαD1ξβ +KαβD0ξαD0ξβ
−Rγαβδξαξβ∂1Xγ∂1Xδ + Lαβ;γξγ(D0ξα∂1Xβ + ∂0XαD1ξβ)
+
1
2
DαDβLγδξαξβ∂0Xγ∂1Xδ + 1
2
(LγσRσαβδ + LδσRσαβγ) ξαξβ∂0Xγ∂1Xδ
+2Kαβ;γξγD0ξα∂0Xβ
+
1
2
DαDβKγδξαξβ∂0Xγ∂0Xδ +KγσRσαβδξαξβ∂0Xγ∂0Xδ . (4.3.12)
4.4 Simplification Strategy
The effective action above appears rather complex and it would certainly be intimidating
to calculate the correct Wick contraction in this form. However we have the opportunity
to simplify the effective action by using the equations of motion of Xα (recall Xα is the
classical field configuration which we are expanding around and so obeys its equation
of motion). This equation of motion is
D1(Mαβ∂1Xβ) = Lαβ∂1∂0Xβ + Dˆ0(Kαβ∂0Xβ) , (4.4.1)
where Dˆ0 is a pulled back covariant derivative constructed only from the base metric
gab (Dˆ0K = 0 and Γˆ will similarly refer to the connection constructed from gab). This
equation is required to show vanishing of the first-order term in the expansion and we
now use it to remove all L terms (except the L fluctuation ‘kinetic’ term) from the
action. Therefore we find, after performing some integration by parts, that we may use
the following substitution:
Lαβ;γξγ
(
∂0ξ
α∂1X
β + ∂1ξ
α∂0X
β
)
+ LαβΓαγδξγ∂1Xδ∂0ξβ + LαβΓαγδξγ∂0Xδ∂1ξβ
=
1
2
Lβδ∂σΓδγαξγξα(∂1Xβ∂0Xσ + ∂0Xβ∂1Xσ)
−2MδβΓδγαξγ∂1ξα∂1Xβ − ∂σ(MδβΓδγα)ξγξα∂1Xβ∂1Xσ
+2KδβΓδγαξγ∂0ξα∂0Xβ + ∂σ(KδβΓδγαξγ)ξα∂0Xβ∂0Xσ
+Γδγαξ
γξα
(
MδβΓβστ∂1Xσ∂1Xτ −KδβΓˆβστ∂0Xσ∂0Xτ
)
. (4.4.2)
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This leads to a dramatically simplified Lagrangian given by
2L(2) = −Mαβ∂1ξα∂1ξβ + Lαβ∂0ξα∂1ξβ +Kαβ∂0ξα∂0ξβ
−2∂αMγβ∂1Xγξα∂1ξβ − 1
2
∂α∂βMγδ∂1Xγ∂1Xδξαξβ
+2∂αgβγξ
α∂0ξ
β∂0X
γ +
1
2
∂α∂βKγδξαξβ∂0Xγ∂0Xδ . (4.4.3)
Note that we have chosen to proceed by expanding covariant derivatives and simplifying
using the equations of motion, rather than leaving things expressed in terms of covariant
derivatives. This is the somewhat unfortunate price that we have had to pay for having
a manageable action.5
To proceed with the Wick contractions one needs to extract the kinetic term for the
propagators. In (4.4.3) this is not immediately obvious due to the coordinate depen-
dance contained in the matrices Mαβ(Y ). One must introduce vielbeins and work in
the chiral frame (which we indicate by placing over-bars on indices) where we know how
to find the fluctuation propagators.
Once vielbeins are introduced there are, of course, terms with derivatives acting on
the vielbeins. Normally such terms are accounted for by exchanging the usual connec-
tion for the spin connection. The pull back of the spin connection to the worldsheet
transforms as a gauge field. There is then a general argument that this gauge field,
which is minimally coupled, cannot contribute to the Weyl anomaly. We have a modi-
fied action where the gauge connection is no longer minimally coupled and there is no
such argument (indeed we find contributions from the ‘gauge’ terms).
The effect of introducing vielbeins is to replace all fluctuations ξα in the second-
order action (4.4.3) by their chiral frame counter parts ξα¯ = Vαα¯ξα and to add on the
following terms created by pulling vielbeins through derivatives:
2LV = −2Mα¯β∂1Vββ¯ξβ¯∂1ξα¯ −Mαβ∂1V
β
β¯
∂1Vαα¯ξβ¯ξα¯
+Lα¯β∂1Vββ¯ξβ¯∂0ξα¯ + Lα¯β∂0V
β
β¯
ξβ¯∂1ξ
α¯ + Lαβ∂1Vββ¯∂0Vαα¯ξβ¯ξα¯
+2Kα¯β∂0Vββ¯ξβ¯∂0ξα¯ +Kαβ∂0V
β
β¯
∂0Vαα¯ξβ¯ξα¯
−2∂α¯Mγβ∂1Xγ∂1Vββ¯ξα¯ξβ¯ + 2∂α¯Kγβ∂0Xγ∂0V
β
β¯
ξα¯ξβ¯ . (4.4.4)
5 We remark that(4.4.3) could perhaps have been obtained more directly by considering a different
metric on the total space.
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4.5 Wick Contraction
In this chiral frame, L and H are diagonal and one can calculate the propagators for the
fluctuations from the ‘kinetic terms’ in the Lagrangian. On the fibre these ‘kinetic terms’
are Floreanini-Jackiw style Lagrangians of the form (4.2.9) for n chiral and n anti-chiral
Bosons in flat space. The propagators for such chiral Lagrangians have previously been
considered by Tseytlin [34, 35]. In the appendix we provide full details and simply
quote the result here. The sum of a chiral and anti-chiral propagator is proportional to
a standard Boson propagator ∆0. The difference of chiral and anti-chiral propagators
gives a phase θ. The general result for our action is that for the coordinates on the fibre
〈ξA¯(σ)ξB¯(σ′)〉 = ∆0(σ − σ′)HA¯B¯ + θ(σ − σ′)LA¯B¯. (4.5.1)
∆0 results in UV divergences as we take σ − σ′ → 0. Such divergence need reg-
ularisation and renormalisation. In dimensional regularisation we find a simple pole
∆0(0) ∼ 1 . The coefficients of ∆0(0) will thus contribute to the Weyl anomaly and in
turn, to the beta-functionals.
As σ−σ′ → 0 the quantity θ remains finite and does not lead to any UV divergence
or contributions to the Weyl anomaly. Instead, θ depends on the direction with which
σ approaches σ′. It has been suggested [34, 35] that since this represents a breakdown
of Lorentz invariance we may think of θ as parameterising a Lorentz anomaly.6 It
seems natural to demand such an anomaly vanishes by setting
∂Seff
∂θ = 0. In principal,
this might place additional constraints on the background fields beyond that of the
beta-functionals vanishing. However, after performing all Wick contractions we find
that when the dust settles all occurrences of θ in the effective action cancel out leaving
no Lorentz anomaly. This seems like an important indicator of the consistency of the
formalism, perhaps it is as expected since we have an equal number of Bosons of each
chirality. In what follows we shall therefore, to avoid needless duplication, we shall only
detail the steps required to calculate the contributions to the Weyl anomaly.
6The use of the term anomaly is, perhaps, slightly abusive; the classical Lorentz invariance of the
action is not at all obvious from (4.2.12). However, we understand the lack of manifest Lorentz invariance
as being a gauge fixing artefact and in this respect the situation is somewhat similar to working with
electromagnetism in say axial gauge. Also we shall see in the next chapter that, as is the case for chiral
bosons in the FJ formalism [122, 126], there exist modified Lorentz transformations that leave the action
invariant and there is also a notion of ‘on-shell’ Lorentz invariance.
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Given (4.5.1) we can deduce the form of more complicated Wick contractions which
are quartic in ξ and contain derivatives of fluctuations. These contractions are relevant
to the evaluation of 〈S(2)intS(2)int〉 term in the exponential of the effective action and must
be included since we need to count all logarithmic divergences. We again relegate the
calculation details to the appendix, and here present the required results:
〈ξα¯∂1ξβ¯∂1ξσ¯ξδ¯〉 = 1
2
∆0 (MM−LL)(α¯σ¯β¯δ¯−α¯δ¯β¯σ¯) , (4.5.2)
〈ξα¯∂1ξβ¯∂0ξσ¯ξδ¯〉 = −1
2
∆0 (ML+ LM)(↔) − θLL(↔), (4.5.3)
〈ξα¯∂0ξβ¯∂0ξσ¯ξδ¯〉 = −1
2
∆0 (MM+ 3LL)(↔) − θ (LM+ML)(↔) , (4.5.4)
where MM(α¯σ¯β¯δ¯−α¯δ¯β¯σ¯) represents Mα¯σ¯Mβ¯δ¯ −Mα¯δ¯Mβ¯σ¯ and (↔) understood in the
same way.7
We now evaluate all the contributions to the one-loop effective action. First we look
at the single contraction terms that arise from calculating 〈S(2)int〉 and then we consider
the double contractions needed to calculate 〈S(2)intS(2)int〉.
4.5.1 Single contraction terms for 〈S(2)int〉
It is helpful to organise our calculations by distinguishing three sorts of contributions:
‘base terms’ which contain only the base metric g and its derivatives; ‘fibre terms’
involving only the fibre metric and its derivatives; and ‘vielbein terms’ which come from
(4.4.4) and contain derivatives of the vielbein prior to any integrations by parts.
The terms with a single 〈ξξ〉 contraction are
1
2
∂a∂bggd
〈
ξaξb
〉
∂µY
g∂µY d =
1
2
∂a∂aggd∂µY
g∂µY d∆0 (4.5.5)
from the base,
−1
2
∂a∂bHGD∂1XG∂1XD
〈
ξaξb
〉
= −1
2
∂a∂
aHGD∂1XG∂1XD∆0 (4.5.6)
7We will simplify notation by using 〈ξA¯∂1ξB¯ξC¯∂0ξD¯〉 = i
∫
d2σ′〈ξ(σ)A¯∂1ξ(σ)B¯ξ(σ′)C¯∂0ξ(σ′)D¯〉 since
such terms always appear in the expansion of the exponential of the effective action in this form.
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on the fibre and
−HAB∂1VBB¯∂1VAA¯〈ξB¯ξA¯〉 =
(
−∂1VAA¯∂1VA¯A +
1
2
∂1HAB∂1HAB
)
∆0, (4.5.7)
LAB∂1VBB¯∂0VAA¯〈ξB¯ξA¯〉 =
(
∂1VA¯A∂0VAB¯δB¯C¯LC¯A¯
)
∆0, (4.5.8)
−2∂a¯HBG∂1XG∂1VBB¯〈ξa¯ξB¯〉 = 0, (4.5.9)
gab∂
µVbb¯∂µVaa¯〈ξb¯ξa¯〉 =
(
∂µVaa¯∂µV a¯a −
1
2
∂µgab∂µg
ab
)
∆0, (4.5.10)
2∂a¯gbg∂
µY g∂µVbb¯〈ξa¯ξb¯〉 =
(
−2∂aggb∂dVbb¯δa¯b¯V aa¯
)
∆0 , (4.5.11)
from the vielbeins.
4.5.2 Double contraction terms for 〈S(2)intS(2)int〉
These occur when expanding the exponential of the effective action to second order.
Although there seem a myriad of possible terms that could contribute, especially from
vielbein terms, many vanish trivially. This is because the block diagonal form of the
metrics and vielbeins ensure the terms mainly separate into base and fibre terms, with
a few ‘cross-terms’. We use the propagator contraction (4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4) and note
that these terms are a factor of a half down due to the exponential, and a further factor
of a half down due to the two sitting on the left-hand side of (4.4.3).
On the base we get
−∂a¯ggb¯∂µY g∂c¯gde¯∂µY d
〈
ξa¯∂1ξ
b¯ξc¯∂1ξ
e¯
〉
= −1
2
(
∂aggbg
bc∂agcd − ∂agbg∂bgad
)
∂µY g∂µY
d∆0 , (4.5.12)
and on the fibre
∂a¯HGB¯∂1XG∂c¯HDE¯∂1XD
〈
ξa¯∂1ξ
B¯ξc¯∂1ξ
E¯
〉
=
1
2
∂aHGBHBC∂aHCD∂1XG∂1XD∆0 . (4.5.13)
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Purely from the vielbein piece of the Lagrangian (4.4.4) we have
1
4
LA¯B∂1VBB¯LC¯D∂1VDD¯
〈
ξA¯∂0ξ
B¯ξC¯∂0ξ
D¯
〉
=
(
−∂1VAA¯∂1VA¯A +
1
8
∂1HAB∂1HAB
)
∆0,
1
4
LA¯B∂0VBB¯LC¯D∂0VDD¯
〈
ξA¯∂1ξ
B¯ξC¯∂1ξ
D¯
〉
=
(
−1
8
∂0HAB∂0HAB
)
∆0,
1
2
LA¯B∂0VBB¯LC¯D∂1VDD¯
〈
ξA¯∂1ξ
B¯ξC¯∂0ξ
D¯
〉
=
(
−∂1VA¯A∂0VAB¯ δˆB¯A¯
)
∆0,
−HA¯B∂1VBB¯LC¯D∂1VDD¯
〈
ξA¯∂1ξ
B¯ξC¯∂0ξ
D¯
〉
=
(
2∂1VAA¯∂1VA¯A −
1
2
∂1HAB∂1HAB
)
∆0,
−HA¯B∂1VBB¯LC¯D∂0VDD¯
〈
ξA¯∂1ξ
B¯ξC¯∂1ξ
D¯
〉
= 0,
HA¯B∂1VBB¯HC¯D∂1VDD¯
〈
ξA¯∂1ξ
B¯ξC¯∂1ξ
D¯
〉
= 0,∑
µ=0,1
ga¯b∂
µVbb¯gc¯d∂µVdd¯
〈
ξa¯∂µξ
b¯ξc¯∂µξ
d¯
〉
=
(
1
4
∂µgab∂µg
ab − ∂µVaa¯∂µV a¯a
)
∆0 ,
(4.5.14)
with one cross-term
∑
µ=0,1
2∂aggbVbb¯Vaa¯∂µY ggc¯e∂µVed¯
〈
ξa¯∂µξ
b¯ξc¯∂µξ
d¯
〉
=
(
−2∂aggb∂dVbb¯δa¯b¯V aa¯ + ∂aggb∂dgba
)
∂µY g∂µY
d∆0 . (4.5.15)
4.5.3 The Weyl Divergence
The total Weyl divergence will be given by the coefficient of ∆0 obtained by summing
all contributions from (4.5.5) to (4.5.15). We will express this total sum as
SWeyl =
1
2
∫
d2σ
[−WGD∂1XG∂1XD +Wgd∂µY g∂µY d]∆0 . (4.5.16)
On the base the divergence Wgd is given by
Wgd =
1
2
∂a∂aggd − 1
4
∂ggab∂dg
ab − 1
2
∂aggbg
bc∂agcd
+
1
2
∂agbg∂
bgad + ∂aggb∂dg
ba
−1
8
∂gHAB∂dHAB. (4.5.17)
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The divergence on the fibre is
WGD =
1
2
∂2HGD − 1
2
(
(∂aH)H−1(∂aH)
)
GD
. (4.5.18)
The divergence on the base, (4.5.17), can be rewritten as
Wgd = g
abggs
(
∂bΓ
s
ad + Γ
s
btΓ
t
ad
)
−1
2
∂ggab∂dg
ab + ∂aggb∂dg
ba
−1
8
∂gHAB∂dHAB, (4.5.19)
where we recognise the first two terms as part of the Ricci tensor. We now, using the
base components of the equation of motion for the fields, add zero to the divergence in
the form
Γtabg
ab
(
Dˆµ
(
gtd∂
µY d
)
− 1
2
∂tHGD∂1XG∂1XD
)
. (4.5.20)
The base divergence becomes
Wgd = −Rˆgd − 1
8
∂gHAB∂dHAB, (4.5.21)
where Rˆgd is the Ricci tensor constructed from the base metric g alone. The fibre
components of the divergence become
WGD =
1
2
∂2HGD − 1
2
(
(∂aH)H−1(∂aH)
)
GD
− 1
2
Γtabg
ab∂tHGD . (4.5.22)
4.5.4 Relation to the Doubled Ricci tensor
If we calculate the Ricci tensor of the doubled space Rαβ (the Ricci tensor of M)8 for
comparison, and drop terms proportional to HAB∂dHAB = 0,9 it also has block diagonal
8The Ricci tensor is given as Rαβ = ∂γΓγαβ − ∂αΓγγβ + ΓταβΓγγτ − ΓτγαΓγτβ .
9This identity only holds due to the O(d, d)/O(d)×O(d) coset form of HIJ as can be readily verified
by brute-force expansion.
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form with
RGD = −1
2
∂2HGD + 1
2
(
(∂aH)H−1(∂aH)
)
GD
+
1
2
Γtabg
ab∂tHGD , (4.5.23)
Rgd = Rˆab + 1
4
tr(∂gH∂dH−1) , (4.5.24)
for the fibre and base parts respectively. We see that the Weyl divergence is almost equal
to minus the Ricci tensor except that the term on the base containing the doubled metric
H have an extra factor of 1/2. One might try and combine WIJ and Wab into a tensor
over the complete doubled bundle:
Wαβ =
 WAB 0
0 Wab
 . (4.5.25)
Then we may express
Wαβ = −Rαβ − Sαβ , (4.5.26)
with
Sαβ =
 0 0
0 −18tr(∂aH∂bH−1)
 . (4.5.27)
At this stage it is very unclear how Sαβ can be given a geometric interpretation in terms
of the curvatures of Mαβ. As we shall see shortly, perhaps this is not the best way to
think of things. It seems more natural to interpret the above divergences in a geometric
way in terms of the metric on the base only.
We note also that the fibre divergence is contracted with ∂1X∂1X, whereas if we
considered an ordinary sigma model with metricM the fibre piece would be contracted
with ∂µX∂µX. However, we can use the fibre equations of motion to make WGD contract
∂µX∂µX at the expense of introducing a factor of 1/2. Then, comparing W with R, all
terms containing the doubled metric H would be a factor of 1/2 down. We will see that
writing the doubled metric in terms of the standard sigma model fields h and b takes
care of these extra factors.
4.6 Doubled Renormalisation
One may now proceed directly to regularise and renormalise the divergences coming
from ∆0. In the standard way one would dimensionally regularise and introduce a mass
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scale µ through, say, minimal subtraction and the introduction of counter terms. We
then absorb all scale dependence to define the renormalised couplings
{M,K,L} → {MR(µ),KR(µ),LR(µ)} (4.6.1)
producing the renormalised action
SR =
1
2
∫
d2σ
[
−MR(µ)αβ∂1Xα∂1Xβ + LR(µ)αβ∂1Xα∂0Xβ +KR(µ)αβ∂0Xα∂0Xβ
]
.
(4.6.2)
We can calculate the beta-functions from this by differentiating the renormalised cou-
plings with respect to the log of the mass scale giving
β[Mαβ] = −
 WAB 0
0 Wab
 , β[Kαβ] = −
 0 0
0 Wab
 , β[Lαβ] = 0 . (4.6.3)
Demanding the vanishing of these beta-functions gives the background field equations.
4.7 Comparison with Standard Sigma Model
Instead of working directly with these doubled beta-functions we shall make a compar-
ison to the standard sigma model by expanding out the Weyl divergence (4.5.16) in
terms of the non-doubled metric and B-field. We will then use the classical equations
of motion to eliminate the extra T-dual coordinates from (4.5.16). The result of this
process is then compared against the corresponding Weyl divergence for the standard
string. We will find that the divergences match.
To aid calculation it is helpful to temporarily simplify matters by assuming a trivial
base metric gab = δab. Expanding the Weyl divergence Wαβ using
HIJ =
 h− bh−1b bh−1
−h−1b h−1
 , (4.7.1)
we obtain on the fibre
WAB =
1
2
 (r + bh−1rh−1b− bh−1s− sh−1b)ij (sh−1 − bh−1rh−1)i j
− (h−1s− h−1rh−1b)i j − (h−1rh−1)ij
 , (4.7.2)
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and on the base
Wab =
1
4
tab , (4.7.3)
where we have defined
rij =
(
∂2h− ∂ahh−1∂ah− ∂abh−1∂ab
)
ij
, (4.7.4)
sij =
(
∂2b− ∂abh−1∂ah− ∂ahh−1∂ab
)
ij
, (4.7.5)
tab = tr
(
h−1∂ahh−1∂bh− h−1∂abh−1∂bb
)
. (4.7.6)
Since the classical fields, XA = XA =
(
Xi, X˜i
)
, must obey as a consequence of their
equations of motion
dXA = LABHBC ∗ dXC , (4.7.7)
we may eliminate the dual coordinates X˜i from the Weyl divergence (4.5.16) using
∂1X˜i = hij∂0X
j + bij∂1X
j . (4.7.8)
We can observe that the right hand side of the above has a sensible interpretation in
terms of the standard sigma model; it is proportional to the canonical momentum. On
using the constraint we find that
WAB∂1XA∂1XB =
1
2
rij∂µX
i∂µXj − 1
2
µνsij∂µX
i∂νX
j . (4.7.9)
Thus, we find that prior to renormalisation, the Weyl divergence (4.5.16) is given by
SWeyl =
1
4
∫
d2σ
[
rij∂µX
i∂µXj − sijµν∂µXi∂νXj + tab
2
∂µY
a∂µY b
]
∆0. (4.7.10)
Demanding that this divergence vanishes constrains the background fields to obey r =
s = t = 0.
We now wish to compare this result to the standard sigma model in conformal gauge
S =
1
2
∫
d2σ
[
GIJ∂µX
I∂µXJ − µνBIJ∂µXI∂νXJ
]
, (4.7.11)
with XI = (Xi, Y a) and metric and B-field given by
GIJ =
 hij(Y ) 0
0 δab
 , BIJ =
 bij(Y ) 0
0 0
 . (4.7.12)
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The beta-functionals for this sigma model are [118]10
β[GIJ ] = RIJ − 1
4
HMKIHMKJ , (4.7.13)
β[BIJ ] = −1
2
DKHKIJ , (4.7.14)
where HIJK = ∂IBJK + ∂JBKI + ∂KBIJ . On substitution of our ansatz for B and G
we find that the non-vanishing components are
βGij = −
1
2
(
r +
1
2
tr
(
h−1∂ah
)
∂ah
)
ij
, (4.7.15)
βGab = −
1
2
(
tab
2
+ ∂atr
(
h−1∂bh
))
, (4.7.16)
βBij = −
1
2
(
s+
1
2
tr
(
h−1∂ah
)
∂ab
)
ij
. (4.7.17)
The Weyl divergent part of the effective action which produces these beta-functions
after renormalisation is,
SWeyl = −1
2
∫
d2σ
[
βGij∂µX
i∂µXj + βGab∂µY
a∂µY b − µνβBij∂µXi∂νXj
]
∆0. (4.7.18)
The equation of motion for the base coordinate Y is
2∂2Y a = ∂ahij∂µX
i∂µXj − ∂abijµν∂µXi∂νXj , (4.7.19)
so upon multiplying both sides tr
(
h−1∂ah
)
and integrating by parts we have
1
2
∫
d2σ tr
(
h−1∂ah
)
(∂ahijδ
µν − ∂abijµν) ∂µXi∂νXj (4.7.20)
=
∫
d2σ tr
(
h−1∂ah
)
∂2Y a = −
∫
d2σ ∂atr
(
h−1∂bh
)
∂µY
a∂µY b (4.7.21)
so that (4.7.18) reduces to
SWeyl =
1
4
∫ [
rij∂µX
i∂µXj − sijµν∂µXi∂νXj + tab
2
∂µY
a∂µY b
]
∆0 . (4.7.22)
This agrees with what we found previously from the Doubled Formalism in (4.7.10).
Thus after integrating out the dual coordinate the Doubled Formalism gives exactly
10We have set the non-doubled dilaton to a constant.
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the same divergent terms as the standard string sigma model. In a general T-fold (at
least one of the sort that this Double Formalism can cater for) there may be no global
choice of polarisation and one may only be able to integrate out the dual coordinate on
a patchwise basis. In that case we may say that on each patch the background fields
need to obey the same equations as the standard string.
The construction can be extended to include a non-trivial base metric g(Y ) though
the manipulations are a little more involved. In this case the results for the beta-
functionals (4.7.15), (4.7.16) and (4.7.17) are respectively supplemented by the following
extra terms:
1
2
Γtabg
ab∂thij , (4.7.23)
Rˆab +
1
4
tr(h−1∂th)∂tgab − 1
2
tr(h−1∂th)∂agtb , (4.7.24)
1
2
Γtabg
ab∂tbij . (4.7.25)
These terms do indeed follow from the doubled geometry Weyl divergences (4.5.21) and
(4.5.22) after application of the equations of motion. For instance, one can immediately
see Rˆab, the Ricci tensor of the base metric g appearing in (4.5.21).
4.8 A Brief Recapitulation
Let us, at this point, take stock of the situation. We have been able to calculate the
one-loop Weyl divergence of the duality symmetric string which upon renormalisation
gives rise to the beta-functionals for the doubled geometry metric couplings. For the
fibre coordinates these are the obvious geometric quantity, the doubled target space
Ricci tensor. For base coordinates, the terms in the Ricci tensor that contain the fibre
metric H pick up an extra factor of a half.
We were then able to show that upon elimination of the background T-dual coordi-
nate by means of the classical equation of motion, the Weyl divergences for the standard
string match those of the doubled string. In fact, we actually had to do more than just
eliminate the T-dual coordinate, we also had to use the equation of motion for the base
coordinates to match these divergences. This may feel somewhat strange since in the
construction of the Doubled Formalism we haven’t actually changed the base of the
fibration whatsoever.
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There are a few puzzling questions that still remain. Firstly, can we relate the stan-
dard string to the doubled string without resorting to the elimination of the classical
T-dual fields according to their equations of motion? Second, what is the underlying
geometric picture that the doubled beta functions provide? Finally, how does the in-
clusion of an appropriate dilaton field alter these results? As we shall see, the answers
to these questions are interrelated.
4.9 Inclusion of the Dilaton
The doubled dilaton Φ is related to the standard dilaton φ by
Φ(Y ) = φ(Y )− 1
2
ln deth (4.9.1)
and is included into the string action (even in the Doubled Formalism) with a standard
Fradkin-Tseytlin term11
Sdil =
1
8pi
∫
d2σ
√
|η|Φ(Y )R(2) . (4.9.2)
We emphasise that this term is an order of α′ up on the rest of the doubled string
action. We should remark that in the conformal gauge (which we have used to do the
background field expansion) the Dilaton decouples from the theory.
4.9.1 Using a constant Doubled dilaton
An important point is that because of the relationship (4.9.1) it is inconsistent in general
to simultaneously consider both the doubled dilaton, Φ, and the standard dilaton, φ,
to be constant. In the calculations above we assumed that the only contribution to the
Weyl divergence is given by (4.5.26) and hence that Φ is constant. It therefore makes
the most sense to compare the divergence arising in the Doubled Formalism with the
non-doubled string with a non constant dilaton
φ =
1
2
ln deth+ constant . (4.9.3)
11Note the normalisation of 1
8pi
which is for later convenience. A different normalisation would require
amending the relation between Φ and φ. Also, note that in this action η refers to a general worldsheet
metric.
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Therefore in assessing the metric divergences we should really compare the divergences
in Sweyl to those that give rise to the completed beta functions
β[GIJ ] = α
′
(
RIJ − 1
4
HMKIHMKJ +DIDJφ
)
, (4.9.4)
β[BIJ ] = −α
′
2
(
DKHKIJ −DKφHKIJ
)
. (4.9.5)
When evaluating these one quickly sees that the dilaton contribution exactly cancels
the extra terms on the right hand side of (4.7.15), (4.7.16) and (4.7.17) to leave
βGij = −
1
2
rij , β
G
ab = −
1
4
tab , β
B
ij = −
1
2
sij . (4.9.6)
Then it is immediately clear that these beta functions correspond to the divergences
in (4.7.10) without the need for further manipulations involving the base equation of
motion.
4.9.2 Dilaton contributions to existing beta functions
Let us now consider how a non constant doubled dilaton modifies the doubled beta
function forMαβ. We shall use a slightly indirect method to evaluate these contributions
by making use of the generalised conformal invariance technique used in [127]. Consider
starting with a sigma model with no dilaton term. For the sigma model to be Weyl
anomaly free we don’t actually need that Weyl divergence, given by
−Wαβ = Rαβ + Sαβ , (4.9.7)
be identically zero. Since the sigma model should not be affected by on-shell target
space field transformation induced by Xα → Xα + V α we only need that the Weyl
divergence is zero up to such redefinition. Therefore we define a full beta function as
βαβ = −Wαβ −DαVβ = 0 . (4.9.8)
As explained in [127, 128] we should restrict Vβ to be the derivative of a scalar which
we are led to associate with the dilaton. Hence we have, introducing a constant λ to
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account for possible normalisation issues,
βαβ = Rαβ + Sαβ + λDαDβΦ = 0 . (4.9.9)
We express this on the base and fibre and obtain:
βab = Rˆab +
1
8
∇ˆaHAB∇ˆbHAB + λ∇ˆa∇ˆbΦ , (4.9.10)
βAB = −1
2
∇ˆ2HAB + 1
2
(
(∇ˆaH)H−1(∇ˆaH)
)
AB
+ λ
1
2
∇ˆaHAB∇ˆaΦ . (4.9.11)
We have chosen to express these with hatted covariant derivatives constructed out of
the base metric gab and the reader should bear in mind that these objects are actually
blind to indices on the fibre e.g.
∇ˆaHAB = ∂aHAB , ∇ˆ2HAB = ∂a∂aHAB + Γˆaab∂bHAB . (4.9.12)
With this notation we are tempted to think of fibre indices as not really labelling target
space coordinates but labelling moduli fields contained in H. In other words it seems
like these beta-functionals may have a geometric interpretation in a target space that
has been dimensionally reduced so that only the base coordinates remain. We will see
later that this is indeed a sensible interpretation.
4.9.3 Dilaton Beta Function
Now let us consider the beta function for the dilaton itself. The leading order part will
be the familiar
βΦ =
26−D
6
+O(α′) (4.9.13)
where D is the dimension of the non-doubled target space. The reason for this is seen
quite clearly by counting the central charge c of the doubled theory; if we double d
coordinates we have D+d bosons however 2d of them are chiral and only count for half
in the central charge. We thus expect the central charge to remain equal to the standard
target space dimension. The factor of 26 arises in the standard way from considering
the integration over worldsheet metrics in the path integral [129].
The next order in α′ contribution is more complicated. There are two sources of
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contributions, namely those which are one-loop and arise from the background field
expansion of Sdil to quadratic order and those which are two-loops and arise from the
expansion of the action (4.2.12). The reason that two-loop contributions appear is that
the dilaton term is order α′ up on the metric terms in the action.
Let us first evaluate the one-loop contribution. Since the Dilaton action is the same
as for the standard string we can read off the result that
βΦ = −1
2
α′
(
DαDαΦ− 1
2
(DΦ)2 + 2-loops
)
(4.9.14)
= −1
2
α′
(
∇ˆa∇ˆaΦ− 1
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 + 2-loops
)
, (4.9.15)
in which we have used that ΓIIa = trH−1∂aH = 0 to get to the second line.
To evaluate the two-loop contribution we need to background field expand (4.2.12)
to third and fourth order. The relevant terms are those that do not directly couple to
the classical fields ∂Xα and whose contractions have a power counting of p−2. At third
order we find
S(3) =
1
2
∫
Lαβ;γξγD0ξαD1ξβ +Kαβ;γξγD0ξαD0ξβ + . . . , (4.9.16)
and at fourth order
S(4) = −1
6
∫
RαχδβD1ξαD1ξβξχξδ
+
1
48
∫ [
12Lαβ;χδ + 4
(
LαρRρχδβ + LβρRρχδα
)]
D0ξ
αD1ξ
βξχξδ
+
1
48
∫ [
12Kαβ;χδ + 8KαρRρχδβ
]
D0ξ
αD0ξ
βξχξδ + . . . , (4.9.17)
where the ellipsis signify contributions not relevant for the dilaton beta-function.
To calculate the quantum effective action we will need to calculate the Wick con-
tractions of the exponential of the action. That is, we will have to consider 〈(S(3))2〉
and 〈S(4)〉. One could find the correct propagator contractions by considerations sim-
ilar to those in the appendix of this thesis. It would, of course, be a matter of some
considerable detail to calculate all the diagrams needed. However we can quickly see by
taking a few test contractions of Rαβχδ with Mαβ,Lαβ and Kαβ that the result, which
must be a scalar, will be given in terms of two underlying objects; the base Ricci scalar
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Rˆ and two-derivative contractions of the fibre coset metric H.
So with constants A and B undetermined we will have
βΦ = −α
′
2
(
∇ˆa∇ˆaΦ− 1
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 +ARˆ+B
(
∇ˆaH−1∇ˆaH
))
. (4.9.18)
We shall use an integrability condition as an indirect and efficient way to determine
these coefficients. For the standard string the vanishing of the metric beta function and
the Bianchi identity imply that the divergence of the metric beta function is equal to
the gradient of some scalar [127]. This scalar is identified as the dilaton beta function.
We shall see that in the doubled case the same is true, that is we have
Dαβ(M)αβ = ΛDββ(Φ) (4.9.19)
when β(M)αβ = 0 for a constant coefficient Λ which we fix in a short moment. This
is sufficient to fix all the unknown coefficients A,B, λ,Λ. Using the Bianchi identity for
the Ricci tensor one can show that when β[M] = 0,
Dαβ(M)αβ = Dα (Rαβ + Sαβ + λDβDαΦ)
=
1
2
Dβ
(R+ 2λD2Φ− λ2(DΦ)2)− λSαβDαΦ +DαSαβ. (4.9.20)
It is also easy to see that on the fibre (when the free index β = B) both sides of (4.9.19)
are zero by the assumption that no fields depend on the fibre coordinates and the fact
that ΓdcB = 0. So we will need to evaluate this expression on the base (when the free
index β = b). We find
Dαβαβ
∣∣∣∣
β=b
= ∇ˆb
(
Rˆ
2
+
1
8
tr(∇ˆaH∇ˆaH−1) + λ∇ˆ2Φ− λ
2
2
(∇ˆΦ)2
)
+ (DαSαβ − λSαβDαΦ)
∣∣∣∣
β=b
. (4.9.21)
To proceed we are going to need a suitable Bianchi-like identity for Sαβ to allow us to
pull out a total derivative. To do this it suffices to see that
1
2
∇ˆbtr(∇ˆaH−1∇ˆaH) = tr(∇ˆaHH−1∇ˆbHH−1∇ˆaHH−1)
−tr(∇ˆaHH−1∇ˆa∇ˆbHH−1) . (4.9.22)
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Then for the for the second of the S terms in (4.9.21) we have
DαSαβ
∣∣∣∣
β=b
= −1
8
∇ˆatr(∇ˆaH∇ˆbH−1)
= −1
8
tr(∇ˆ2H∇ˆbH−1)− 1
4
tr(∇ˆaHH−1∇ˆbHH−1∇ˆaHH−1)
+
1
8
tr(∇ˆaHH−1∇ˆa∇ˆbHH−1) . (4.9.23)
For the first we find
− λSαβDαΦ
∣∣∣∣
β=b
=
λ
8
tr(∇ˆbH−1∇ˆaH)∇ˆaΦ = λ
8
(∇ˆbHIJ)∇ˆaHIJ∇ˆaΦ . (4.9.24)
We can now use the vanishing of the fibre components of the doubled metric beta
function (4.9.11) to swap the occurrence of the dilaton in (5.6.27) for some more terms
involving H. We find
−λSαβDαΦ
∣∣∣∣
β=b
=
1
8
tr(∇ˆbH−1∇ˆ2H) + 1
8
tr(∇ˆaHH−1∇ˆbHH−1∇ˆaHH−1) . (4.9.25)
Upon invoking the identity (4.9.22) we find that
(DαSαβ − λSαβDαΦ)
∣∣∣∣
β=b
= − 1
16
∇ˆbtr(∇ˆaH∇ˆaH−1). (4.9.26)
Thus from the integrability condition (4.9.19) we find the dilaton beta function to be
ΛβΦ =
(
λ∇ˆa∇ˆaΦ− λ
2
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 + 1
2
Rˆ+
1
16
(
∇ˆaH−1∇ˆaH
))
= −Λα
′
2
(
∇ˆa∇ˆaΦ− 1
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 +ARˆ+B
(
∇ˆaH−1∇ˆaH
))
. (4.9.27)
This then fixes the coefficients λ = 1, Λ = −2/α′, A = 12 , B = 116 . Thus we find the full
set of beta functions for the doubled string:
β[Mαβ] = Rαβ + Sαβ +DαDβΦ
β[HIJ ] = −12∇ˆ2HIJ + 12∇ˆaHILHLM∇ˆaHMJ + 12∇ˆaHIJ∇ˆaΦ
β[gab] = Rˆab +
1
8tr(∇ˆbH−1∇ˆaH) + ∇ˆa∇ˆbΦ
β[Φ] = −α′2
(
∇ˆ2Φ− 12(∇ˆΦ)2 + 12Rˆ+ 116tr(∇ˆbH−1∇ˆaH)
) (4.9.28)
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4.10 Target Space Interpretation
For the standard string, a result of fundamental importance is that the beta functions
can be connected to the field equations of a target space theory [118]. The identification
is schematically given by
βG +
2
α′
Gβφ ∼ δGS , (4.10.1)
1
α′
βφ ∼ δφS , (4.10.2)
βmatter ∼ δmatterS , (4.10.3)
where S is the action for the target space theory. Given that we have seen that the
beta functions appear geometric in a dimensionally reduced target space it is natural to
guess that the correct target space theory is the dimensional reduction of the standard
bosonic string target space theory. We now show that this is indeed the case.
Starting with the d = 26 bosonic spacetime action,
S26 =
1
2κ2
∫
d26x
√−Ge−φ(R(G) + (∇φ)2 − 1
12
H2
)
(4.10.4)
we reduce on T d with the relevant ansatz (in this case a simplified diagonal reduction)
given by
G =
 h(Y ) 0
0 g(Y )
 B =
 b(Y ) 0
0 0
 φ(Y ) = Φ(Y )− 1
2
ln deth . (4.10.5)
With this ansatz we see that the T-dual invariant (i.e. doubled) dilaton Φ emerges in
the reduced action since
√−Ge−φ = √−g
√
he−φ =
√−ge−φ+ 12 ln deth = √−ge−Φ . (4.10.6)
The standard result is a low energy effective action which displays manifest O(d, d)
symmetry [30, 130]. To see this, note that the only non-vanishing Christofel symbols
and components of field strength are
Γija =
1
2
(h−1∂ah)ij , Γ
a
ij = −
1
2
∂ahij , Γ
a
bc = Γˆ
a
bc , Haij = ∂abij . (4.10.7)
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Using this one finds
Rij = −1
2
∇ˆ2hij − 1
4
Λa∂
ahij +
1
2
(∂ahh
−1∂ah)ij , (4.10.8)
Rab = Rˆab − 1
2
∇ˆbΛa − 1
4
Tr(h−1∂ahh−1∂bhh−1) , (4.10.9)
R = Rˆ− ∇ˆaΛa + 1
4
ΛaΛ
a − 1
4
Tr(h−1∂ahh−1∂ahh−1) , (4.10.10)
in which Λa = Tr(h
−1∂ah). Recalling that the fibre moduli fields are naturally packaged
in the O(d, d)/O(d)×O(d) coset form HAB we have the identity
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
)
= 2Tr
(
∂ah
−1∂ah+ h−1∂abh−1∂ab
)
. (4.10.11)
Armed with the above it is easy to see that the dimensional reduction produces the
action
S26−d =
vol(T d)
2κ2
∫
d26−dy
√−ge−Φ{Rˆ(g) + (∇ˆΦ)2 + 1
8
tr
(
L∇ˆaHL∇ˆaH
)}
. (4.10.12)
The fields arising from the internal components of the metric and B-field are thought
of as moduli in that they parametrise the vacuum of the dimensionally reduced theory.
We can see that the reduced action doesn’t ‘remember’ which T-dual compactifaction
it arose from. In this sense it is natural to expect a clear linkage with the Doubled
Formalism. In performing this dimensional reduction we assumed that the fields had no
dependence on the internal coordinates. This assumption doesn’t contradict the general
aim of understanding T-folds since a non-trivial fibration over the base is still allowed.
Variation of the action with respect to Φ,H and gab results in the respective equations
of motion:
0 = ∇ˆ2Φ− 1
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 + 1
2
Rˆ+
1
16
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
)
, (4.10.13)
0 = −1
4
∇ˆ2HIJ + 1
4
(
∂aHH−1∂aH
)
IJ
+
1
4
∇ˆaΦ∇ˆaHIJ , (4.10.14)
0 = Rˆab + ∇ˆa∇ˆbΦ + 1
8
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
)
−gab
(
∇ˆ2Φ− 1
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 + 1
2
Rˆ+
1
16
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
))
. (4.10.15)
Immediately we see that fibre components of the doubled metric beta function
β[HIJ ], given by (4.9.11), are proportional to the field equations for HIJ (4.10.14), the
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doubled dilaton beta function β[Φ] is proportional to the field equation for Φ (4.10.13)
and the identification rules (4.10.1, 4.10.2 ,4.10.3) are satisfied with the base beta func-
tion β[gab] playing the role of the β
G in (4.10.1) .
4.11 Discussion and conclusions
To summarise, using the technique of background field expansion we have been able
to calculate the beta functionals for the doubled string. Using generalised conformal
invariance and an integrability condition we were able to establish the complete beta
functionals including the dilaton dependance.
We have shown that the full beta-functions of the T-duality symmetric string have
a most natural target space interpretation as the field equations of an O(d, d) invariant
dimensionally reduced target space theory. This was perhaps to be expected though
the detailed relationship between the string in the doubled geometry and the equations
of motion of the background are now made manifest. One hopes this may ultimately
lead to a better understanding of how T-folds may work.
In this calculation there were some notable features that we wish to draw attention
to. First, the topological term which is crucial in establishing equivalence of partition
functions with the standard sigma model, played no role in this calculation. Second,
the non-covariant structure of the action (4.2.12) meant that unlike the calculation for
the standard string, the ‘gauge’ or vielbein terms do contribute to the divergence and
increase the computational difficulty. Third, the B-field is incorporated into the doubled
metric and there is no anti-symmetric term in the action. Fourth, the chiral nature of
the fibre coordinates suggests that one should be concerned about any potential Lorentz
anomaly. This anomaly actually vanishes, cancelling between the Bosons of opposite
chirality. Finally, we found that the L coupling containing the O(n, n) fibre metric L
does not get renormalised.
One interesting question to consider is the convergence properties of the perturbation
theory of the doubled formalism. We should really consider the background field method
an expansion in a small dimensionless parameter
√
α′/r where r is the characteristic
radius of a compact space [9]. However, in the Doubled Formalism this presents a
puzzle since there are always necessarily T-dual pairs of characteristic radii r and α′/r
one of which is small when the other is large. One might then be concerned that the
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perturbation theory breaks down. Nonetheless, we have seen that this is not so – upon
integrating out the dual fields the Weyl divergences exactly match those of the standard
string. One might just say that the Doubled Formalism perturbation theory is as exactly
as good as the standard string. Furthermore, one might anticipate that the background
field expansion of the Doubled Formalism formally matches that of the standard string
(compactified on a torus) to any given loop order regardless of how convergent the
perturbation theory actually is.
We conclude by making a few remarks about potential generalisations. In general,
the dimensional reduction above includes a U(1)2d gauge field coming from isometries
of the T d and transformations of the B-field on the fibre. It would be nice to show that
these fields arise when one considers a connection in the doubled fibration. However,
in this case it becomes more subtle to find the constrained action akin to (4.2.12). It
seems that the PST procedure would result in off-diagonal elements in both M and
L. This would significantly increase the computational burden in calculating the Weyl
divergences.
As with other treatments of the duality symmetric formalism we had to specify that
the fibre metric depended only on the base coordinates. It would be nice to relax this
assumption. The difficulty with doing so is that the chirality constraint would have to
be modified as would its implementation with a suitable generalisation the PST action.
Another interesting and perhaps more democratic generalisation along this line would
be the doubling of all coordinates. We will address this in the coming chapters when
we consider Poisson-Lie T-duality which does involve internal coordinate dependance.
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POISSON-LIE T-DUALITY BEYOND THE
CLASSICAL LEVEL
In this chapter we examine a generalisation of T-duality known as Poisson–
Lie T-duality. We examine the renormalisation of the Poisson–Lie T-duality
invariant sigma model using similar techniques to those in the previous chap-
ter. We then comment on the Lorentz Invariance properties of these duality
invariant action. Some of the results in this section have been published in
[3] and some are as yet unpublished.
5.1 Overview
An interesting generalisation of the abelian T-duality [46, 47, 52, 53] and non-abelian
[55, 70, 131] T-dualities is the Poisson-Lie T-duality proposed by Klimcik and Severa
[31, 32, 64]. Its most notable feature is that it does not rely on the existence of isometries
but rather on a rigid group-theoretical structure known as the Drinfeld Double [132].
Nevertheless, it shares some common features with ordinary T-duality. For instance, it
can be explicitly formulated as a canonical transformation between phase-space variables
[79], similarly to ordinary T-duality [57, 74].
A further similarity to the abelian T-duality is that there exists a duality invariant
‘mother’ theory from which pairs of Poisson–Lie T-dual σ-models can be obtained. This
theory consists of a Wess-Zumino-Witten model on the Drinfeld Double supplemented
with a non-linear interaction term [32]. Much like the duality invariant formalism
of abelian T-duality of the previous chapters this duality invariant theory involves a
doubling of fields and a lack of manifest world sheet Lorentz invariance.
By choosing a parametrisation for a group element of the Double and implementing
the constraints that arise as equations of motion, one can eliminate half of the fields and
obtain a standard Lorentz invariant σ-model. The T-dual partner to this is obtained by
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choosing a different parametrisation for the group element and repeating the constraint
procedure.
It is natural to ask whether such an equivalence holds beyond the classical level. Re-
lated to this is the question of whether the procedure of quantisation before eliminating
extra fields is equivalent to first eliminating fields and then quantising?
A first step in understanding whether Poisson–Lie T-duality holds beyond the clas-
sical level was made in [133] where it was shown, for specific examples, that the system
of renormalisation group (RG) equations for couplings occurring in each of the T-dual
theories are equivalent at one-loop. The one-loop renormalisation of general Poisson–
Lie T-dual models was considered in [134] and a proof of the equivalence of their RG
equations was given in [135].
It is interesting to ask whether these RG equations can be recast in a manifestly
duality invariant form. For this to be so we should hope that the duality invariant
theory also produces the same system of RG equations. This need not be the case
since the process of constraining used to arrive at the pair of T-dual models may not
commute with the process of quantisation. This motivates our study of the one-loop
renormalisation of the PL T-duality invariant theory.
The organisation of this chapter is as follows; we begin by introducing the needed
mathematical concept of the Drinfeld Double. We then introduce the basics of Poisson-
Lie T-duality and the duality invariant formalism. Following this we shall consider
the renormalisation of the PL duality invariant action by applying and extending the
techniques established in the preceding chapter. In this case the analysis is complicated
by the non-trivial internal coordinate dependence of the group geometry. As the duality
invariant theory is not manifestly Lorentz invariant one might expect both a Lorentz and
a Weyl anomaly to occur. We shall see that the Lorentz anomaly vanishes through non-
trivial calculations and that the counter terms for the Weyl divergence can be absorbed
into a redefinition of the couplings. Hence the model is one-loop renormalisable. We
will compare this renormalisation to that of the T-dual pairs of σ-models. We finish
the chapter with an investigation into the emergent on-shell Lorentz symmetry of sigma
models that are similar to the PL T-duality invariant theory under consideration.
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5.2 Drinfeld Doubles
A Drinfeld Double is a Lie algebra D which can be decomposed as the sum of two
maximally isotropic subalgebras D = G ⊕ G˜ with respect to an inner product 〈· | ·〉. In
terms of generators Ta of G and T˜ a of G˜ the isotropy condition is expressed as
〈Ta | Tb〉 = 〈T˜ a | T˜ b〉 = 0 , 〈Ta | T˜ b〉 = δba . (5.2.1)
We will often write TA = (Ta, T˜
a) for the complete set of generators of D so that
〈TA|TB〉 = ηAB =
 0 Idg×dg
Idg×dg 0
 . (5.2.2)
The structure constants of the double defined by [TA, TB] = if
C
AB TC must obey
[Ta, Tb] = if
c
ab Tc , (5.2.3)
[T˜ a, T˜ b] = if˜abcT˜
c , (5.2.4)
[Ta, T˜
b] = if˜ bcaTc − if bac T˜ c . (5.2.5)
The Jacobi identity provides a compatibility condition on the two sets of structure
constants:
f˜ackf
l
fa − f˜alkf cfa − f˜acff lka + f˜alff cka − f˜ lcaf afk = 0 . (5.2.6)
For g ∈ G the following definitions are extensively used:
g−1Tag = a(g) ba Tb , g−1T˜ ag = b(g)abTb + (a(g)−1) ab T˜
b , Πab = bcaa bc . (5.2.7)
Consistency demands that
a(g−1) = a(g)−1 , b(g)T = b(g−1) , Π(g)T = −Π(g) . (5.2.8)
We have similar definitions for the action of g˜ ∈ G˜.
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5.2.1 Examples of Drinfeld Doubles
The simplest example is where D = u(1)2d and G = G˜ = u(1)d. This is the abelian
double. In this case the structure constants all vanish and we have
a ba = a˜
b
a = δ
b
α b = b˜ = Π = Π˜ = 0 . (5.2.9)
Poisson Lie T-duality for the case of this abelian double reduces to the familiar abelian
T-duality and the duality invariant formalism reduces to exactly that of the previous
chapter.
The next most simple example is the semi-abelian double where G˜ is abelian. In
this case we parametrize g˜ = eiχaT˜
a ∈ G˜ and find
bab = Πab = 0 , a˜ba = δ
b
a , b˜ab = f
c
abχc = −Π˜ab . (5.2.10)
In fact, this semi-abelian double is relevant to ‘non-abelian’ T-duality.
We can also have doubles where both G and G˜ are non-abelian. For each decom-
position of D = G ⊕ G˜ there is a corresponding pair of dual sigma models. The fact
that there may exist several such decompositions gives rise to the notion of Poisson-Lie
plurality (this term was coined in [136] though the notion dates back to the original
work [31]). The ordered set (D,G, G˜) is sometimes referred to as a Manin triple.
The simplest non-abelian double is four dimensional and is D = gl(2,R) expressed
as the sum of two Borelian subalgebras [64]. In six dimensions there are a substantial
number of doubles which have been completely classified in [137–139]. An interesting
example in six dimensions, which we shall use later, is the double so(3, 1) = su(2)⊕ e3
where e3 is a real three dimensional algebra whose non vanishing commutators are
[T3, T1] = T1 and [T3, T2] = T2.
5.2.2 Subspaces of the Double
A key step of the Poisson-Lie Duality construction is to choose two orthogonal subspaces
of D which we call R±. We can do this by simply defining a constant matrix E+0 with
no given symmetry. Then we write
R± = span(Ta ± E±0 abT˜ b) , (5.2.11)
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where E+ab = E
−
ba. In what follows, we shall use the notation that M˜s is the symmetric
part of E0 ab and B the antisymmetric part. We shall also denote the matrix inverse
E−10 = M .
If we write a basis vector
|R±a 〉 = |Ta ± E±0 abT˜ b〉 , (5.2.12)
we have
〈R±a |R∓b 〉 = 0 (5.2.13)
〈R±a |R±b 〉 = 〈Ta| ± E±0 bcT˜ c〉+ 〈±E±0 acT˜ c|Tb〉 = ±2M˜sab . (5.2.14)
Then we may define an operator R that takes value of ±1 on the subspaces R± as:
R =
1
2
(
|R+a 〉(M˜−1s )ab〈R+b |+ |R−a 〉(M˜−1s )ab〈R−b |
)
. (5.2.15)
It will be helpful to define a matrix given by the value of this operator on the generators
of the double
RAB = 〈TA|R|TB〉 =
 (M˜s −BG−1B)ab (BM˜−1s ) ba
−(M˜−1s B)ab (M˜−1s )ab
 , (5.2.16)
which is, of course, a very familiar O(d, d)/O(d)×O(d) coset matrix.
5.3 Poisson Lie T-duality
We now come to describing the actual sigma models that are related by PL T-duality.
Let Xi and X˜i be local coordinates on G and G˜ respectively. For g ∈ G a left invariant
1-form is given by
L = Lai dX
iTa = −ig−1dg , (5.3.1)
so that
Lai = −i〈g−1dg|T˜ a〉 , (5.3.2)
in which we have used the inner product on the double. Right invariant forms are
defined analogously R = −idgg−1.
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The two Poisson Lie T-dual models are (no spectator fields) then given by
S =
∫
d2σ((E+0 )
−1 + Π)−1ab L
a
iL
b
j∂+X
i∂−Xj =
∫
d2σQ+ij∂+X
i∂−Xj , (5.3.3)
S˜ =
∫
d2σ[(E+0 + Π˜)
−1]abL˜iaL˜
j
b∂+X˜i∂−X˜j =
∫
d2σQ˜+ij∂+X˜i∂−X˜j . (5.3.4)
The above sigma models may be supplemented by the inclusion of some extra ‘spec-
tator’ fields which we shall, at least for the time being, ignore. This slightly simplified
scenario, know as atomic duality, is sufficient to demonstrate all the salient features of
Poisson–Lie T-duality.
In general, is not obvious that S is isometric under the (left action) action of G since
there is complicated coordinate dependence in Q+ij . However, the construction of E is
such that this coordinate dependence is highly constrained.
The left action of the group given infinitesimally by δg = g for  = aTa corresponds
to the coordinate shift δxi = aRia where the vector fields Ra are the duals to the right
invariant forms. The current associated to this transformation has components
J+a = Qij∂+X
iRja , J−a = Qij∂−X
jRia . (5.3.5)
The result of performing the variation of the action is
δS =
∫
d2σ∂+
aJa− + ∂−aJa+ + (aLRaQij) ∂+Xi∂−Xj . (5.3.6)
The special form of the matrices Qij ensures that [140]
LRaQij = QikRkb f˜ bcaRlcQlj , (5.3.7)
and hence that
δS =
∫
d2σ∂+
aJa− + ∂−aJa+ + aJ+bJ−cf˜ bca . (5.3.8)
Then demanding that δS = 0 means that the σ-model current Ja associated to the
action of G is not closed. Instead it is covariantly closed with respect to the dual gauge
group G˜, in other words it satisfies non-commutative conservation property :
d ∗ Ja + 1
2
f˜ bca ∗ Jb ∧ ∗Jc = 0 . (5.3.9)
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For this to be a consistent construction it is necessary that G and G˜ can form a Drinfeld
Double [31]. The reason for this is that one requires
[LRa ,LRb ]Qij = fabcLRcQij (5.3.10)
and upon plugging in (5.3.7) one finds a restriction on the structure constants which is
exactly that found in the Drinfeld double (5.2.6).
These sigma models given by (5.3.3) and (5.3.4) are dual, at least classically, since
they can both be obtained from a single duality invariant starting point. The duality
invariant sigma model (no spectators again) is given by the Lagrangian [32]:
S = I0[l]− 1
2
∫
Σ
d2σ〈l−1∂σl|R|l−1∂σ〉 , (5.3.11)
where I0[l] is the Wess-Zumino-Witten model on the Drinfeld double [141] but rotated
so that σ and τ play the role of light cone coordinates:
I0[l] =
1
2
∫
Σ
d2σ〈l−1∂σl|l−1∂τ l〉+ 1
12
∫
B
〈l−1dl|[l−1dl, l−1dl]〉 , (5.3.12)
where B is some three-dimensional manifold whose boundary is Σ. Provided that the
normalisation of the action is appropriately quantised the path integral is indifferent
as to how the extension B has been chosen [141, 142]. The final term represents some
deformation which certainly breaks manifest Lorentz invariance.1
One can show [32, 64] that the equations of motion that arise from the duality
invariant theory implies those of the two T-dual models (5.3.3) and (5.3.4). By making
use of the Polyakov-Wiegman identity [143] one can immediately see that (5.3.11) is
invariant under l(τ, σ)→ (τ)l(τ, σ). The equations of motion that follow from (5.3.11)
can be integrated and this invariance used to yield
〈l−1∂±l|R∓a〉 = 0 . (5.3.13)
Note that this relies on the splitting on D into orthogonal subspaces and therefore
implicitly depends on the choice of E0. In the vicinity of the identity in D we may write
1For the special case that RAB = δAB this whole action is in fact the Chiral WZW model of
Sonnenschein [126].
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l = h˜g with g ∈ G and h˜ ∈ G˜. Substitution of this into (5.3.13) shows that2:
A± a ≡ (h˜∂±h)a = ±ia baE∓bcLc± , (5.3.14)
where
E±bc =
(
(E±0 )
−1 ±Π)−1
bc
. (5.3.15)
These gauge fields are pure gauge and have a vanishing field strength. When this is
expressed as a condition on g one recovers the equation of motion coming from the
sigma model (5.3.3). Alternatively, if one applies the same decomposition and makes
use of the PW formula one finds that (5.3.11) depends on Aσ and not Aτ . Eliminating
Aσ by means of the above equation of motion yields the action (5.3.3) [32, 144]. The
same procedure but with decomposition l = gh˜ yields the field equations for the dual
sigma model (5.3.4). This essentially demonstrates classical equivalence.
A slightly different philosophy to the duality invariant model is provided in [145],
wherein the duality invariant action has manifest Lorentz invariance but must be sup-
plemented with a constraint. This is reminiscent of the difference between the Abelian
T-duality symmetric formulations of Hull [36] and Tseytlin [35].
5.3.1 Geometry of the Double
At this stage it is helpful to recap some geometrical concepts that allow us to describe
the Drinfeld Double. We introduce local coordinates XI , I = 1 . . . 2dg on the Drinfeld
Double group manifold so that a group element is given by l(X) ∈ D. Then left invariant
one-forms can be defined as
L = LATA = −il−1dl = LAI TAdXI , (5.3.16)
and which obey the Maurer-Cartan equation
dLA =
1
2
f ABC L
B ∧ LC . (5.3.17)
2Our conventions are aligned with [144] and differ slightly from [32] since we are using left invariant
forms to express the duality invariant theory.
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The standard (bi-invariant) metric on the group manifold is given by
ηIJ = L
A
I L
A
J ηAB . (5.3.18)
The components of the left invariant forms can be viewed as vielbeins converting flat
indices (signified by early Roman letters) to curved space indices (late Roman letters).
In terms of covariant derivatives built from ηIJ we have
DIL
A
J =
1
2
f ABC L
B
I L
C
J . (5.3.19)
A natural object to define is the torsion given by
SIJK = −fABCLAI LBJ LCK (5.3.20)
in which ηAB has been used to raise and lower indices. We may define a generalised
connection
ΓˆIJK = Γ
I
JK −
1
2
SIJK , (5.3.21)
with respect to which the vielbeins are covariantly constant
DˆIL
A
J = DIL
A
K +
1
2
SMIJL
A
M = 0 , (5.3.22)
and thus, according to the first vielbein postulate, the spin connection and torsion are
related according to
1
2
SIJK = −ωI BCLBJ LCK , (5.3.23)
or, equivalently,
1
2
fABCL
A
I = ωI BC . (5.3.24)
A further useful identity is to note that the Riemann curvature is given by
RIJKL =
1
4
LAI L
B
J L
C
KL
D
L fABEf
E
CD , (5.3.25)
and
RˆIJKL = 0 (5.3.26)
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where Rˆ is the curvature that arises from using derivatives that are covariant for the
generalised connection (5.3.21).3 It is interesting to note that the generalised curvature
also vanishes when the torsion (5.3.20) is defined with an opposite sign. However we
found that the relative sign of the relation in (5.3.24) is crucial to our calculations; with
the wrong sign one finds that at quantum level there will be a Lorentz anomaly and
that even at the classical level there is a loss of emergent on-shell Lorentz invariance.
With these geometrical concepts we may write the duality invariant action in the
form
S =
1
2
∫
d2σ(ηIJ +BIJ)∂0X
I∂1X
J −RIJ∂1XI∂1XJ , (5.3.27)
where BIJ is an antisymmetric potential
4 whose field strength is given by the torsion:
BIJ,K +BKI,J +BJK,I = SIJK , (5.3.28)
and where
RIJ = RIJ(X) = L
A
I L
B
J RAB . (5.3.29)
In this form, it is quite clear that the Poisson–Lie duality invariant action shares many
of the features of the Doubled formalism, with chirality constraint implemented as in
(4.2.12). We still have a metric ηIJ of signature (dg, dg) and a matrix that depends on
d2g free constant parameters in RIJ that obeys the compatibility
ηJKRKL = (R
−1)JKηKL . (5.3.30)
Additionally, we have a similar structure where Lorentz invariance is not manifest, a
point to which we shall return shortly.
However, there are two key differences with the action considered in the previous
chapter. First is that the matrices ηIJ and RIJ , which should be compared to LIJ and
HIJ in (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), are no longer constant since they include vielbein dressing
factors which contain implicit coordinate dependance. The second alteration is the
inclusion of the torsion term in (5.3.27) .
3Expression for the generalised curvature can be found in the appendix.
4The reader should keep in mind that we use BIJ to represent this potential and Bab for the anti-
symmetric part of E0. Also in what follows RIJ refers to the matrix defined in (5.3.29) and not the
Ricci tensor which makes no appearance.
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5.4 Renormalisation of the Poisson-Lie Duality Invariant Theory
We now wish to calculate the quantum effective action defined as
eiSeff (X) =
∫
[Dξ]eiS[X+ξ]−iS[X] (5.4.1)
which to one-loop is given by expanding the action (5.3.27) to quadratic order in fluc-
tuations and considering the interaction terms Sint. As with the previous chapter we
shall adopt the geometric background field expansion method [125] to perform this cal-
culation. The first point to make is we again find an ambiguity as to which is the best
metric to use in the geometric expansion; the two choices are the group invariant metric
ηIJ and the symmetric RIJ . Because we wish to take advantage of the simplifications
that the group geometry allows we shall choose to perform a geometric expansion using
ηIJ as the metric.
We now consider the expansion of (5.3.27) which we shall separate into two parts;
the Wess-Zumino-Witten terms given by
SWZW =
1
2
∫
d2σ(ηIJ +BIJ)∂0X
I∂1X
J , (5.4.2)
and the remaining part which we call the non-Lorentz (NL) term
SNL = −1
2
∫
d2σRIJ∂1X
I∂1X
J . (5.4.3)
First we consider the expansion of the WZW term for which we find the following second
order piece
S
(2)
WZW =
1
2
∫
d2σ ηIJD0ξ
ID1ξ
J +
(
RIKLJ +
1
2
DLSIJK
)
ξKξL∂0X
I∂1X
J
+
1
2
SIJKξ
K
(
D0ξ
I∂1X
J + ∂0X
ID1ξ
J
)
. (5.4.4)
We define generalised derivatives
Dˆ0ξ
I = D0ξ
I − 1
2
SILK∂0X
LξK , (5.4.5)
Dˆ1ξ
I = D1ξ
I +
1
2
SILK∂1X
LξK , (5.4.6)
and note that the sign swap in the torsion terms of these expressions indicate that these
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are not simply the covariant derivatives with generalised connection pulled back to the
world sheet in a naive way. In terms of these derivatives we have
S
(2)
WZW =
1
2
∫
d2σ ηIJDˆ0ξ
IDˆ1ξ
J+
(
RIKLJ +
1
2
DLSIJK − 1
4
SMIKS
M
JL
)
ξKξL∂0X
I∂1X
J .
(5.4.7)
The combination of terms in parentheses in this above expression can be recognised as
the parts of the generalised Ricci tensor RˆIKLJ that are symmetric under the interchange
of the indices K,L which are contracted with the fluctuations. Because of the group
geometry this term vanishes leaving
S
(2)
WZW =
1
2
∫
d2σ ηIJDˆ0ξ
IDˆ1ξ
J . (5.4.8)
As in the previous chapter we shall require a conventional kinetic term for the propa-
gators and thus we wish to introduce vielbeins to absorb all the coordinate dependance
from ηIJ . For a standard sigma-model this is done, as in the appendix, by pulling
the vielbeins through the derivatives, the result of which is to introduce ‘gauge fields’
which minimally couple to the fluctuations ξ. Normally the contributions from these
gauge fields produce divergences that cancel and one arrives at the standard result of
non-renormalisation of the WZW term. However, in our case the kinetic term for the
fluctuations is non-standard and there will be contributions from the gauge fields.
To proceed we expand out the derivatives and note that
LAI Dˆ0ξ
I = LIAD0ξ
I − 1
2
SILK∂0X
LξKLAI
= ∂0ξ
A + ω0
A
Bξ
B − 1
2
SILK∂0X
LξKLAI
= ∂0ξ
A +
1
2
fE
A
BL
E
0 ξ
B − 1
2
ηIJ
(−fEFGLEJ LFLLGK) ξK∂0XLLAI
= ∂0ξ
A +
1
2
fE
A
BL
E
0 ξ
B +
1
2
fAEBξ
BLE0
= LIA∂0ξ
A (5.4.9)
and, due to the sign difference between (5.4.5) and (5.4.6), that
Dˆ1ξ
I = LIA
(
∂1ξ
A + f ABC L
B
1 ξ
C
)
. (5.4.10)
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Finally we have
S
(2)
WZW =
1
2
∫
d2σ ηAB∂0ξ
A∂1ξ
B − fABCξA∂0ξBLCI ∂1XI . (5.4.11)
To evaluate the NL piece of the action we need to evaluate certain derivatives of the
matrix RIJ . We find
DKRIJ =
1
2
f ACDL
C
KL
D
I RABL
B
J +
1
2
f ACDL
C
KL
D
J RABL
B
I = −
1
2
SLKIRLJ −
1
2
SLKJRLI ,
(5.4.12)
and
DKDLRIJ =
1
4
SMKIRMNS
N
LJ +
1
4
SNLMRNJS
M
KI + I ↔ J
=
1
4
LAI L
B
J L
C
KL
D
L
(
f EDF REAf
F
CB + f
E
CA REF f
F
DB +A↔ B
)
.(5.4.13)
We will find the following tensor useful:
TIJ = ξ
KξL
(
DKDLRIJ +RIMR
M
KLJ +RJMR
M
KLI
)
=
1
4
ξKξL
(
2SMKJS
N
LMRNI + S
N
LIS
M
KJRNM + I ↔ J
)
=
1
4
LAI L
B
J L
C
KL
D
L ξ
KξL
(
2f ECF REBf
F
DA + f
E
CA REF f
F
DB +A↔ B
)
.
(5.4.14)
Then one finds that the second order term is given by
S
(2)
NL = −
1
2
∫
d2σ RIJD1ξ
ID1ξ
J + TIJ∂1X
I∂1X
J . (5.4.15)
If we combine this piece with (5.4.11) and expand out the covariant derivatives we find
that the complete second order expansion of (5.3.27) can be written as a sum of a kinetic
and interaction terms
S(2) = Skin + Sint , (5.4.16)
where
Skin =
1
2
∫
dσdτ
(
ηAB∂0ξ
A∂1ξ
B −RAB∂1ξA∂1ξB
)
, (5.4.17)
and
Sint =
1
2
∫
dσdτ
(
IABξ
AξB + JABξ
A∂1ξ
B +KABξ
A∂0ξ
B
)
, (5.4.18)
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with
IAB = −1
2
LC1 L
D
1
[
fAC
EfBD
FREF + (2fAF
EREC + fAC
EREF )fBD
F
]
,
JAB = (fBA
CRCE + 2fEA
CRCB)L
E
1 , (5.4.19)
KAB = −fABCLC1 .
We note that the terms labeled by IAB and JAB come from the S(2)NL action, while the
term KAB comes from the S(2)WZW action.
The effective action Seff(X) at one-loop is given in terms of the interacting La-
grangian as
Seff(X) = 〈Sint〉+ i
2
〈S2int〉 . (5.4.20)
Substituting (5.4.16) in (5.4.20) we find that the effective Lagrangian is given by
Seff(χ) =
1
2
∫
dσdτ(q1 + q2 + q3 + q4)
=
1
2
∫
dσdτ
(
IAB〈ξAξB〉+ i
4
JABJCD〈ξA∂1ξBξC∂1ξD〉
+
i
4
KABKCD〈ξA∂0ξBξC∂0ξD〉+ (5.4.21)
+
i
4
(JABKCD +KABJCD)〈ξA∂1ξBξC∂0ξD〉
)
,
where qi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are respectively the first, second, third and fourth term in the
above expression. The ξ2 contractions and (ξ∂ξ)2 are evaluated identically to the
those in the abelian case (details can again be found in the appendix), with the re-
sult, reprinted here for convenience:
〈ξAξB〉 = RAB∆(0) + ηABΘ(0) ,
i〈ξA∂1ξBξC∂1ξD〉 ' 1
2
(RA[CRD]B − ηA[CηD]B)∆(0) ,
i〈ξA∂0ξBξC∂0ξD〉 ' −1
2
(RA[CRD]B + 3ηA[CηD]B)∆(0) (5.4.22)
− (RA[CηD]B + ηA[CRD]B)Θ(0) ,
i〈ξA∂1ξBξC∂0ξD〉 ' −1
2
(RA[CηD]B + ηA[CRD]B)∆(0)− ηA[CηD]BΘ(0) ,
where ∆(0) and Θ(0) are the Weyl and Lorentz anomalies, respectively and ' denotes
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the fact that we have kept only the terms relevant to the Lorentz and the Weyl diver-
gence.5
5.4.1 Weyl Anomaly
We shall now compute the Weyl anomaly of the effective action by plugging (5.4.19)
and (5.4.22) in (5.4.21). The result can be written as
qW1 = −
1
2
LC1 L
D
1
(
fAC
EfBD
FREFR
AB+
( 2fAF
EREC + fAC
EREF )fBD
FRAB
)
, (5.4.23)
qW2 =
1
4
fAB
CfDE
FRCERFK(R
ADRBE − ηADηBE)LE1 LK1 , (5.4.24)
qW3 = −
1
4
(
fABCfDEFR
ADRBE + 3fABCf
AB
F
)
LC1 L
F
1 ,
qW4 =
(
fABCf
AB
D + fCE
FRFBfDA
BREA + fABCf
AF
ERFDR
EB
)
LC1 L
D
1 .
(5.4.25)
In the calculation of q2 we make some heavy use of the compatibility condition
RIJηJM = η
IJRJM (5.4.26)
to show that
(
RJQRIP −RIQRJP − ηJQηIP + ηIQηJP )RIMSMKJRPNSNRQ = 0 ,(
RJQRIP −RIQRJP − ηJQηIP + ηIQηJP )RMKSMIJRPNSNRQ = 0 ,(
RJQRIP −RIQRJP − ηJQηIP + ηIQηJP )RIMSMKJSNPQRNR = 0 . (5.4.27)
Adding up the contributions we find that the Weyl anomaly reads
Weyl =
1
4
fAB
CfDE
F
(
RCKRFHR
ADRBE −RCKRFHηADηBE +
ηCKηFHη
ADηBE − ηCKηFHRADRBE
)
LK1 L
H
1
=
1
4
(RACRBF − ηACηBF )(RKDRHE − ηKDηHE)fKHCfDEF × (5.4.28)
LAI L
B
J ∂1X
I∂1X
J .
5In these expressions, 〈ξA∂ξBξC∂ξD〉 is really short hand for ∫ d2σ′〈ξA(σ)∂ξB(σ)ξC(σ′)∂ξD(σ′)〉.
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However, the zeroth order in the expansion of SNL has the Lagrangian density
RABL
A
I L
B
J ∂1X
I∂1X
J . (5.4.29)
Since the Weyl anomaly counter terms can be absorbed as a redefinition of the RAB we
find that the action (5.6.1) is renormalisable at one loop. Moreover the RG flow of RAB
can be directly read off from (5.4.28) and it is equal to
dRAB
dt
=
1
4
(RACRBF − ηACηBF )(RKDRHE − ηKDηHE)fKHCfDEF , (5.4.30)
where t = lnµ, with µ being the energy scale. This is a quite simple formula and
constitutes one of the main results of the present chapter.6
5.4.2 Lorentz Anomaly
We shall now compute the Lorentz anomaly of the effective action by plugging (5.4.19)
and (5.4.22) in (5.4.21). The result can be written as
qL1 = −
1
2
LC1 L
D
1
(
fAC
EfBD
FREF η
AB+
( 2fAF
EREC + fAC
EREF )fBD
F ηAB
)
,
qL2 = 0 , (5.4.31)
qL3 = fABCfDE
BRADLCI L
E
J ∂1X
I∂1X
J ,
qL4 = (−fABCRCE + 2fEACRCB)fABDLEI LDJ ∂1XI∂1XJ .
Adding up the contributions we find that the Lorentz anomaly is zero. Thus, the
system is Lorentz invariant at one loop and this represents an important and non-trivial
demonstration of consistency.
5.5 Some Examples and a general proof of equivalence
We now wish to compare the result (5.4.30) with the renormalisation of T-dual pairs of
sigma models. We first give some examples in which the known renormalisation of the
6This result appeared in a paper by the author of this thesis together with collaborators K. Sfetsos
and K. Siampos [3]. During the final days of the preparation of that preprint, we learnt of another
group [146] who had arrived at the same conclusion albeit with different motivation.
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T-dual pairs match that of the duality invariant theory. We then present an algebraic
proof that this is equivalence holds in general.
5.5.1 Renormalisation of T-dual pairs
Since the pairs of dual models,
S =
∫
d2σ((E+0 )
−1 + Π)−1ab L
a
iL
b
j∂+X
i∂−Xj =
∫
d2σQ+ij∂+X
i∂−Xj , (5.5.1)
S˜ =
∫
d2σ[(E+0 + Π˜)
−1]abL˜iaL˜
j
b∂+X˜i∂−X˜j =
∫
d2σQ˜+ij∂+X˜i∂−X˜j , (5.5.2)
are of a standard form, the one-loop counter terms are given by the generalised Ricci
tensor constructed out of Q+ij [123, 147, 148]. One can then deduce the RG equations
for the d2 couplings we call aµ that are hidden inside Q+ij and provided by the parameter
matrix E0,ab. This is expressed as
daµ
dt
=
1
pi
aµ1 , (5.5.3)
where the ai1’s are chosen such that
1
2
Rˆij = ∂aµQ
+
ija
µ
1 . (5.5.4)
In this treatment we have also omitted possible field renormalisations as they are not
needed in our case.
Since the metrics that appear in (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) are, in general, very complicated
it may seem very hard to algebraically evaluate the RG equations described by (5.5.4).
However, an algebraic treatment was provided in [134] which allowed a demonstration
[135] of the equivalence of the system (5.5.4) for (5.5.1) and (5.5.2).
To present the result for the beta function equations we recall the notation intro-
duced in [135]. We first define the matrices
Aabc = f˜
ab
c − fcdaMdb , Babc = f˜abc +Madfdcb , (5.5.5)
as well as their duals
A˜ab
c = fab
c − f˜ cda(M−1)db , B˜abc = fabc + (M−1)adf˜dcb . (5.5.6)
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Using these we also construct
Labc =
1
2
(M−1s )cd
(
BabeM
ed +AdbeM
ae −AadeM eb
)
,
Rabc =
1
2
(M−1s )cd
(
AabeM
de +BadeM
eb −BdbeMae
)
, (5.5.7)
and
L˜ab
c =
1
2
(M˜−1s )
cd
(
B˜ab
e(M−1)ed + A˜dbe(M−1)ae − A˜ade(M−1)eb
)
,
R˜ab
c =
1
2
(M˜−1s )
cd
(
A˜ab
e(M−1)de + B˜ade(M−1)eb − B˜dbe(M−1)ae
)
, (5.5.8)
where
Ms =
1
2
(M +MT ) , M˜s =
1
2
[
(M−1) + (M−1)T
]
. (5.5.9)
The one-loop RG equations corresponding to (5.5.1) were caluclated in [134] and are
given by (in the notation of [135])
dMab
dt
= RacdL
db
c . (5.5.10)
Similarly, for its dual (5.5.2) we have
d(M−1)ab
dt
= R˜ac
dL˜db
c . (5.5.11)
Developing certain identities among the various quantities defined above it has been
shown in [135] that the two systems (5.5.10) and (5.5.11) are in fact equivalent. There-
fore, at one-loop in perturbation theory, general σ-models related by Poisson–Lie T-
duality are equivalent under the renormalisation group flow. Perhaps the reason for
this can be traced to that fact that the σ-model actions (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) are formally
canonically equivalent in phase space [79, 144]. The equivalence of the systems (5.5.10)
and (5.5.11) does not necessarily mean that the beta functions one would have com-
puted for the original action (5.3.27) using (5.4.30) would have been the same. The
reason is that as we have mentioned above, certain constraints were solved in order to
obtain (5.5.1) and (5.5.2), and quantisation before and after solving them might not be
commuting operations.
At this stage we cannot help but remark at the compactness of the duality invariant
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form of the RG equation (5.4.30) compared with the rather complicated equations in
(5.5.10) and (5.5.11).
We will present three non-trivial examples in which we will explicitly compute the
beta functions equations using (5.4.30) and recover the same equations that were pre-
viously computed using (5.5.10).
Semi-Abelian Doubles
As a first example we consider the case when the commutator relations for the double
are given as
[Ta, Tb] = ifab
cTc ,
[T˜ a, T˜ b] = 0 , (5.5.12)
[Ta, T˜
b] = −ifacbT˜ c .
This is known as the semi-abelian double since G˜ = U(1)d and coincides with the regular
notion non-abelian T-duality. We leave the group G general but to keep the problem
simple we consider a point in the coupling space where
Mab = κδab . (5.5.13)
Then from (5.5.7) we find that Rabc = −Labc = κ
2
fabc. Then, from the general RG
equations (5.5.10) we find the result
dκ
dt
δab = −κ
2
4
facdf
db
c = −C2
4
κ2δab , (5.5.14)
where C2 is the quadratic Casimir in the adjoint representation. In the duality invariant
expressions we have that RAB = diag(
1
κδab, κδ
ab) and can simply calculate the RG
equation for κ using (5.4.30). We find that the above result is recovered.
A six-dimensional Drinfeld Double
In this example we use a six-dimensional Drinfeld Double based on the three-dimensional
Lie algebras, IX for G and V for G˜ in the Bianchi classification. In fact, this Drinfeld
double is ismorphic to so(3, 1) represented as a sum su(2)⊕ e3.
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The corresponding generators are Ta and T˜
a, where a = 1, 2, 3. It is convenient to
split the index a = (3, α), with α = 1, 2. The non-vanishing commutation relations are
[Ta, Tb] = iabcTc , [T˜3, T˜α] = iT˜α , [Tα, T˜β] = iαβT˜3 − iδαβT3 ,
[T3, T˜α] = iαβT˜β , [T˜3, Tα] = iαβT˜β − iTα , (5.5.15)
where δαβ, αβ are the Kronecker delta and the antisymmetric symbol in two dimensions,
and abc is the totally antisymmetric tensor in three dimensions, 123 = 1.
To see the equivalence of this Drinfeld double with the so(3, 1) algebra given by
−i[MijMkl] = ηikMjl + ηjlMik − ηilMjk − ηjkMil , (5.5.16)
one splits the generators into rotations Ja =
1
2abcMbc for a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 and boosts
Ka =Ma4 to obtain the contraction
[Ja, Jb] = iabcJc , [Ka, Jb] = iabcJc , [Ka,Kb] = −iabcJc . (5.5.17)
These commutators are realised by the algebra (5.5.15) by defining
Ja = Ta, K1 = T˜
1 + T2 , K2 = T˜
2 − T1 , K3 = T˜ 3 . (5.5.18)
An explicit representation of this algebra is given by the following generators. For
the su(2) factor we have the standard
Ti = diag
(σi
2
,
σi
2
)
, i = 1 . . . 3 (5.5.19)
with
σ1 =
 0 1
1 0
 σ2 =
 0 −i
i 0
 σ3 =
 1 0
0 −1
 . (5.5.20)
For the e3 factor we have
T˜ 1 = diag
(
iσ+
2
,
−iσ−
2
)
, T˜ 2 = diag
(σ+
2
,
σ−
2
)
, T˜ 3 = diag
(
iσ3
2
,
−iσ3
2
)
,
(5.5.21)
where σ± = σ1±iσ2. An inner product with respect to which su(2) and e3 are maximally
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isotropic is given by
< A,B >= Tr (P+AP+B − P−AP−B) , (5.5.22)
in which we have defined projectors P+ = diag (1, 0) and P− = diag (0, 1) in the relevant
4-dimensional matrix representation. If we define a set of six generators TA = {Ta, T˜ a}
then the inner product is given in components as
ηAB =< TA, TB >=
 0 13
13 0
 . (5.5.23)
We now wish to test the RG equations for this six-dimensional double. We consider
the matrix M to be given by
M =

a b− 1 0
1− b a 0
0 0 a1+g
 . (5.5.24)
The reason for this restricted choice of parameter is that in this case the geometries of
the two sigma models are much more tractable than in the general case. Then from
(5.2.16) we find that
R =

1
a 0 0 0
1−b
a 0
0 1a 0
b−1
a 0 0
0 0 1+ga 0 0 0
0 b−1a 0
a2+(b−1)2
a 0 0
1−b
a 0 0 0
a2+(b−1)2
a 0
0 0 0 0 0 a1+g

. (5.5.25)
By plugging the structure constants of the double and this parameter matrix into the
doubled RG equation (5.4.30) we can calculate the running of the parameters a, b and
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g. We find (using the Mathematica computer programme):
da
dt
=
1 + a2 − b2
2a2
((g − 1)a2 + (g + 1)(b2 − 1)) ,
db
dt
=
b
a
(a2(g − 1) + (g + 1)(b2 − 1)) , (5.5.26)
dg
dt
=
1 + g
a
(g(1 + a2) + (g + 2)b2) .
This is precisely the same system one derives using (5.5.10) or (5.5.11) as shown in
[135, 149].
A sixteen-dimensional Drinfeld double
In this final example we study a sixteen-dimensional Drinfeld double group based on an
SU(3) group with generators Ta and an abelian eight-dimensional group with generators
T˜ a, where a = 1, 2, . . . , 8. For the SU(3) group we use the structure constants in the
Gell-Mann basis (see for instance, eq.(5.2) of [150])
f123 = 2, f
14
7 = −f156 = f246 = f257 = f345 = −f367 = 1, f458 = f678 =
√
3 ,
(5.5.27)
where the rest are obtained by antisymmetrisation in the three indices. Whilst the
structure constants between the T˜ generators vanish, the full set of structure constants
for the double includes those coming from commuting T˜ and T generators and these
may be read from the defining equations of the double. Unlike the previous case, finding
a matrix representation of this double may be tricky.
The matrix RAB is built in terms of the symmetric and antisymmetric part of M
−1,
where M is taken for simplicity to be a diagonal eight-dimensional matrix
M =
(
1
g
I3×3
)
⊕ (a I4×4)⊕ b . (5.5.28)
The result is a diagonal sixteen-dimensional matrix given by
R = (gI3×3)⊕
(
1
a
I4×4
)
⊕ 1
b
⊕
(
1
g
I3×3
)
⊕ (aI4×4)⊕ b . (5.5.29)
Plugging the structure constants and this parameter matrix into the doubled RG equa-
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tion (5.4.30) we find
da
dt
=
3a2
2
a(bg + 1)− 4b
b
,
db
dt
= −3a2 , dg
dt
= g2a2 + 2 , (5.5.30)
which were precisely the expressions in eq.(5.9) of [135].
5.5.2 General Equivalence
Encouraged by the above non-trivial checks, we now prove the general equivalence of
the RG equations for the parameters contained in the matrix RAB. It will be useful
to state the running of M˜s and B explicitly by expanding out the compact expression
(5.5.11). Whilst this calculation is straightforward it is exceedingly tedious. The result
is that we can write:
d(M−1)ab
dt
=
1
4
∑
i,j
Φ
(i,j)
ab (5.5.31)
with Φ
(i,j)
ab consisting of terms of order i in Bab and order j in the structure constant
f˜abc. When i+ j is even Φ
(i,j)
ab is symmetric and hence contributes to the running of M˜s
whereas when i+j is odd, Φ
(i,j)
ab gives the running of B. We define Kab = Bac(M˜
−1
s )
cdBdb
and introduce the notation that hatted indices have been raised or lowered from their
natural position using M˜s and its inverse. For future reference we provide the exact
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expressions for Φ
(i,j)
ab :
Φ
(0,0)
ab = 2f
e
ad f
d
eb + 2f
dˆ
a eˆf
e
db − f dˆeˆaˆfedbˆ (5.5.32)
Φ
(0,1)
ab = −2f dac f˜ cˆdˆbˆ − 2f dac f˜ cˆbdˆ + f dˆcaˆf˜ cdˆb − (a↔ b) (5.5.33)
Φ
(0,2)
ab = 2f˜
e
aˆdf˜
d
bˆe
− 2f˜ edˆaˆ f˜eˆbˆd + f˜eˆdˆaf˜deb (5.5.34)
Φ
(1,0)
ab = 2Bdef
e
ac f
cˆdˆ
bˆ
−Baff dˆcˆffcdbˆ − (a↔ b) (5.5.35)
Φ
(1,1)
ab = −2Baf f˜dfef edb − 2Baf f˜ fdˆeˆ f edb + 2Bdkf˜ekaf dˆbe
+2Behf˜
h dˆ
aˆ f
eˆ
dbˆ
+Baf f˜
de
bf
f
ed + (a↔ b) (5.5.36)
Φ
(1,2)
ab = Bcf [−2f˜dfaf˜ cbˆd − f˜dfaf˜ cˆdˆbˆ − 2f˜
f
aˆdf˜
cd
b + f˜
fd
af˜
c
dˆ b
]
+2Baf [f˜
df
cf˜
cˆ
dˆbˆ
+ f˜dfcf˜
c
bˆd
]− (a↔ b) (5.5.37)
Φ
(2,0)
ab = BfbBacf
dˆeˆcf fde − 2BafBehf edb f dˆhˆf − 2BbfBehf eda f dˆhˆf
−2BehBdkf kˆha f eˆdb − 2Khef dˆha f edb (5.5.38)
Φ
(2,1)
ab = 2Kgff
g
db f˜
f dˆ
aˆ − 2BcfBgbf cˆgd f˜f dˆaˆ − 2BdeBgcf dˆ gb f˜e cˆaˆ
−2BafBdef cˆdˆbˆf˜efc −BdeBgcf cˆdˆbˆf˜ega − (a↔ b) (5.5.39)
Φ
(2,2)
ab = −2BafBgcf˜fdcˆf˜gdˆb − 2BbfBgcf˜
fdcˆf˜g
dˆa
− 2BacBbf [f˜ cedf˜fde + f˜ cedf˜f dˆeˆ ]
−2BheBdkf˜h kˆaˆ f˜d eˆbˆ − 2Kgf [f˜
f dˆ
aˆ f˜
g
bˆd
− f˜fcaf˜gcˆb] (5.5.40)
Φ
(3,1)
ab = −2BafBehBdkf˜hfkˆf eˆ db + 2BafKehf˜hfdf dˆ eb + 2BacBfbBehf˜hcdˆf eˆ fd
+2KehBdkf˜
kh
af
dˆ e
b +BdkBheBfbf˜
kh
af
dˆeˆf + (a↔ b) (5.5.41)
Φ
(3,2)
ab = −2KehBaf f˜efcf˜h cˆbˆ + 2BafBdeBhcf˜ef cˆf˜h dˆbˆ
−2KehBgcf˜egaf˜h cˆbˆ − (a↔ b) (5.5.42)
Φ
(4,2)
ab = −KkdKehf˜khaf˜deb + 2BacBbfBehBdkf˜hckˆf˜fdeˆ + 2BacBbfKhef˜hcdˆf˜efd
+2BafBdkKhef˜
hfkˆf˜edb + 2BbfBdkKhef˜
hfkˆf˜eda (5.5.43)
Φ
(4,0)
ab = Φ
(4,1)
ab = Φ
(3,0)
ab = 0 . (5.5.44)
We now turn to the duality invariant RG equation (5.4.30) and from it infer the
running of the parameters in B and M˜s. If we write the RG equation for RAB as
dRAB
dt
=
 Wab W ba
(W ba )
T W ab
 , (5.5.45)
then it is clear from the O(d, d)/O(d) × O(d) coset structure of the matrix RAB that
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the bottom right hand block entry of (5.5.45) gives
d(M˜s)ab
dt
= −(M˜s)ac(M˜s)bdW cd . (5.5.46)
Expanding out the duality invariant RG equation (5.4.30) yields
d(M˜s)ab
dt
=
1
4
(
Φ(0,0) + Φ(0,2) + Φ(2,0) + Φ(1,1) + Φ(2,2) + Φ(3,1) + Φ(4,2)
)
ab
. (5.5.47)
Similarly, from the the top right block of (5.5.45) we have(
dB
dt
M˜−1s −BM˜−1s
dM˜s
dt
M˜−1s
)
b
a = W
b
a . (5.5.48)
With a little work one can show that
4W ba = −Bac(M˜−1s )cd
(
Φ(0,0) + Φ(0,2) + Φ(2,0) + Φ(1,1) + Φ(2,2) + Φ(3,1) + Φ(4,2)
)
de
(M˜−1s )
eb
+
(
Φ(0,1) + Φ(1,0) + Φ(1,2) + Φ(2,1) + Φ(3,1)
)
ac
(M˜−1s )
cb , (5.5.49)
and hence
dBab
dt
=
1
4
(
Φ(0,1) + Φ(1,0) + Φ(1,2) + Φ(2,1) + Φ(3,1)
)
ab
. (5.5.50)
We can now see that the renormalisation group equations calculated in the duality
invariant way in (5.5.47) and (5.5.50) are equivalent to the renormalisation group equa-
tions obtained previously in (5.5.31).
We remark that whilst it is a small chore to obtain the expressions above in the
duality invariant formalism it is a significantly more lengthy calculation to obtain the
form of the Φ(i,j) from expanding out the compact expression (5.5.11). It is somewhat
interesting that there are two very compact ways of writing the same result but demon-
strating their equivalence is an extremely lengthy exercise. It would be desirable to have
a better understanding of the underlying geometrical reason for this equivalence.
5.6 On-shell Lorentz invariant actions
We now return to discuss the Lorentz invariance properties of the Poisson-Lie duality
invariant action. Instead of doing this directly we will consider the most general form of a
bosonic sigma model which has the Lorentz structure of the duality invariant formalism.
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We will examine the conditions under which such a theory has: a) first order equations
of motion; b) emergent on-shell Lorentz invariance and c) an off-shell invariance under
modified Lorentz transformations.
Consider a general non-Lorentz invariant two-dimensional bosonic σ-model action
S =
1
2
∫
dσdτ
(
CMN∂0X
M∂1X
N +MMN∂1X
M∂1X
N
)
, (5.6.1)
where the general matrix CMN and the symmetric matrix MMN depend on the X
M ’s.
It is straightforward to show that the Lorentz transformations
δXM = −σ∂τXM − τ∂σXM , (5.6.2)
do not leave (5.6.1) invariant, resulting instead in (discarding total derivatives)
δLorentzS =
∫
dσdτ
(
1
2
SMN (∂1X
M∂1X
N + ∂0X
M∂0X
N ) +MMN∂0X
M∂1X
N
)
,
(5.6.3)
where SMN is the symmetric part of CMN , i.e. SMN =
1
2(CMN + CNM ).
We would like to find the conditions under which (5.6.1) is on-shell Lorentz invariant,
generalising similar considerations have been made in [34] for constant matrices C and
M . A word of caution is in order; obviously the variation of an action with regard
to any arbitrary δX is by definition zero when the equations of motion are satisfied.
What we are investigating is not trivial in this regard. Firstly we will not need to
employ all the equations of motion to make the variation vanish and the way in which
equations of motion are employed is very special. Typically, equations of motion are
second order, here we shall find conditions underwhich the equations of motion can
be integrated to give first order equations. A crucial feature is that the equations of
motion themselves enjoy Lorentz covariance. Finally, we shall see that the action (5.6.1)
is completely invariant under a set of modified transformations which, on shell, reduce
to the standard invariance (5.6.2).
We will split the bosons into XM = (Xµ, Y i) and investigate conditions under
which this anomalous variation can be removed using the motion corresponding to the
Xµ’s. Since the equations of motion for the Y i’s will not be used, we may add to the
Lagrangian corresponding to (5.6.1) any Lorentz invariant term Qij∂+Y
i∂−Y j for some
matrix Qij that may depend on the Y
i spectator fields.
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The variation of (5.6.1) with respect to the Xµ is given by
δS =
∫
dσdτ δXµ
(
−∂1Eµ + 1
2
∂µMNP∂1X
N∂1X
P + ΓˆN ;µP∂0X
N∂1X
P
)
, (5.6.4)
where
Eµ = SµN∂0X
N +MµN∂1X
N , (5.6.5)
and
ΓˆN ;µΛ =
1
2
(∂µCNP + ∂PCµN − ∂NCµP ) , (5.6.6)
which as we will soon see, when it is appropriately restricted, plays the role of connection.
Since (5.6.5) and the equations of motions are first and second order in worldsheet
derivatives, respectively, we should require that the latter can be written in the form
∂1(. . . ) in order to get conditions that can be used to make (5.6.3) vanish. However,
the last two terms in (5.6.4) cannot be written immediately in this form. To proceed
we require that the last two terms in (5.6.5) can be cast into the form
−∂1ΛνAΛAµEν , (5.6.7)
for some Xµ dependent square matrix ΛAµ and its inverse Λ
µ
A. This is a very stringent
condition with severe consequences that restrict the type of backgrounds in the σ-models
that can be finally admitted by requiring that Lorentz invariance emerges on-shell.
Then, assuming that (5.6.7) holds, we find that (5.6.4) becomes
δS = −
∫
dσdτ δXµ
(
∂1Eµ + ∂1Λ
ν
AΛ
A
µEν
)
= −
∫
dσdτ δXµΛAµ ∂1(Λ
ν
AEν) . (5.6.8)
Hence, the equations of motion can be integrated once and read
ΛνAEν = fA(τ) , (5.6.9)
where the fA(τ) are otherwise arbitrary. However, (5.6.8) shows that (5.6.1) has a local
symmetry under the transformation
δXµ = ΛµA
A(τ) , (5.6.10)
where A(τ) are some τ -dependent parameters. This can be used to set fA(τ) = 0
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showing that the equations of motion are first order and simply read
Eµ = SµN∂0X
N +MµN∂1X
N = 0 . (5.6.11)
5.6.1 Recovering on-shell Lorentz invariance
Using (5.6.11), we may solve for ∂0X
µ and after some algebraic manipulations recast
the anomalous Lorentz variation (5.6.3) into the form
δLorentzS
∣∣∣
on shell
=
∫
dσdτ
[1
2
(SMN −MMαSαβMβN )∂1XM∂1XN
+(MiN − SiαSαβMβN )∂0Y i∂1XN + 1
2
(Sij − SiαSαβSβj)∂0Y i∂0Y j
]
,
(5.6.12)
where Sαβ is the inverse matrix to Sαβ. Thus, to ensure that the Lornetz variation can
be set to zero we find additional algebraic conditions
SMN = MMαS
αβMβN ,
Sij = SiαS
αβSβj ,
MiN = SiαS
αβMβN . (5.6.13)
Having established the on-shell Lorentz invariance of the action it remains to show
the Lorentz invariance of the equations of motion (5.6.11). In order to do that we define
a set of projection operators as
(P±)µν =
1
2
(δµν ∓ SµλMλν) (5.6.14)
and their invariant subspaces as
(Q±)µi =
1
2
Sµν(Sνi ∓Mνi) . (5.6.15)
Indeed, using (5.6.13), one can readily verify that they satisfy the required properties
P 2± = P± , P±P∓ = 0 , P±Q± = Q± , P±Q∓ = 0 . (5.6.16)
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Then (5.6.11) with the definition (5.6.5) can be written in the form
Eµ = Sµν(E
ν
+ + E
ν
−) , (5.6.17)
where
Eµ± = (P∓)
µ
ν∂±Xν + (Q∓)µi∂±Y i . (5.6.18)
Then using the properties (5.6.16) the equations of motion (5.6.11) can be easily shown
to be equivalent to
Eµ± = 0 , (5.6.19)
which has the required form, since they remain invariant under Lorentz transformations.
Indeed, if we ignore the spectator Y fields, the equations of motion for the Xµ are no
more than the chirality condition
dXµ = ∗SµνMµνdXν , (5.6.20)
which is clearly Lorentz covariant and which we recognise as a slight generalisation of
the chirality constraint obtained from the doubled formalism to the case of non-constant
matrices S ∼ L and M ∼ R.
The Off-shell Symmetry
In addition to the on-shell Lorentz-symmetry (5.6.2) we can construct some modified
Lorentz transformations under which the action is invariant off-shell. These transfor-
mations are similar to those appearing in a simpler setting of [34, 35, 122].
These transformations are given by
δXµ = −σ∂τXµ − τ∂σXµ − σ(Eµ+ + Eµ−) ,
δY i = −σ∂τY i − τ∂σY i . (5.6.21)
We see that the Y i’s have the usual global Lorentz transformation rules. On-shell the
same is of course true for the Xµ’s as well. Again this is best illustrated with the
spectator fields turned off. Then using (5.6.3) and (5.6.8) we find that the variation of
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the action under these modified transformations is given by
δS =
∫
d2σ
1
2
EµS
µνEν + σEαS
αβΛAβ ∂1
(
ΛγAEγ
)
. (5.6.22)
Provided one identifies Λ with the veilbein of the metric Sαβ, which we shall shortly
see is the correct thing to do, the second term cancels the first after an integration by
parts.
5.6.2 Solving the Conditions
We first solve the algebraic constraints (5.6.13) before turing to the requirement that the
equation of motion is first order. We introduce a set of vielbeins eAµ and their inverses
eµA such that
Sµν = e
A
µ e
B
ν ηAB , (5.6.23)
where ηAB is the constant tangent space metric. Similarly, let’s choose matrices MMN
such that
Mµν = −RABeAµ eBν , (5.6.24)
for some constant symmetric matrix RAB. The first of the constraints is solved (5.6.13)
providing that RAB obeys the compatibility condition
RACη
CDRDB = ηAB . (5.6.25)
Then, the remaining conditions in (5.6.13) are solved by introducing a set of matrices
F ai that may depend on the spectator field Y
i (but not on the internal coordinates Xµ)
and defining
Sµi = ηABe
A
µF
B
i ,
Sij = ηABF
A
i F
B
j ,
Mij = −RABFAi FBj . (5.6.26)
Mµi = −RABeAµFBi .
We may choose for the matrix Cij to equal Sij since its antisymmetric part is Lorentz
invariant by itself.
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We now turn to the requirement that the equation of motion is first order namely
1
2
∂µMNP∂1X
N∂1X
P + ΓˆN ;µP∂0X
N∂1X
P = −∂1ΛνAΛAµEν . (5.6.27)
To proceed further, we found necessary to impose for the matrix MMN the conditions
∇ˆµMνλ = 0 ,
∇ˆµMνi = 0 , (5.6.28)
∂µMij = 0 ,
where the derivatives are covariant with respect to a connection defined as
Γˆµνλ = S
µρΓˆρ;νλ . (5.6.29)
In the covariant differentiation the index i is assumed not to transform. We also demand
that
Γˆµ;νi = Γˆj;νi = 0 , Γˆ
τ
µνSτi = Γˆi;µν , ∂iCµν = 0 . (5.6.30)
An immediate consequence of these constraints is that ∂[µCν]i = 0 which we shall solve
by simply assuming that Cµi = 0. We then have
1
2
∂µCiλ = SνiΛ
ν
A∂λΛ
A
µ . (5.6.31)
When the conditions (5.6.28, 5.6.30) are satisfied we find that (5.6.27) becomes
ΓˆτµνEτ∂1X
ν = −∂1ΛνAΛAµEν , (5.6.32)
and hence
Γˆτµν = Λ
τ
A∂νΛ
A
µ . (5.6.33)
We can evaluate the connection to find
Γˆτµν = Γ
τ
µν −
1
2
SτρHρµν (5.6.34)
where Γτµν are the components of the usual symmetric Levi–Cevita connection built
from the Sµν and Hρµν = ∂ρBµν + ∂νBρµ + ∂µBνρ with Bµν the antisymmetric part of
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Sµν . We then find that the relation (5.6.33) gives
Γτµν = Λ
τ
A∂µΛ
A
ν −
1
2
SτρHρµν , (5.6.35)
and therefore
∂µΛ
A
λ − ∂λΛAµ = ΛAνHνµλ . (5.6.36)
Using the form of Mµν = −eAµRABeBν we find that the first constraint of (5.6.28) is
solved when the spin connection
ωµ
A
B = Γ
τ
µνe
A
τ e
ν
B − eτB∂µeAτ (5.6.37)
is related to the torsion via
ωµ
AB +
1
2
Hµ
νλeAν e
B
λ = 0 . (5.6.38)
These two boxed equations remind us of the Maurer-Cartan equation and spin con-
nection of a group manifold with the coordinates Xµ parameterising a group element
g ∈ G. Let us see this precisely by introducing generators, an inner product and left
and right invariant forms on the group:
[TA, TB] = ifAB
CTC , 〈TA|TB〉 = ηAB ,
LAµ = −i〈g−1dg|TB〉ηAB , RAµ = −i〈dgg−1|TB〉ηAB . (5.6.39)
The left and right invariant forms obey the Maurer-Cartan equations
∂µL
A
ν − ∂νLAµ = fBCALBµLCν , (5.6.40)
∂µR
A
ν − ∂νRAµ = −fBCARBµRCν , (5.6.41)
and can be related by
RAµ = η
AB〈TB|gTCg−1〉LCµ = ηABNBCLCµ . (5.6.42)
A couple of helpful identities are
ηECNDCη
DANAB = δ
E
B , ∂µNAB = −LCµ fCBDNAD . (5.6.43)
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We can now choose whether we wish to associate the veilbein eAµ with the left or the
right Maurer-Cartan form. For each case the relationships above determine the torsion,
the spin connection and the matrix Λ uniquely. Choosing the left invariant form we
have
eAµ = L
A
µ , ωµ
AB =
1
2
fE
ABLEµ ,
Hµνλ = −fABCLAµLBν LCλ , ΛAµ = RAµ , (5.6.44)
whereas for the right invariant form
eAµ = R
A
µ , ωµ
AB = −1
2
fE
ABREµ ,
Hµνλ = +fABCR
A
µR
B
ν R
C
λ , Λ
A
µ = L
A
µ . (5.6.45)
The relative signs in the above equations are crucial in order that the equations of motion
can be written in first order form. In performing our background field expansion for the
Poisson Lie duality invariant action we found that if the wrong sign choice for torsion
was used the contributions to the Lorentz anomaly do not cancel. So whilst the above
is somewhat of a technicality it turns out to be an important one. When dealing with
a standard WZW model one does not need to take so much care; one can define the
torsion with either sign relative to the spin connection and still find the same result
since the generalised curvature vanishes in both cases.
For concreteness we choose the first case eAµ = L
A
µ . Using the identities for the
matrix NAB one finds that
Ciµ = 2ηABF
A
i e
B
µ , (5.6.46)
solves the requirement (5.6.31).
Putting everything together we find that the on-shell Lorentz invariance conditions
(first order equation of motion) are solved by an action with Lagrangian:
L = LWZW + 1
2
ηAB
(
FAi F
B
j ∂0Y
i∂1Y
j + 2FAi L
B
µ ∂0Y
i∂1X
µ
)
+
1
2
RAB
(−LAµLBν ∂1Xµ∂1Xν − FAi FBj ∂1Y i∂1Y j − 2LAµFBi ∂1Xµ∂1Y i) ,(5.6.47)
where LWZW corresponds to a WZW model action rotated such that σ and τ play the
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role of light cone coordinates.
When the group is a Drinfeld Double this action is exactly that of the duality
invariant action for Poisson–Lie T-duality with Y i ‘spectator’ fields as described in e.g.
[144]. However, we emphasize that, unlike the discussions related to Poisson-Lie T-
duality, the group D need not necessarily be a Drinfeld Double. We remark that our
results for the one-loop Weyl anomaly and Lorentz anomaly did not seem to make use of
the fact that the group was a Drinfeld Double and we anticipate that they hold in more
generality. For example, the application to generalised T-duality and doubled twisted
tori [38, 65] has been explored in [146].
5.7 Discussion and Conclusions
We showed that demanding on-shell Lorentz invariance highly constrains the structure
of a general Lorentz non-invariant action. The resulting theories have an underlying
group structure and consist of a WZW term together with some interaction term. In
the case that the group is a Drinfeld Double these theories are Poisson–Lie T-duality
invariant σ-models.
By using a background field method we calculated the one-loop effective action of
these models and found that they were renormalisable and that a possible quantum
Lorentz vanished. This is an important consistency condition of such models. We also
obtained the renormalisation group equations for the couplings of the interaction term
in our model. For the Poisson–Lie T-duality invariant theories this provides a duality
invariant description of the RG equations, a key motivator for this work. We also
verified that for specific examples of the Drinfeld Double that these duality invariant
RG equations agreed with those obtained from either of the T-dual standard σ-models.
This agreement was extended algebraically to prove equivalence in all generality.
An observation that hints at the utility of a duality invariant framework is that
duality invariant RG equations can be computed using simple contractions of structure
constants with constant matrices. When dealing with the standard σ-model one obtains
these equations only by calculating the generalised curvature of what are, in general,
extremely complicated target space backgrounds.
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
T-duality is a striking and fundamental property of String Theory which distinguishes
it from other quantum field theories. Among its many facets, T-duality can be realised
as a canonical transformation in phase space. We saw that this canonical approach to
the cases of bosonic T-duality in Ramond backgrounds and also to Fermionic T-duality.
There is a growing body of evidence which supports the idea of using T-duality to
construct consistent non-geometric or T-fold backgrounds which challenge our conven-
tional notions of geometry. String Theory can be reformulated in a way which promotes
T-duality to the level of a manifest symmetry of a classical action. Such an approach
could be vital to gain a full understanding of these novel non-geometric string back-
grounds. Moreover, the philosophy of making symmetries manifest in an action seems
extremely natural and a potential pathway to uncovering some deeper understanding
of String Theory.
In this thesis we have examined in some detail one such approach: the Doubled
Formalism. In this thesis we have added some substantial support to the full quantum
validity of such approaches.
We have been able to calculate the background field equations related to the Weyl
divergence for the Doubled Formalism. This computation was made complex by the
need to supplement the extra degrees of freedom in the Doubled Formalism with a
constraint. We used the PST procedure to implement the constraint at the level of the
Lagrangian. Upon gauge fixing we found an action where Lorentz invariance had been
lost, a feature characteristic of many duality invariant approaches. Working without
manifest Lorentz invariance required being careful of both Lorentz and Weyl anomalies
in the effective action. For the Doubled Formalism we found two crucial results:
1. Global Lorentz anomalies cancel non-trivially at one-loop
2. The background field equations that need to be satisfied for the vanishing of the
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Weyl anomaly are equivalent to those of the conventional String Theory in a
toroidally compactified background.
These two results are important indicators of the consistency of the Doubled Formalism.
There are many ways to directly extend this research, for example, the inclusion of
higher loop effects and additional ‘spectator’ fields. Within the calculation approach
used in this thesis such generalisations may be rather time consuming and it does seem,
at least in this author’s opinion, rather probable that the validity will continue to hold.
Generalising T-duality beyond the Abelian situation is notoriously difficult due to
complications with global topological effects. Nevertheless, Poisson–Lie T-duality repre-
sents an import and very interesting step in that direction. We investigated the effective
action of the duality invariant formalism for this case of Poisson–Lie T-duality. Once
again we found that the formulation appears consistent: Lorentz anomalies cancel and
Weyl divergences match those of the conventional T-dual related sigma models.
It is somewhat remarkable that the results for the beta functions could, in both cases,
be expressed compactly in terms of the duality invariant theory. To show the equiv-
alence with the conventional sigma models requires a large amount of manipulation.
It would be highly desirable to have a more profound conceptual way of understand-
ing how expressions without manifest duality invariance can be shown to match those
with duality invariance. To this end perhaps one needs to adopt a different geometric
perspective for example the doubled geometry of Hitchin [151, 152].
We close with a few remarks about possible future directions of research in the
subject. One avenue of research would be the construction of explicit non-geometric
string backgrounds and understanding of their associated phenomenology. A different
direction is to consider applications of the duality invariant philosophy to other branches
of theoretical physics. For example, perhaps the formulation of a Doubled Formalism
for fermionic T-duality might help shed further light on the Wilson-loop/amplitude
connection in supersymmetric gauge theory. Indeed one might even hope to reformulate
the actual gauge theory so that both conformal and dual superconformal symmetries are
manifest. It is interesting to ask whether such an approach can be used to constrain and
determine amplitudes. Another possibility is the extension of duality invariance to M-
theory – a duality invariant approach may provide insights into fundamental structure
of M-theory.
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CONVENTIONS
A.1 String σ-model Conventions
The worldsheet action for a string is given, in conformal gauge, by
S =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σηαβ∂αX
I∂βX
I , (A.1.1)
in which the constant α′ is proportional to the inverse string tension. The world-sheet
is defined by coordinates (x0, x1) ≡ (τ, σ) and the metric is given by η00 = −η11 = 1.
We define light cone coordinates as σ± = 12(τ ± σ) and hence ∂± = ∂0 ± ∂1, where
∂0 = ∂τ and ∂1 = ∂σ. Occasionally we use the complex world sheet coordinates obtained
by performing a Wick rotation iτ = t and defining z = σ+ it and ∂ = 12 (∂σ − i∂t). The
reader should note that these conventions do differ in parts from the main text books
but have been chosen so as to be in maximal agreement with the literature on T-duality
and in particular with [1, 2, 34–36].
The two-dimensional σ-model describing a bosonic string with curved worldsheet
coupled to background fields is given by
S =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σ
[√
ggαβGIJ∂αX
I∂βX
J − αβBIJ∂αXI∂βXJ + α
′
2
√
gφR(2)
]
,
(A.1.2)
where (G,B,Φ) are the target space metric, 2-form Kalb-Ramond potential and dilaton
respectively. The antisymmetric tensor density αβ is defined by 01 = −10 = 1.
Note that the Dilaton normalisation contains a factor of two, again this is a common
normalisation in T-duality literature used in e.g. [58].
For applications to T-duality it is quite helpful to rescale fields so that they become
dimensionless. For example, consider the theory of a single compact boson describing
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an S1 target of radius R. Then the worldsheet theory is given by
S =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σ∂αX∂
αX , (A.1.3)
where X is a dimensional coordinate with periodicity X ' X + 2piRn (where n ∈ Z
describes the number of times the string is wound round the S1). By performing the
rescaling X ′ = X/R we can work with a dimensionless field whose periodicity is 2pi.
Then the action becomes
S =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σR2∂αX
′∂αX ′ , (A.1.4)
but now the target space metric is dimensional. A final rescaling is to work with the
dimensionless radius R′ = R/
√
α′ yielding the final result
S =
1
4pi
∫
d2σR′2∂αX ′∂αX ′ . (A.1.5)
T-duality is often described in terms of these rescaled fields since the duality transfor-
mation becomes simply R′ → 1/R′. When factors of α′ are not explicit it is because
the above type of redefinitions have been used. Also, in the treatment of the Doubled
Formalism a factor of 2pi is suppressed throughout for convenience.
With these conventions and these normalisations, the correct T-duality transforma-
tion for the dilaton is given by
φ′ → φ− 2 lnR ,φ′ → φ− 1
2
ln
detG
detG′
. (A.1.6)
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A.2 Notation
Table A.1: Notation used in this thesis and the chapters to which it refers
Description Chapters
σα , ∂β string world-sheet coordinates and derivatives all
XI generic target space coordinates 2
ZM generic target superspace coordinates 2
Xi coordinates on a T d fibre 3,4
X˜i T-dual coordinates of T
d fibre 3,4
Y a coordinates on the base of a fibre-bundle 4
XI = (Xi, X˜i) coordinates of doubled torus T 2d 3,4
Xα = (XI , Y a) coordinates of doubled torus bundle 4
XA¯ chiral tangent frame coordinates of doubled torus T 2d 3,4
Y a¯ tangent frame coordinates of base of fibre-bundle 3,4
X α¯ chiral tangent frame coordinates of doubled torus bundle 3,4
φ standard dilaton field 2,3,4
Φ duality invariant dilaton 3,4
Mαβ,Rαβ,Dα Geometric quantities on doubled bundle 4
gab, Rˆab, ∇ˆa Geometric quantities on base only 4
TA Generators of Drinfeld Double D = G ⊕ G˜ 5
Ta , T˜
a Generators of G , G˜ ⊂ D 5
LAI Left invariant forms on double Drinfeld Double group manifold 5
Lai , L˜
i
a Left invariant forms of subgroups G, G˜ 5
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CHIRAL FIELDS
Chiral bosonic fields which are defined in d = 2p + 2 dimensions as p-form potentials
whose field strength is self-dual, have been encountered in many areas of theoretical
physics including the five-form Ramond field strength of IIB supergravity (and Super-
string Theory) and the self-dual two-form contained in the N = (2, 0) tensor multiplet
living on an M-theory fivebrane worldvolume. Chiral fields are also very important in
duality-symmetric theories, not just the T-duality invariant models considered in this
thesis but also in four dimensional electromagnetic duality symmetric models.
In this appendix we provide some detail of the treatment of chiral bosons in two-
dimensions used in this thesis. We start with a theory of a free boson
L0 = 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ (B.0.1)
and wish to supplement this with a constraint that
C = ∂−φ = φ˙− φ′ = 0 . (B.0.2)
From a Hamiltonian perspective the treatment of this constraint is slightly subtle. In
Dirac terminology this is a second class constraint1 since under the Poisson bracket2
[pi(x), φ(y)]P.B. = δ(x− y) (B.0.3)
the constraint does not commute (even weakly):
[C(x), C(y)]P.B. = 2δ
′(x− y) . (B.0.4)
At the Hamiltonian level one can proceed by quantisation using Dirac brackets and
1A complete presentation of constrained systems can be found in [91].
2Equal time dependance is implicit in the equations (B.0.3, B.0.4).
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for the Doubled Formalism this is the approach taken in [110]. To incorporate such a
second class constraint into a Lagrangian description is some what tricky; an immediate
mechanical problem is that the constraint is first order where Euler-Lagrange equations
are typically second order in derivatives. An early approach was proposed by Siegel [153]
in which the constraint is squared and then implemented via a Lagrange multiplier
LSiegel = 1
2
∂+φ∂−φ− λ++(∂−φ)2 , (B.0.5)
however, there are some difficulties in quantising this system (see e.g. [154, 155]). A
different approach was proposed by Floreanini and Jackiw [122], and further developed
in [126], with the Lagrangian density3
LFJ = φ′φ˙− (φ′)2 = ∂−φ∂1φ . (B.0.6)
The action corresponding to (B.0.6) has both time translation and spatial translational
symmetries with Noether charges related as H = −P which is to be expected for chiral
dynamics. Although (B.0.6) is not manifestly Lorentz invariant there exists a modified
Lorentz transformation
δMφ = (t+ x)φ
′ . (B.0.7)
The local invariance
δαφ = α(t) (B.0.8)
means that the equations of motion that follow from (B.0.6), namely
∂1∂−φ = 0 (B.0.9)
may be integrated to give solutions which gauge equivalent to the desired chirality
constraint ∂−φ = 0. It is worth noting that the modified Lorentz invariance is, on-shell,
equivalent to the regular Lorentz transformation
δM˜ = tφ
′ + xφ˙ (B.0.10)
and so Lorentz transformations can be viewed as an emergent, on-shell symmetry (or
solution generating symmetry) of (B.0.6).
3In the presentation of [122] the action (B.0.6) is actually derived as a non-local description of another
chiral theory, however it serves equally well to describe chiral dynamics.
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A formulation of chiral fields which has manifest Lorentz invariance was introduced
by Pasti, Sorokin and Tonin [119]. Lorentz invariance is made possible by the introduc-
tion of auxiliary fields. In the case of two dimensions, one introduces an auxiliary field
u which is a closed one form written locally as uα = ∂αa for some scalar a. The action
is given by
LPST = 1
2
∂+φ∂−φ− 1
2
∂+a
∂−a
(∂−φ)2 (B.0.11)
=
1
2
∂+φ∂−φ− 1
2uαuα
(uβPβ)2 (B.0.12)
where, to explicitly show the manifest Lorentz covariance in the second line, we have
introduced a one-form P whose components are P0 = ∂−φ = −P1 which vanish on the
desired constraint. The non-polynomial form of the PST action means that the action
is actually different to the Siegel form. The canonical momenta of this system obey a
first class constraint which is related to the PST local symmetry
δa = ζ , δφ =
∂−φ
∂−a
ζ . (B.0.13)
By fixing the PST symmetry uα = δ
0
α one recovers the FJ action (B.0.6). One must be a
little careful in defining the field space of uα to ensure that u
2 6= 0 and to only consider
gauge fixing choices that respect this. Also, when asking questions of a topological
nature one must remember that u need only be closed and need not be exact. The
equation of motion that comes from varying φ is
∂+−φ− ∂−
(
∂+a
∂−a
∂−φ
)
∝ αβ∂α
(
1
u2
uβu
γPγ
)
= 0 (B.0.14)
and the equation of motion that comes from variation of a is proportional to this result.
It is shown in [119] how the desired chirality constraint is obtained as a consquence of
this equation.
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BACKGROUND FIELD METHOD
In this appendix we provide some details of the calculation of the effective action ob-
tained from an α′ expansion of String Theory sigma-models using the geometric back-
ground field method. We introduce the necessary geometrical equations and we show
some details of the regularisation and renormalisation which are assumed in the thesis.
We begin by establishing some geometrical concepts that are relevant for string
sigma models. When the string is coupled to background fields by the action
S =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σ
[√
ggαβGIJ(X)∂αX
I∂bX
J − αβBIJ(X)∂αXI∂bXJ
]
, (C.0.1)
one can observe that in the equations of motion, B enters only through its field strength
HIJK = ∂IBJK + ∂JBKI + ∂KBIJ . (C.0.2)
Geometrically HIJK can be interpreted as torsion in a Riemann-Cartan space by defin-
ing the non-symmetric connection
ΓˆIJK = Γ
I
JK −
1
2
GILHLJK . (C.0.3)
The covariant derivatives constructed from this connection yield the algebra
[DˆI , DˆJ ]VK = Rˆ
L
IJKVL +G
LMHLIJDˆMVK (C.0.4)
with the curvatures given by
RˆKLIJ = RKLIJ − 1
2
DIHKJL +
1
2
DJHKIL +
1
4
HKIMH
M
JL −
1
4
HKJMH
M
IL ,(C.0.5)
RˆJL = RJL +
1
2
DKHKJL − 1
4
HMKJHMKL . (C.0.6)
The action of these modified derivatives on a contravariant vector ξI can be pulled back
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to the worldsheet by defining1
Dˆαξ
I = ∂µξ
I + ΓIJK∂µX
JξK − αβ 1
2
HIJK∂
βXJξK . (C.0.7)
These formulae are heavily used in the derivation below and also in the renormalisation
of the Poisson-Lie T-duality model.
We now wish to calculate the effective action of this sigma model obtained by ex-
panding quantum fluctuations around a classical solution:
eiΓ[X0] = 〈eiS[X0+pi]〉 . (C.0.8)
We shall calculate as a perturbation series in α′ and in the following analysis consider
only 1-loop diagrams to obtain the leading order result [123–125]. Instead of expanding
in the flucuation piI , a more geometric approach is to expand in the tangent ξI |X0 to
the geodesic connecting XI0 and X
I
0 + pi
I as indicated in the figure.
Figure C.1: Geoemetric interpretation of quantum flucuations
The geodesic is given by ρ(s) such that ρ(0) = X0, ρ(1) = X0 + pi and obeying the
geodesic equation
ρ¨I + ΓIJK ρ˙
J ρ˙K = 0 . (C.0.9)
1Note the definition of this derivative is slightly altered in Chapter 5 due to the Lorentz index
structure of the sigma model (5.6.1).
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Making multiple use of the geodesic equation gives
ρ(s)I = XI0 + ξ
Is− 1
2
ΓIJKξ
JξKs2 +
1
3!
ΓIJKLξ
JξKξLs3 + . . . (C.0.10)
where ΓIJKL is the covariant derivative of the Christoffel symbol acting only on lower
indices. Evaluated at s = 1 gives
pii = ξI − 1
2
ΓIJKξ
JξK + . . . . (C.0.11)
One can use a choice of coordinates for which piI = ξI to perform the expansion (these
are known as Riemann Normal Coordinates) and then translate the results of the ex-
pansion to hold in arbitrary coordinates. Expanding in this way allows one to write
S[X0 +pi] =
∑
n S
(n)[X0, ξ] where the expansion is in powers of the fluctuation. For the
sigma model above (C.0.1) we have that
S(0)[X0] = S[X0] , S
(1)[X0] ' 0 , (C.0.12)
S(2)[X0] =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σGIJ(X0)Dˆαξ
IDˆβξ
J + RˆIJKLξ
JξK
(
ηαβ − αβ
)
∂αX
I
0∂βX
L
0 ,
(C.0.13)
where the linear term vanishes since X0 obeys the classical equations of motion. In order
to calculate Feymann diagrams it is helpful to put the kinetic term into a conventional
form which is done by introducing vielbeins V A¯I and gauge fields B
A¯B¯
α = −B B¯A¯α such
that
GIJ(X) = V
A¯
I V
B¯
J δA¯B¯ . (C.0.14)
V A¯I Dˆαξ
I = ∂αξ
Aˆ +B A¯B¯α ξ
B¯ . (C.0.15)
The quadratic term in the expansion (C.0.13) is then
S(2)[X0] =
1
4piα′
∫
d2σ ∂αξ
A¯∂αξB¯ + 2B A¯B¯α ξ
A¯∂αξB¯ +B A¯C¯α B
αB¯C¯ξA¯ξB¯
+RˆIA¯B¯Jξ
A¯ξB¯
(
ηαβ − αβ
)
∂αX
I
0∂βX
J
0 . (C.0.16)
The propagator is now standard and given by
〈ξA¯(σ)ξB¯(σ′)〉 = iµ
−α′δA¯B¯
(2pi)2+
∫
d2+p
eip(σ−σ′)
p2 −m2 , (C.0.17)
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in which we have continued to d = 2 +  dimensions to regulate the UV behaviour
of integrals and introduced a mass parameter which is taken to zero at the end of
calculations to regulate the IR divergences. At one loop there are three diagrams that
contribute to the effective action illustrated schematically in the figure below.
Figure C.2: Contributing one-loop diagrams
In fact, it turns out that divergent contributions cancel out between the two diagrams
involving the gauge field B [123, 125]. The first diagram contains the integral
〈ξA¯(σ)ξB¯(σ)〉 = iµ
−α′δA¯B¯
(2pi)2+
∫
d2+p
1
p2 −m2 ,
=
iα′δA¯B¯
4pi
(
1

− 1
2
γE + ln
m
µ
)
(C.0.18)
and provides a contribution
1
4piα′
∫
d2σRˆIA¯B¯J
(
ηαβ − αβ
)
∂αX
I
0∂βX
J
0 〈ξA¯(σ)ξB¯(σ)〉 (C.0.19)
=
1
4pi
∫
d2σRˆ A¯I A¯J
(
ηαβ − αβ
)
∂αX
I
0∂βX
J
0 . (C.0.20)
These divergences can be absorbed through counter terms into the couplings GIJ and
BIJ .
One can define renormalised couplings (or matrices of couplings) given to this order
in perturbation theory as
GRIJ(µ) = GIJ + α
′ ln(µ)Rˆ(IJ) + . . . , (C.0.21)
BRIJ(µ) = BIJ + α
′ ln(µ)Rˆ[IJ ] + . . . , (C.0.22)
and corresponding beta-functions (or rather beta-functionals to signify the implicit σ
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dependance) [123, 125]:
β[GIJ ] =
∂GRIJ
∂ lnµ
= α′Rˆ(IJ) = α′
(
RIJ − 1
4
HMKIHMKJ
)
, (C.0.23)
β[BIJ ] =
∂GRIJ
∂ lnµ
= α′Rˆ[IJ ] = −
α′
2
DKHKIJ . (C.0.24)
Practically one simply reads off the beta-functions directly from the simple poles in the
dimensional regularisation parameter. The non-triviality of the beta-functions show that
whilst the sigma model (C.0.1) is classically conformal it is not conformal at the quantum
level. In string theory we therefore demand that these beta functions identically vanish.
Including a dilaton term
Sdil =
1
8pi
∫
d2σφ(X)R(2) , (C.0.25)
into the action produces extra contributions to the above one-loop beta functions and
also a dilaton beta function (which requires a two-loop calculation to get the leading
order result in α′) [118]:
β[GIJ ] = α
′
(
RIJ − 1
4
HMKIHMKJ +DIDJφ
)
, (C.0.26)
β[BIJ ] = −α
′
2
(
DKHKIJ −DKφHKIJ
)
, (C.0.27)
β[φ] = −α
′
2
(
D2φ− 1
2
DIφD
Iφ+
1
2
R− 1
24
H2
)
. (C.0.28)
These beta functions vanish when the background fields obey the equations of a gravity
theory with action
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d26X
√−Ge−φ
(
R+DIφD
Iφ− 1
12
HIJKH
IJK
)
. (C.0.29)
The schematic equivalence between equations of motion and beta functions is
α′κ2eφ√−G
δS
δφ
∼ β[φ] , α
′κ2eφ√−G
δS
δBIJ
∼ β[BIJ ] , α
′κ2eφ√−G
δS
δGIJ
∼ β[GIJ ] + 2GIJβ[φ] .
(C.0.30)
There are several additional classic papers which provide further perspective on these
techniques and results including [118, 127, 128, 156, 157].
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CONTRACTIONS
In this appendix we provide some details as to the propagators and Wick contractions
used in evaluation of the one-loop effective actions for duality symmetric theories.
Propagators for Chiral Fields
For a normal two-dimensional boson with kinetic term
L0 = 1
2
∂αφ∂
αφ (D.0.1)
the propagator is given by
〈φ(σ)φ(σ′)〉 = i
(2pi)2
∫
d2p
eip·(σ−σ′)
p2
= ∆0(σ − σ′) . (D.0.2)
Actually this has problems in the IR so in practice on should consider adding a mass
parameter and then taking the massless limit at the end of calculations. Since we are
interested in UV divergences we will not concern ourselves with this.
For (anti)chiral fields with Floreanini-Jackiw style kinetic terms
L± = ±1
2
∂1φ±∂∓φ± (D.0.3)
the propagator is then
〈φ±(σ)φ±(σ′)〉 = ± i
(2pi)2
∫
d2p
eip·(σ−σ′)
p1p∓
= ∆±(σ − σ′) . (D.0.4)
We will normally write ∆± to indicate the σ → σ′ limit. Simply by examining the
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integrals we see
∆+ + ∆− = 2∆0, (D.0.5)
∆+ −∆− = 2θ , (D.0.6)
and we take this as the definition of θ. Of course these propagator integrals are divergent
and must regularised for example by dimensional regularisation as described in appendix
C.
The propagators can be calculated in z-space after Wick rotation [34, 35] with
z = σ + it = σ + τ and ∂σ = ∂ + ∂¯, ∂τ = ∂ − ∂¯. Using a z → 0 regularisation such that
∂¯z−1 = piδ(2)(z) one finds
∆+(z, z
′) = − 1
2pi
ln(z − z′), (D.0.7)
∆−(z, z′) = − 1
2pi
ln(z¯ − z¯′), (D.0.8)
∆+(z, z
′) + ∆−(z, z′) = − 1
2pi
ln |z − z′|2 = 2∆0(z, z′), (D.0.9)
∆+(z, z
′)−∆−(z, z′) = − 1
2pi
ln
z − z′
z¯ − z¯′ = −
i
pi
arg(z − z′) = 2θ , (D.0.10)
where in (D.0.9) we have noted after regularisation we have the same relation as (D.0.5)
to the standard two-dimensional scalar propagator in this regularisation scheme.
Terms in the path integral of the effective action that are proportional to ∆0 will be
those related to a breakdown in Weyl invariance whereas terms proportional to θ will
correspond to a breakdown in worldsheet Lorentz invariance. This can be understood
from (D.0.9) and (D.0.10) by noticing that a scaling of z shifts ∆0 and not θ and rotation
by a phase shifts θ and not ∆0.
Propagators in the Duality Symmetric Formalisms
In both the Poisson-Lie model and the Doubled Formalism we have a similar kinetic
term for fluctuations
S =
1
2
∫ [
−HA¯B¯∂1ξA¯∂1ξB¯ + LA¯B¯∂1ξA¯∂0ξB¯
]
, (D.0.11)
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where in the chiral frame the matrices are constant and take the form
H =
 1 0
0 1
 , L =
 1 0
0 −1
 . (D.0.12)
The projectors 12(H± L) then project onto chiral and anti chiral sectors of the theory,
hence the general propagator for ξA¯ is given by
〈ξA¯(z)ξB¯(z)〉 =
 1 0
0 0
∆+ +
 0 0
0 1
∆− (D.0.13)
=
1
2
(H+ L)∆+ + 1
2
(H− L)∆− (D.0.14)
=
1
2
HA¯B¯(∆+ + ∆−) + 1
2
LA¯B¯(∆+ −∆−) (D.0.15)
= ∆0HA¯B¯ + θLA¯B¯ . (D.0.16)
We can use this result and a Wick contraction procedure, described for the ordinary
string in [123], to determine the divergent behaviour of higher-order propagator con-
tractions which appear in the expansion of the exponential of our action.
For example
i
∫
d2σ′〈ξ(σ)A¯∂1ξ(σ)B¯ξ(σ′)C¯∂0ξ(σ′)D¯〉
=
i
4
∫
d2σ′
(
(H+ L)A¯C¯∆+(p) + (H− L)A¯C¯∆−(p)
)
eip.(σ−σ
′)
×
(
(H+ L)B¯D¯∆+(q) + (H− L)B¯D¯∆−(q)
)
q1q0e
iq.(σ−σ′)
+
i
4
∫
d2σ′
(
(H+ L)A¯D¯∆+(p) + (H− L)A¯D¯∆−(p)
)
p1e
ip.(σ−σ′)
×
(
(H+ L)B¯C¯∆+(q) + (H− L)B¯C¯∆−(q)
)
q0e
iq.(σ−σ′). (D.0.17)
where for shorthand ∆± = ±(p1p∓)−1. Performing the σ′ integral gives a delta function
which allows one to simply carry out one of the momenta integrals. We make use of
identities like
p0
p1
1
p2±
=
1
p1p±
∓ 1
p2±
(D.0.18)
and discard integrals of the form ∫
d2p
1
p2±
(D.0.19)
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which though divergent in both IR and UV do not produce logarithmic divergences
which we are interested in, to find that
i
∫
d2σ′〈ξ(σ)A¯∂1ξ(σ)B¯ξ(σ′)C¯∂0ξ(σ′)D¯〉
' i
4
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
(H+ L)B¯C¯(H+ L)A¯D¯ 1
p1p−
+ (H− L)B¯C¯(H− L)A¯D¯ 1
p1p+
−(H+ L)B¯C¯(H− L)A¯D¯ p0
p1p−p+
− (H− L)B¯C¯(H+ L)A¯D¯ p0
p1p−p+
− (C¯ ↔ D¯)
(D.0.20)
= −1
2
(
HA¯[C¯LD¯]B¯ + LA¯[C¯HD¯]B¯
)
∆0 − LA¯[C¯LD¯]B¯θ , (D.0.21)
where ' indicates equality up to convergent terms which are irrelevant for our purpose.
A similar procedure can be used to calculate the two-propagator contractions with
any combination of worldsheet derivatives. One finds that1
〈ξ(σ)A¯∂1ξ(σ)B¯ξ(σ′)C¯∂1ξ(σ′)D¯〉 = 1
2
(
HA¯[C¯HD¯]B¯ − LA¯[C¯LD¯]B¯
)
∆0 , (D.0.22)
〈ξ(σ)A¯∂1ξ(σ)B¯ξ(σ′)C¯∂0ξ(σ′)D¯〉 = −1
2
(
HA¯[C¯LD¯]B¯ + LA¯[C¯HD¯]B¯
)
∆0
−LA¯[C¯LD¯]B¯θ , (D.0.23)
〈ξ(σ)A¯∂0ξ(σ)B¯ξ(σ′)C¯∂0ξ(σ′)D¯〉 = −1
2
(
HA¯[C¯HD¯]B¯ + 3LA¯[C¯LD¯]B¯
)
∆0
−
(
HA¯[C¯LD¯]B¯ + LA¯[C¯HD¯]B¯
)
θ ,(D.0.24)
For the Doubled Formalism one can also include indices on the base. The results can
be compactly summarised in terms of the total space metric M and L as
〈ξα¯∂1ξβ¯∂1ξσ¯ξδ¯〉 = 1
2
∆0 (MM−LL)(α¯σ¯β¯δ¯−α¯δ¯β¯σ¯) , (D.0.25)
〈ξα¯∂1ξβ¯∂0ξσ¯ξδ¯〉 = −1
2
∆0 (ML+ LM)(↔) − θLL(↔), (D.0.26)
〈ξα¯∂0ξβ¯∂0ξσ¯ξδ¯〉 = −1
2
∆0 (MM+ 3LL)(↔) − θ (LM+ML)(↔) , (D.0.27)
whereMM(α¯σ¯β¯δ¯−α¯δ¯β¯σ¯) representsMα¯σ¯Mβ¯δ¯ −Mα¯δ¯Mβ¯σ¯ and (↔) is understood in the
same way.
1We will simplify notation by using 〈ξA¯∂1ξB¯ξC¯∂0ξD¯〉 = i
∫
d2σ′〈ξ(σ)A¯∂1ξ(σ)B¯ξ(σ′)C¯∂0ξ(σ′)D¯〉.
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In this appendix we provide some details of the calculation of dimensional
reduction of target space effective actions.
We begin with the D = 26 dimensional target space effective action for the bosonic
string given by
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d26X
√−Ge−φ
(
R+DIφD
Iφ− 1
12
HIJKH
IJk
)
. (E.0.1)
For reference the equations of motion that follow from this action are
0 = RIJ +DIDJφ− 1
4
H2IJ −GIJ
(
R
2
+D2φ− 1
2
(Dφ)2 − 1
24
H2
)
, (E.0.2)
0 =
1
2
DI
(
e−φHIJK
)
, (E.0.3)
0 = −2
(
R
2
+D2φ− 1
2
(Dφ)2 − 1
24
H2
)
. (E.0.4)
To establish the equation of motion for the metric variation it is most efficient to observe
that
δRIJ = DKδΓ
K
IJ −DIδΓKKJ , (E.0.5)
GIJδRIJ = DK
((
GKLGMN −GKMGLN)DLδGMN) . (E.0.6)
In pure Einstein-Hilbert gravity the total derivative produced by varying the curvature
results in surface term whereas in the string effective action above one must be careful
to appropriately pull the derivatives through the dilaton term.
We now reduce with the ansatz XI = (Xi, Y a), GIJ = diag (hij(Y ), gab(Y )) and
BIJ = diag (bij(Y ), 0). The only non-vanishing Christofel symbols and components of
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field strength are
Γija =
1
2
(h−1∂ah)ij , Γ
a
ij = −
1
2
∂ahij , Γ
a
bc = Γˆ
a
bc , Haij = ∂abij . (E.0.7)
Using this one finds
Rij = −1
2
∇ˆ2hij − 1
4
Λa∂
ahij +
1
2
(∂ahh
−1∂ah)ij , (E.0.8)
Rab = Rˆab − 1
2
∇ˆbΛa − 1
4
Tr(h−1∂ahh−1∂bhh−1) , (E.0.9)
R = Rˆ− ∇ˆaΛa + 1
4
ΛaΛ
a − 1
4
Tr(h−1∂ahh−1∂ahh−1) , (E.0.10)
in which Λa = Tr(h
−1∂ah). Recalling that the fibre moduli fields are naturally packaged
in to the O(d, d)/O(d)×O(d) coset form HAB we have the identity
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
)
= 2Tr
(
∂ah
−1∂ah+ h−1∂abh−1∂ab
)
. (E.0.11)
Armed with the above it is easy to see that the dimensional reduction produces the
action
S =
vol
2κ2
∫
d26−dy
√−ge−Φ
(
Rˆ+ ∇ˆaΦ∇ˆaΦ + 1
8
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
))
, (E.0.12)
where we have defined Φ = φ− 12 ln deth. The equations of motion that follow are
0 = ∇ˆ2Φ− 1
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 + 1
2
Rˆ+
1
16
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
)
, (E.0.13)
0 = −1
4
∇ˆ2HIJ + 1
4
(
∂aHH−1∂aH
)
IJ
+
1
4
∇ˆaΦ∇ˆaHIJ , (E.0.14)
0 = Rˆab + ∇ˆa∇ˆbΦ + 1
8
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
)
−gab
(
∇ˆ2Φ− 1
2
(∇ˆΦ)2 + 1
2
Rˆ+
1
16
Tr
(
∂aH−1∂aH
))
. (E.0.15)
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